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Summary

Whiplash associated disorders are among the most common injuries reported for
automotive rear end impacts. Although these injuries are typically considered minor,
their high incidence rate and often long-term consequences lead to significant societal
costs. The rationale of this research is that a mathematical model of the human
head and neck can contribute to a better understanding of neck injury mechanisms
and can be used in injury prevention research. The first objective is to develop and
validate a detailed three dimensional mathematical model, that describes both the
global dynamic behaviour of the human head and neck and the local loading of the
neck tissues in accident situations. The second objective is to apply the model to
provide insight in factors that might influence the risk of neck injury, such as the
amount of activation of the neck muscles, the initial seating posture and the head
restraint position.
A detailed multibody neck model has been developed. The model consists of a rigid
head, rigid vertebrae, (non)linear viscoelastic discs, frictionless facet joints, nonlinear
viscoelastic ligaments and segmented contractile muscles. These muscles follow the
curvature of the neck, resulting in realistic muscle force lines of action. Stiffness
properties of the tissues are based on literature data. The neck model can be applied
separately or integrated into a model of an entire human body. The global kinematics
like head, translational and angular, movements and accelerations as well as local
kinematics such as vertebral rotations and tissue loads can be predicted with this
neck model.
The neck model is validated quasi-statically as well as dynamically. Published quasi-
static experimental data were used to test the segment models for 6 degrees of
freedom and to test the entire ligamentous cervical spine model for flexion and
extension. Frontal, lateral and rear end sled experiments using volunteers as well
as post mortem human subjects (PMHSs) were simulated to validate the model
dynamically. Neck model simulations of 15 g frontal and 7 g lateral volunteer
experiments were performed. The rear end validations were performed with the neck
model included in a total human body model. The rear end impact validation ranged
from high severity (12 g) for PMHS experiments to mid (4-5 g) and low severity
(0.7 g) for volunteer experiments. Accurate muscle activation properties were
missing for the volunteer validations. Therefore, simulations were performed with
several settings of the reflex delay and activation levels in the muscle model. These
settings were based on muscle activation scenarios presented in the literature and
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derived from low severity rear end experiments performed at Maastricht University.
Additionally, simulations with varying head restraint position and initial seating
posture were performed for the rear end impacts.

The main conclusions of this study are:

� The quasi-static passive mechanical behaviour of the model agreed reasonably
with the experimental data.

� The combined findings of existing experimental data presented in the literature
and the modelling results presented in this thesis indicate that neck muscles can
alter the head and neck kinematics during rear end impacts, as well as during
frontal and side impacts.

� The model with muscle activation predicted reasonably to well, the head
and neck kinematics for the frontal, lateral and rear end impact simulations
without head contact. Without muscle activation, the model showed larger
head motions compared to the experimentally defined volunteer corridors. In
case of simulations with head impact with a head restraint less accurate results
were obtained.

� For varying conditions of muscle properties (muscle reflex time, activation level,
co-contraction and initial activation), head restraint position and initial posture
different trends were observed for several global and local loads and for the
head-neck kinematics. Varying muscle activation showed larger influences on
the internal loads for the discs, facet joints and ligaments than varying head
restraint position or initial seating posture. This indicates that defining accurate
model input for the muscle activation is not only necessary to predict the global
response, but is also necessary to predict the local response correctly.

� The correlation found between numerically predicted global injury criteria and
local tissue loads with the simulations performed within this research is not
strong. Therefore, it is questionable whether global injury criteria may be used
to predict local injuries.

� The model presented in this thesis is suitable for studying further the neck injury
mechanisms and neck injury criteria, since it reveals the loads and deformations
of individual tissues of the neck.



Samenvatting

Whiplash trauma is een van de meest bekende letsels bij achteraanrijdingen. Hoewel
deze letsels behoren tot de categorie lichte letsels, kunnen de sociale en financiële
gevolgen aanzienlijk zijn. De achterliggende gedachte van dit onderzoek is dat
wiskundige modellen van de menselijke nek bij kunnen dragen aan het inzicht in
het letselmechanisme en gebruikt kunnen worden in letselpreventie onderzoek. Het
eerste doel van dit onderzoek is het ontwikkelen en valideren van een gedetailleerd
drie dimensionaal wiskundig model dat zowel het globale dynamische gedrag maar
ook de lokale belastingen van het nekweefsel kan beschrijven tijdens ongevallen.
Het tweede doel is het model toe te passen om inzicht te krijgen in factoren die
het letselrisico kunnen bëınvloeden, zoals de mate van spieractivatie, de initiële
zithouding en de hoofdsteunpositie.
Er is een gedetailleerd nekmodel ontwikkeld dat uit de volgende elementen bestaat:
een onvervormbaar hoofd en onvervormbare wervellichamen, niet lineair visco-
elastische tussenwervelschijven, wrijvingsloze facetgewrichten, niet lineair visco-
elastische ligamenten en contractiele spierelementen. Deze spieren volgen de
kromming van de nek wat resulteert in realistische werklijnen van de spierkrachten.
De stijfheidseigenschappen van de weefsels zijn gebaseerd op literatuurgegevens. Het
nekmodel kan als losse module gebruikt worden, maar kan ook gëıntegreerd worden
in een model van de gehele mens. De globale kinematica, zoals hoofd verplaatsingen
en rotaties kunnen worden voorspeld met dit nekmodel.
Het nek model is gevalideerd voor zowel quasi-statische als dynamische condities.
Gepubliceerde quasi-statische experimentele gegevens zijn gebruikt om modellen
van neksegmenten te valideren voor 6 vrijheidsgraden. Daarnaast zijn ook quasi-
statische flexie-extensie testen van de gehele nek gebruikt voor validatie. Slede testen
met vrijwilligers als ook met menselijke kadavers zijn gebruikt voor de validatie
van het dynamische gedrag van de nek. Simulaties van 15 g frontale en 7 g
zijdelingse botsingen zijn uitgevoerd met het nekmodel. De achteraanrijdingen zijn
gesimuleerd met het mensmodel met gedetailleerde nek. Deze validatiereeks beslaat
achteraanrijdingen in de range van 12 g voor de kadaver experimenten, 4-5 g en 0.7 g
voor de experimenten met vrijwilligers. Nauwkeurige gegevens over de spieractivatie
van de vrijwilligers waren niet beschikbaar. Daarom zijn er modelparameter variaties
van de reflextijd en het spieractivatieniveau uitgevoerd. De gebruikte invoer voor het
spiermodel was voornamelijk gebaseerd op experimentele gegevens uit de literatuur
alsmede op gegevens uit testen van achterwaartse belastingen bij lage snelheden met
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vrijwilligers uitgevoerd in Maastricht. Bovendien zijn er voor de achteraanrijdingen
ook simulaties uitgevoerd met verschillende zithoudingen en hoofdsteunposities.

De hoofdconclusies van deze studie zijn:

� Het quasi-statische passieve gedrag van de nek komt redelijk tot goed overeen
met de experimentele gegevens.

� De simulatieresultaten gecombineerd met gepubliceerde experimentele
resultaten geven aan dat nekspieren de hoofd- en nekbeweging kunnen
bëınvloeden tijdens achterwaartse, frontale en zijdelingse botsingen.

� Het model met actief spiergedrag voorspelt een redelijke tot goede hoofd-
en nekbeweging voor frontale, zijdelingse en achteraanrijdingen waarbij geen
hoofdcontact optreedt. Zonder spieractivaties voorspelt het model grotere
hoofd- en nekbewegingen dan de experimentele resultaten. Voor de simulaties
waarbij contact tussen hoofd en hoofdsteun optreedt is de voorspellende
waarde minder goed.

� Voor variaties in de condities van de spieren (reflextijd, activatieniveau, co-
contractie van de verschillende spiergroepen), de hoofdsteunposities en de
zithoudingen zijn verschillende trends zichtbaar voor de globale en lokale
krachten en hoofd- en nekbewegingen. De spiervariaties hebben een grotere
invloed op de interne krachten voor de tussenwervelschijven, facetgewrichten
en ligamenten dan de variaties in zithouding en hoofdsteunposities. Dit
impliceert dat nauwkeurige modelinvoer voor spieractivatie niet alleen
noodzakelijk is voor het voorspellen van een goede globale response, maar ook
voor de lokale response van het model.

� Een correlatie studie uitgevoerd met het nekmodel laat geen sterke relatie zien
tussen de globale nekletsel criteria en lokale weefselbelastingen. Op basis
hiervan kan het gebruik van globale criteria voor het voorspellen van lokale
letsels worden betwijfeld.

� Aangezien het model de krachten en kinematica van het nekweefsel kan
berekenen, is het model dat in dit proefschrift gepresenteerd wordt, geschikt
voor verdere studie naar nekletselmechanismen en nekletselcriteria.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Neck injury in car collisions, often referred to as whiplash injury, is one of the most
aggravating traffic related safety problems, resulting in serious implications for the
western society [176]. The precise definition of whiplash injury remains controversial
[25, 44, 137]. A widely accepted definition is that formulated by the Quebec Task
Force in 1995 based on an extensive literature review [137].

Whiplash is an acceleration-deceleration mechanism of energy transfer to the
neck. It may result from rear end or other motor vehicle collisions, but can
also occur during diving or other mishaps. The impact may result in bony
or soft tissue (whiplash) injuries, which may lead to a variety of clinical
manifestations (Whiplash-Associated Disorders, WADs).

The research described in this thesis is concerned with the prevention of neck injuries
due to automotive accidents. In the literature, the term whiplash has been used
both for the injury and its symptoms as well as for its assumed injury mechanism.
Many different terms commonly are found in the literature to describe the whiplash
trauma. In this thesis the term whiplash-associated disorder (WAD) [137] will be
used. The next section provides background information on WADs. The rationale
and objective for this research are presented in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 presents the
research strategy and states the outline of this thesis.

1.1 Background information on Whiplash Associated
Disorders

In the following paragraphs a short overview is given of the injury statistics and the
clinical observations of WADs. Also a brief overview of the biomechanical approach
of WAD research is presented.
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2 Chapter 1

Injury statistics Historically, WADs referred to the motion of the head and neck
during rear end collisions [25]. However, research over the last decades has shown
that WADs can also occur from other vehicle collisions or even other mishaps [137].
At the end of the 1970s WADs represented nearly 30% of all disabling injuries in
motor vehicile collisions in Sweden [98]. According to Ono and Kanno [106], 50%
of all car to car collisions in Japan resulted in WADs, with the number of WADs still
increasing over time. In England, the incidence of WADs has doubled over a ten year
period [91]. WADs occur in all impact directions even though rear impacts are most
often mentioned. Hell et al. [59] identified risk factors and the population at risk
of WADs, using a large database of retrospective insurance data material covering
15000 car to car collisions in Germany in 1990 involving injured occupants. In about
54% of these cases the pattern was a rear end collision, in correspondence with the
Japanese findings by Ono and Kanno [106]. In order to obtain an overview of the real
scenarios 517 rear end collisions were analyzed medically and technically. Females
were generally at higher risk, and older people showed higher risk for high-grade
cervical spine distorsion injuries. Indepth collision analysis by Boström et al. also
indicated higher risk for females [41]. The fact that women generally have smaller
values of neck circumference suggests that this may relate to the actual risk factor,
although more research in this area should be performed [59].
The incidence of new WAD patients due to automotive accidents in the Netherlands
is estimated to be more than 15,000 per year with total costs to the Dutch society of
more than 300 MEuro based on insurance data from 1994 [168] . The socio-economic
losses for rear end collisions are increasing [59]. The costs to the society of WADs
in the early nineties have been estimated to be 700 MEuro in Germany [153] and
210 MEuro in Sweden [148]. Based on these data a cost estimate for the European
society for neck injuries in rear end impacts is in the order of 5-10 billion Euro per
year. Similar dramatic figures have been reported outside Europe [101,106].

Clinical observations WADs are diagnostically difficult to establish. Often no clear
sign of structural injuries of the tissues within the neck is found with medical imaging,
neurological, or orthopaedic investigations [6]. A clinical classification of WAD
published by the Quebec Task Force is presented in Table 1.1.
The onset of the symptoms mentioned in Table 1.1 occurs for 45.9% within 1 hour
after the accident, for 28.6 % it occurs later but within 24 hours, while for a smaller
group (25.5 %) the symptoms occur after 24 hours [138]. The public health problems
concerning WADs are those leading to long term disability. However, not all occupants
who suffer a WAD develop chronic symptoms, and some researchers even question the
existence of WADs. For example, based on the results of a retrospective questionnaire-
based cohort study among 202 individuals in Lithuania, Schrader et al. [42] suggested
that chronic symptoms were not usually caused by the car accident [42]. In contrast
with these results, Nygren [98] found that 1 out of 10 occupants remained disabled
at least one year after a collision. A recent study from the UK showed a progressive
reduction in the proportion of patients with WADs during a 48-month period [49]. A
Canadian study showed that 2.9 % of people with WADs were still absent from their
usual activities or work, one year after the collision [137]. In 1994 Barnsley et al. [6]
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Table 1.1: The Quebec classification of Whiplash-Associated Disorders (WADs) [137]
compared with AIS classification [4].

WAD Grade AIS Clinical Presentation
0 0 No complaint about the neck

No physical sign(s)
1 I Neck complaint of pain, stiffnes, or tenderness only

No physical sign(s)
2 I Neck complaint and musculoskeletal sign(s) �

3 I Neck complaint and neurological sign(s) o

4 II Neck complaint and fracture or dislocation
� Musculoskeletal signs include decreased range of motion and point tenderness
o Neurological signs include decreased or absent deep tendon reflexes, weakness
and sensory deficits.
Symptoms and disorders that can be manifest in all grades include deafness, dizziness,
tinnitus, headache, memory loss, dysphagia, and temporomandibular joint pain.

published a clinical review on WADs. This review indicates that between 14 and 42 %
of patients with whiplash injuries develop chronic neck pain and that approximately
10 % will have constant, severe pain indefinitely [6].
In the clinical literature, the leading contenders for explaining chronic neck pain
following WADs are injuries to the facet joints, the intervertebral discs and the upper
cervical ligaments [6]. The facet joint has been reported as the most common
source of neck pain based on clinical research, accounting for 25 to 62 % of neck
pain sufferers [160]. Damage to other cervical structures can occur, however results
from the review by Barnsley et al. [6] suggest that tears and sprains of muscles and
ligaments are likely to heal within several weeks with loss of pain, and consequently
do not result in a chronic WAD.
Despite the ongoing discussion on the existence of (chronic) WADs it is not a subject
of this thesis. The focus is on the biomechanical response resulting from a rear end
impact, assuming that this will be of help in understanding WADs.

Biomechanical approach Physical injury will take place if the biomechanical
response is of such a nature that the biological system deforms beyond a tolerable
limit resulting in damage to anatomical structures and/or alteration in normal
function [169]. The mechanism involved is called an injury mechanism. In rear
end collisions the head and neck are exposed to inertia and contact forces, which
may load or deform the (soft)tissues in the neck beyond tolerable limits, resulting in
injury.
The typical loading scenario in a rear end collision can be described as follows (see
Figure 1.1 and [176]): the car is subjected to a forward acceleration during which the
body of a subject is pushed forward by the seatback. During the first phase the head
is translating rearward relative to the seat. The upper cervical spine is undergoing a
flexion motion and the lower part is undergoing an extension motion relative to the
torso (S-shape). During this phase also a vertical displacement of T1 is seen. This T1
displacement is caused by the vertical displacement of the pelvis (i.e. ramping up)
together with the straightening of the spine. Subsequently a C-shaped curvature with
extension of the entire cervical spine is seen. In the first phase an anterior shear force
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together with a compression force and an extension moment can be recognized for the
neck loads. It should be noted that the head-neck system is seen as a pivot mechanism
when calculating the neck loads. The net force and moment on the neck is taken,
including the loads caused by the ligaments and the muscles, this is not the load on
the real anatomical OC joint, but the load on a virtual single hinge joint between head
and neck. During the second phase posterior shear, tension and a flexion moment can
be found. Naturally, the presence of a head restraint will influence the C-shape and
the neck loads. The extension will be followed by a rebound of the body. This thesis
deals with the relative head-neck motion as presented in Figure 1.1 focussing on what
may be the first injury event during the neck motion in a rear end impact.

max.spine
retraction

extension
straighteningposition

S-shape C-shape

initial 

Figure 1.1: Occupant Kinematics during rear end impact [27].

Although the biomechanical responses in rear end impact have been investigated for
many years using experimental research [7, 8, 29, 50, 68, 71, 82, 84, 85, 88, 102, 133,
135,141,142,144,145] as well as biomechanical models [66,70,72,75,174] the injury
mechanisms of WADs are still unknown. Different hypotheses, offering explanations
for the source of WADs are reviewed briefly. A list of injury types and mechanisms
relevant for a rear end impact are presented in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: List of injury types and mechanisms relevant to this thesis (as regarded by the
author).

Injury Mechanism Criterium Reference
- hyperextension - [78]

soft tissue upper neck hypertranslation - [118]
soft tissue lower neck hypermotion lower neck - [51]

- unphysiological intervertrebral motion IV-NIC [115]
neural damage violent pressure transients NIC [40]

facet joint pinching - [105,177]
soft tissue compression-shear - [173]

The first and most simple hypothesis was based on primate studies in which head
and neck extensions (bending backward) exceeded 90 degrees during a rear end
impact without head restraint. Neck hyperextension was suggested as the injury
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cause [78]. Additionally, based on resemblance between experiments and literature,
Penning [117, 118] hypothesized that during a rear end impact the injury of
the head-neck system is caused by posterior hypertranslation of the head, almost
immediately resulting in damaging hyperflexion (bending forward) of the upper neck
joint (“hypertranslation theory”). Grauer et al. [51] assumed that intervertebral
motions beyond the physiological limits have the potential to cause soft tissue injury.
In correspondance with Penning’s study [118], the S-shape (see Figure 1.1) was
identified as the injury stage. However, injury risk at the lower cervical levels was
also expected. This is in contrast with Penning’s theory [118], who hypothesized that
the upper cervical level, the craniovertebral junction, is the principle site of cervical
trauma in a rear end impact.
Svensson et al. [139] verified a hypothesis by Aldman [3] predicting that the
volume changes inside the spinal canal during swift extension-flexion motions of the
cervical spine (S-shape, see Figure 1.1) would result in transient pressure changes
in the Central Nervous System (CNS). Aldman also hypothesized that these pressure
effects could induce injurious mechanical loads to the tissues in the intervertebral
foramina (“pressure hypothesis”). The extension motion causes a pressure rise and
flexion motion causes a corresponding pressure drop. Experimental findings on
porcines [139] made it plausible that the transient pressure changes induce injurious
mechanical loads to the tissues inside the intervertebral foramina, according to the
“pressure hypothesis”.
A facet joint impingement injury mechanism has been proposed by Ono et al. [105]
and Yoganandan et al. [177]. This theory is based on the assumption that during the
S-shape of the neck, a portion of the facet capsule can be trapped between the facet
joint surfaces and pinched, causing pain. Evidence is lacking, to show that the capsule
is loose enough to be trapped between the facet joint and even if it was trapped, it is
unknown if this could cause pain.
Yang et al. [173] hypothesized that axial compression in the neck, together with
the shear force (the “compression-shear hypothesis”), is responsible for the higher
observed frequency of neck injuries in rear end impacts versus frontal impacts of
comparable severity. This axial compression occurs during the first phase of the rear
end impact due to ramping up or other mechanical interactions between the seat back
and the spine [82]. The axial compression reduces the shear stiffness of the cervical
spine (loosening of cervical ligaments) and makes it easier for the shear type soft
tissue injuries to occur.
Boström et al. [40] performed additional research on the experiments presented by
Svensson et al. [139]. This resulted in a neck injury criterion (NIC) based on the
relative acceleration between the top and the bottom of the cervical spine [40]. A
tolerance level of 15 m

2
=s

2 for AIS type I cervical injury was proposed based on pig
experiments. Although several studies [38,41] indicate that NIC is a useful indicator
for the prediction of neck injuries following rear end impacts, other studies question
the value of NIC [157].
Another criterium recently proposed by Panjabi et al. [115] is the intervertebral neck
injury criterium (IV-NIC). This IV-NIC, which showed correlation with NIC, is based
on the hypothesis that a neck injury occurs when an intervertebral rotation exceeds
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its physiological limit during a rear end impact. However, until now tolerance levels
are not available for IV-NIC.
Different theories about the cause of WADs are presented here. Any one theory does
not necessarily preclude the others, as until now no single answer has been found
for the mechanism causing WADs in rear end impact car accidents. Further research
is needed to validate existing hypotheses and to gain understanding of the relative
cervical vertebral motions, the facet joint motions and the pressure changes in the
central nervous system occuring during a rear end impact.

1.2 Research Objective

Research designed to understand the mechanisms of injury in the cervical spine
has employed clinical observations, experimental laboratory investigations and
biomechanical models. However, in clinical observations and experimental research,
tissue loads and deformations are often impracticable if not impossible to determine.
The rationale of this research is that a mathematical model of the human head and
neck can contribute to a better understanding of neck injury mechanisms and can be
used in injury prevention research.
The objective of this PhD research is to develop and validate a detailed three
dimensional mathematical model that describes the dynamic behaviour of the human
head and neck in accident situations. The model has to provide insight into the
motion of the head relative to the torso (global behaviour) and into deformations and
loads that occur within the cervical spine (local behaviour). Such a model, provided
that it is well validated, will contribute to the understanding of injury mechanisms.
In addition this study aims to provide insight in the role of initial seating posture
and head restraint position, and the role of muscle behaviour on the global and local
behaviour of the head neck system.

1.3 Research Strategy and Outline

The strategy in this study is to proceed from an existing human neck model to a more
detailed and better validated one, with the focus on rear end impacts. The model
needs anatomical details to describe not only the global but also the local response
related to the injury mechanisms mentioned in Table 1.2. Active force-generating
muscle elements are necessary to simulate reflex based muscle contraction [134]. The
model needs to be integrated into a whole body model, since in the case of a rear end
impact, the head to head restraint contact, and therefore the head neck response, will
be influenced by the interaction of the human back and seat [140]. Finally the model
needs to be computationally efficient, which will enhance the practical usefulness of
the model for the automotive industry - time is money, in particular with regard to
future application for design optimization.
The De Jager model [64,65] is used as a basis of the research. The De Jager multibody
neck model is detailed enough to describe the loads and deformations of most tissues
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[65]. Also active force-generating muscle elements are included. The model has
been validated for quasi-static loading and frontal and lateral impact conditions [65].
Moreover, the model is computationally more efficient than finite element models.
Further discussion of the choice to use the De Jager model can be found in Chapter
2.
After more knowledge and insight was gained with the De Jager model (see [61]), the
complexity of the model was increased and recent biomechanical data was used to
obtain an anatomically more realistic head-neck model. The enhanced model includes
separate mathematical representations of the intervertebral discs, ligaments, facet
joints and muscles. Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the human head neck
model.
The original quasi-static and dynamic validations are repeated to show the quality
of the model. In Chapter 3 quasi-static validation of segments of the model, as
well as of the whole neck model, is presented. Dynamic validation for frontal and
lateral impacts using published sled acceleration test data with human volunteers
is presented in Chapter 4. Additionally, the role of muscle behaviour on frontal
impact is studied in Chapter 4. In order to study the interaction of human body
and seat in a rear end impact, the detailed neck model is integrated into a published
human body model. The model validation is then extended for rear end impacts. At
Maastricht University, additional experiments are performed simulating a low speed
rear end impact, measuring the EMG activity of the neck muscles. In Appendix E
these experiments are described. Chapter 5 presents the model validation for rear end
impact using published sled acceleration test data with post mortem human subjects
(PMHS) and human volunteers as well as the experimental results as presented in
Appendix E. For the volunteer responses, initial seating posture, head restraint
positioning and muscle activation are important determinants of the human head-
neck response. The role of these parameters is studied in Chapter 5. As a step towards
studying injury criteria for WADs, local behaviour such as relative cervical vertebral
rotations and tissue loads are quantified by numerical modelling and correlated with
existing global injury criteria (see Chapter 6).
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing the main finding of this research.
Furthermore recommendations to enhance the model and its validation are given.
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Chapter 2

Model Description

The objective of this chapter is to present a three dimensional mathematical neck
model which describes the dynamic behaviour of the human head and neck in impact
conditions. The model should be detailed enough to predict local kinematics, such
as vertebral rotations and tissue loads. Firstly a review of existing neck models
is presented. In Section 2.2 the general model setup is introduced, followed by
subsections with detailed information. Section 2.3 concludes this chapter with a
discussion.

2.1 Literature Review on Neck Models

Biomechanical models of the neck as presented in the literature have different degrees
of complexity [169]. Two-pivot lumped mass models are the simplest models. The
head and torso are modelled as rigid bodies connected by a rigid or extensible neck-
link, e.g. [12, 13, 56, 131, 146, 165, 166]. The mechanical behaviour of the neck
is lumped into the head-neck and neck-torso pivot, usually as rotational spring-
damper elements. These pivot models are often used for analysis and specification
of global kinematics in experiments. Multibody (MB) models form an extension of
the lumped mass models. In the case of multibody models, links are connected
by various joint types. These models can include many anatomic details, e.g.
[33, 52, 62, 64, 66, 72, 147]. The head and vertebrae are modelled as rigid bodies,
whereas the soft tissues (e.g. intervertebral discs, facet joints, ligaments, muscles)
are modelled as massless spring-damper elements. Finally, finite element (FE) models
e.g. [7,19,28,96,159,174] allow for even more detailed representations of geometry
and material behaviour of the cervical spine.
An overview of the most important neck models of the last ten years according to
the best knowledge of the author is presented in Table 2.1. It is remarkable that
more finite element models than multibody models have been published over the
last 10 years. For most models the geometry is based on different sources, but
the characteristics both for the finite element models and the multibody models are

9
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mostly based on the same literature.
The modelling stategy for the multibody model by De Jager was to proceed from
a relatively simple multi-body model to a more detailed one. First, the model of
Deng and Goldsmith [33] was modified and validated against frontal and lateral
acceleration impacts as described in detail by De Jager [63]. A new model was
developed to remove shortcomings of the Deng-model. This model includes the
head and vertebrae as rigid bodies, and all the mechanical behaviour of the soft
tissues is lumped into the intervertebral joints [64]. The second De Jager model
[64] is more detailed and consists of rigid vertebrae and a rigid head, linear
viscoelastic intervertebral discs, nonlinear viscoelastic ligaments, contractile muscles
and frictionless, nonlinear viscoelastic facet joints.
Although finite element codes are potentially better suited than multibody models
for description in detail the cervical spine, the differences in detail of the
currently available neck models (FE and MB) are not large (see Table 2.1).
For example, Camacho et al. [19] lumped the soft tissue properties into the
flexion/extension, compression/tension and anteroposterior shear stiffness functions
for the intervertebral joints. Others simplified the upper neck joint by including
spherical joints with lumped stiffness functions. In the past, a FE model with active
muscles [159] was developed, however, the current FE models lack active muscle
modelling. Although the multibody model by De Jager contains less detail in vertebral
geometry, the upper neck joint was modelled in detail and active muscle behaviour
was available. However very detailed finite element segment models of the facet
joints [74,160] and the intervertebral discs [36] are published. These models can be
used when one is interested in the local behaviour of specific tissues of the cervical
spine.
In the past, biomechanical neck models were developed to study frontal and lateral
acceleration impacts. In the last 5 years the focus has been more on rear end
impact simulation and WAD injuries and most models have been updated to improve
their usefullness for rear end impact simulations. The models by Yang [174] and
Bertholon [7] are already validated for rear end acceleration impacts. Additionally,
both models are also validated for axial compression together with flexion and
extension. Although the finite element models are the most detailed models in
geometry, the multibody model by De Jager has much detail in modelling of the
tissue characteristics. One advantage of the De Jager model is the ability to model of
active muscle behaviour. Additionally, the model shows reasonable response to both
frontal and lateral impact, is detailed enough to describe the loads and deformations
of the tissues, and can be used to evaluate injury mechanisms [65]. As deformation of
the vertebrae is relevant only for high severity loading and prediction of fracture, the
use of a rigid head and rigid vertebrae as in the De Jager model is accurate enough.
Deformation of the discs is essential, but a very fine mesh is required to realistically
simulate the behaviour of the disc. Moreover, dynamic characteristics of the discs
are hardly available in literature. In most FE neck models simple disc models with
about 8 to 12 elements are applied to minimize computational demands. Although
the disc model by De Jager is represented by spring damper elements (6 degrees of
freedom) the disc model can compete with the simple discs of the FE models. Finally,
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the multibody model is computationally more efficient than finite element models.
Therefore, the De Jager model [64, 65] has the potential to be further developed for
rear end impact and is chosen as a basis for this research.

2.2 Model Setup

The human cervical spine comprises seven vertebrae, usually referred to in the
existing literature as C1 through C7. The upper cervical spine comprises occiput
(C0), atlas (C1) and axis (C2), and is also called the occipito-atlanto-axial region (see
Figure 2.1). The occiput (C0) is the base of the skull and articulates with the atlas
(C1) through the occipital condyles (OC) which are convex in shape. The atlas (C1)
has no vertebral body, but consists of a bony ring with anterior and posterior arches
on which the articular facets and transverse processes are situated. The upper facets
are large, concave and oval. The axis (C2) comprises a body and an arch, but has an
additional element, the odontoid process or dens. The dens points out upwards from
the body of C2 and is the missing body of the atlas fused to the axis. The muscles and
ligaments are attached to the vertebrae. The upper cervical spine (C0-C2) is distinct
from the lower cervical spine (C3-C7). The lower five vertebrae are all similar, in
contrast to the differing vertebrae of the upper cervical spine. A vertebra of the lower
cervical spine consists of a cylindrically shaped body of an arch (see Figure 2.2). The
lower end of the body is concave from front to back, whereas its upper end is concave
from side to side and has an uncinate process on each side. The upper and lower
ends of the body are covered by thin layers of hyaline cartilage, the endplates. The
intervertebral disc is a fibrocartilaginous joint between these endplates. The arch
includes two pairs of articular facets, a spinous process and two transverse processes.
The articular facets are almost flat and covered with cartilage, and have a backward
inclination of about 45 degrees in the horizontal plane. The transverse and spinous
processes constitute attachment points for muscles and ligaments. The arch and body
enclose the vertebral foramen to form the spinal canal through which the spinal cord
and associated structures run.
In this study the De Jager model [65] is choosen as the basis of the model
development. A main limitation of the existing De Jager model is that , as a result of
the muscles being modelled by straight line segments, the muscles can not follow the
curvature of the neck [65]. Also only the large superficial muscles are represented and
moreover, the contact of the spinous processes is not modelled, and the contact of the
facet surfaces is modelled using hyperellipsoids, which can only represent convex or
almost flat surfaces with an elliptic or rectangular shape [65]. This simple modelling
was deemed insufficient for the facets of the upper cervical spine, which are concave
and have a complex shape [65]. The orientation of the facets in the De Jager model
was based on an experimental study on 12 cervical spines [113]. The orientations of
the facets were averaged over subjects, not representing correct interaction of these
joints when subjected to extension [65].
In the current study, the complexity of the De Jager model has been increased. In the
first year of this project an intermediate model was developed, solving the problems
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Table 2.1: Overview of relevant neck models in the last 10 years.
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on muscle curvature [61]. Since the new model must also be suitable for rear end
impact (see Chapter 1), correct contact interactions of the upper neck joints are
needed. Therefore, a new geometry of the cervical spine, with new locations of
ligaments and muscles, to obtain an anatomically more realistic head-neck model
will be presented. Furthermore, recent biomechanical data will be used. Since the
new model will be validated for rear end impact, contact of the spinous process will
be included. Details of the components of the new model are given in the following
sections (see also Table 2.8).
The model has been implemented using the multibody part of the integrated
multibody finite-element package MADYMO, version 5.4.1, of the TNO Crash Safety
Centre [150]. The multibody algorithm in MADYMO yields the second time
derivatives of the degrees of freedom in explicit form. Theoretical background
information on multibody dynamics are provided, among others, by Roberson and
Schwertassek [128] and Wittenburg [170].

articular
superior

foramen

facet

transverse process

anterior arch

vertebral
posterior
arch

(a) Atlas (C1)

body

facet

process
transverse

spinous process

arch

dens

articular
superior

(b) Axis (C2)

Figure 2.1: Vertebrae of the upper cervical spine.

2.2.1 Head and vertebrae

In the model, the head, the seven cervical vertebrae and the first thoracic vertebra
(T1) are represented by nine rigid bodies. T1 serves as the base of the model.
Views of motion segments (two adjacent vertebrae with the surrounding soft tissues:
intervertebral disc, facet joints and ligaments) are presented in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.
The model of the skull is shown in Figure 2.5.
The outer surface of the vertebrae and skull have been implemented as ”arbitrary
surfaces”. These surfaces consist of triangular or quadrangular facets which are
supported by nodes (vertices) on rigid bodies [150]. Contact can be simulated with
other rigid bodies (surfaces described in MADYMO as arbitrary surfaces, ellipsoids,
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foramen
vertebral

process
spinous

arch

transverse
process

body

uncinate process

facet
articular
superior

Figure 2.2: A typical vertebra of the lower cervical spine.

Table 2.2: Definition of loads and displacements [65].

load displ name abbr

+Fx +tx anterior shear AS
�Fx �tx posterior shear PS
�Fy �ty lateral shear LS
+Fz +tz tension TNS
�Fz �tz compression CMP

�Mx ��x lateral bending LB
+My +�y flexion FLX
�My ��y extension EXT
�Mz ��z axial rotation AR
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Figure 2.3: Model of motion segment C5-C6. Legend: 1. vertebral body, 2. transverse
process, 3. articular facets, 4. spinous process; a. anterior longitudinal ligament,
b. posterior longitudinal ligament, c. facet joint capsule, d. flaval ligament, e.
interspinous ligament, the intervertebral disc is not shown.
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Figure 2.4: Model of segment C2-C1. Shown are the ligaments and the facet surfaces
representing axis with dens, atlas, and articular facet surfaces. For clarity, the
skull with the occipital condyles is shown in Figure 2.5. Legend: 1. atlas (C1), 2.
axis with dens (C2), 3. upper facets of C2, 4. lower facets of C1, 5. upper facets
of C1, 6. facets for the atlas-dens contact; a. anterior membrane, b. alar ligament,
c. transverse ligament , d. posterior membrane, e. tectorial membrane, f. joint
capsule, g. apical ligament.
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Occipital Condyles
(OC) OC

Figure 2.5: Lateral, bottom and oblique view of skull with occipital condyles (OC).
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Figure 2.6: Lateral schematic view of two vertebrae showing the position of the local
coordinate systems. See Section 2.2.1, 2.2.3 and 2.2.5 for definitions.
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Table 2.3: Inertial and geometric data with respect to lower body used for the rigid bodies in
initial position. Due to midsagittal symmetry, sy = gy=0. Adapted from [65].

origin of position
coordinate of centre

body moments of inertia system of gravity
no. name mass Ixx Iyy Izz Ixz sx sz gx gz

kg kg�cm2 mm mm
1 T1 - - - - - 0.0 0.0 - -
2 C7 0.22 2.2 2.2 4.3 - 0.0 18.0 –8.2 0.0
3 C6 0.24 2.4 2.4 4.7 - 0.0 17.5 –8.3 0.0
4 C5 0.23 2.3 2.3 4.5 - 0.0 17.0 –8.1 0.0
5 C4 0.23 2.3 2.3 4.4 - –3.0 16.5 –7.9 0.0
6 C3 0.24 2.4 2.4 4.6 - –3.0 16.5 –7.8 0.0
7 C2 0.25 2.5 2.5 4.8 - –3.0 18.0 –7.7 0.0
8 C1 0.22 2.2 2.2 4.2 - –2.0 18.5 –7.7 0.0
9 C0 4.69 181.0 236.0 173.0 71.0 –0.0 17.0 27.0 43.0

Table 2.4: Orientation of facet joints (see Figure 2.6).
orientation of
upper facet

joint
w.r.t. to

body horizontal plane
no. name �x �y

deg deg
1 T1 2.3 -24.0
2 C7 4.0 -28.8
3 C6 3.6 -28.3
4 C5 4.0 -30.6
5 C4 4.0 -40.5
6 C3 45.8 -47.7
7 C2 -28.6 0.0
8 C1 – � – �

� concave facets of the atlas
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planes or cylinders) or with finite elements.
The human anatomical data needed to define the geometry and inertial properties of
the rigid bodies in the model are scarce. Data obtained within an European project
are used, since these data were to the best knowledge of the author the best data
accessible at that time. The 3D shape of the vertebrae and skull of the model is
based on a 78 year old male post mortem human subject (PMHS) with a weight of
80 kg and standing and sitting height of 1.73 m and 0.92 m, respectively. The PMHS
was seated in an automotive seat and frozen before it was sliced into pieces of 5
mm thick. The observed anatomy was used to define the geometry of the complete
PMHS. The geometry of the vertebrae and skull was used to define a mesh for the
model. Since however the neck of the 78 year old PMHS was too much slouched
forward to represent a head-neck system of an average young human, the initial
relative orientation of the vertebrae in the model is modified using a study of the
curvature of the neck [65].
The inertial properties of the system are lumped into the rigid bodies, and represent
the inertia of segments of the neck including the vertebrae and surrounding soft
tissues. These properties are adapted from the De Jager model [65] (see Table 2.3).
The position and the orientation of a body are described relative to its adjacent
lower body in thoracic direction, by the coordinates sx,sy,sz. Therefore, a local
right-handed coordinate system was assigned to each body (Xbody,Ybody,Zbody, see
Figure 2.6 and Table 2.2). The position of the centre of gravity (CG) of body j is
given relative to the local coordinate system of body j by the coordinates gx,gy,gz
(see Figure 2.6 and Table 2.3). The principal moments of inertia are defined with
respect to a coordinate system with its origin at the CG and parallel to the body local
coordinate system.

2.2.2 Discs

The intervertebral disc is a fibrocartilaginous joint between the endplates of two
adjacent vertebral bodies. There are no discs between axis, atlas and occiput. The
disc is modelled as a parallel connection of a spring and a damper for each of its six
degrees of freedom (translational and rotational). The loads exerted by the disc on
the vertebrae are given by:

Fdi = kti � ti + bti � vi (2.1)

Mdi = k�i � �i + b�i � !i (2.2)

with i = x; y; z in which Fdi and Mdi are the components of the forces and
moment relative to the i-axis of the lower body, ti and �i the relative translations
and rotations of the geometric centre of the disc, and vi and !i the relative
translational and rotational velocities of the disc centre. Note that the coupling
between different degrees of freedom is neglected. The disc centre lies in the middle
of the intervertebral disc space between the endplates of the disc [65]. A local
coordinate system is used with its origin in the middle of the disc. The z-axis is
defined perpendicular to the disc, and the x-axis is pointing posterior-anterior (see
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Figure 2.6). The translations of the disc centre are measured relative to the lower
body coordinate system and the rotations are measured as Bryant angles (in the order
x; y; z) describing the orientation of the upper body relative to the lower one.
The stiffness data, used in the neck model, were based on literature (see Table 2.5).
The stiffness for the disc segments in axial rotation, lateral bending and shear is
based on Moroney et al. [90] and completed with the average disc stiffness in
tension from Pintar et al. [120]. Both experimental studies were focussed on the
low load responses. For compression it is expected that the force will increase non-
linearly, based on the incompressible nucleus and the non-linear behaviour of the
fibres of the intervertebral disc. The compression stiffness is based on a numerical
study of a lumbar disc [36]. The response in compression of this finite element
lumbar disc [36] lies well within the range of experimental data [18, 80] for low
loads. The axial force-displacement relation for the lumbar disc was converted to an
axial stress-strain relation using disc area and height. Assuming identical material
properties of the lumbar and cervical disc, this stress-strain relation was converted
to an axial force-displacement relation for the cervical disc. Earlier studies [65]
with linear disc behaviour in flexion and extension showed non realistic model
responses for flexion and extension loads. This could indicate that the disc bending
stiffness should be nonlinear, such that the disc can more effectively constrain large
displacements. Camacho et al. [20] published a non linear flexion and extension
relationship of motion segments (two adjacent vertebrae with the surrounding soft
tissues: intervertebral disc, facet joints and ligaments) for low loads. Because of the
lack of data, experiments on these complete segments are used to define a nonlinear
disc stiffness for flexion and extension. It is assumed that half of the flexibility
of the segments is caused by the ligaments and half by the disc. Therefore the
flexion/extension stiffness functions at each cervical level defined by Camacho et
al. [20] are divided by 2 and used for the current intervertebral disc models. In
summay, for compression, flexion and extension of the disc a non linear stiffness
behaviour is modelled, while for the other directions a linear stiffness model is
used. The disc stiffness is identical for each cervical level, however, the stiffness
is dependent on the loading direction. Since the stiffness behaviour in flexion and
extension is known for each cervical level separately [20], these stiffness functions
are modelled unique per cervical level.
Soft tissues, such as the intervertebral discs, exhibit dynamic stiffening behaviour: the
stiffness of the tissue increases with increasing deformation rate. From experimental
studies [22,48,86,175] it is known that the stiffness increases two to five times when
the deformation rate increases by a factor 100 to 1000 relative to quasi-static loading
rate of about 10 mm/s or 10 deg/s. The damping coefficients (see Table 2.5) used in
the model are adapted from De Jager [65]. Since these damping coefficients were not
sufficient however to account for the dynamic stiffening [65] the damping is used to
attenuate the maximum linear and angular vibration accelerations of the head [65].
Additionally, the stiffening of the disc is explicitly included in the model as an on-off
effect. The static elastic force Fstat transforms to the dynamic elastic force by:

Fdyn = Fstat �M (2.3)
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As discussed above, deformation rates vary considerably in impacts. Based on
experimental studies mentioned above [22, 48, 86, 175] the dynamic stiffness is
assumed to be twice the static stiffness (static analysis M = 1; dynamic analysis
M = 2).

Table 2.5: Stiffness and damping values for intervertebral discs.
Direction of Load Stiffness [N/mm] Damping [Ns/m]

Anterior shear b ktx 62 btx 1000
Posterior shear b kt�x 50 bt�x 1000
Lateral shear b kty 73 bty 1000
Tension c ktz 53 btz 1000
Compression a;d kt�z 822–2931 bt�z 1000

[Nm/rad] [Nms/rad]
Flexion a k�y 0.022–5.4 e b�y 1.5
Extension a k��y 0.022–8.2 e b��y 1.5
Lateral bending b k�x 0.33 b�x 1.5
Axial rotation b k�z 0.42 b�z 1.5
a non linear; see text
b based on Moroney et al. [90]
c based on Pintar et al. [120]
d based on Eberlein et al. [36]
e for C3-C4; each cervical level has its own stiffness function
(functions by Camacho et al. [20] divided by 2)

2.2.3 Facet Joints

Facet joints are synovial joints formed by the corresponding articular facets of
adjacent vertebrae and enclosed by joint capsules. The articular surfaces of the facet
joints are rigidly attached to the vertebrae (see Figure 2.3). The articular facet joints
are covered with a thin layer of hyaline cartilage allowing for sliding motion with
almost no friction, due to the lubrication with synovial fluid [48]. Little deformation
of the thin cartilage layer and stiff vertebra is expected.
Contact in the facet joints is modelled by three dimensional nonlinear translational
springs, because the detailed geometrical information needed to define a smooth
mesh of the facet joints was not available. A schematic view of the facet surfaces
together with the local coordinate systems Xfacet, Yfacet, Zfacet is shown in Figure
2.6. This facet joint coordinate system has its origin in the middle of the upper facet
surface of the lower vertebra. The z-axis is defined perpendicular to the facet surface,
and the x-axis is pointing posterior-anterior. The orientation of the upper facet joint of
the lower vertebra with respect to a horizontal plane �x, �y is presented in Table 2.4
and Figure 2.6.
To approximate the synovial joint behaviour of the facet joints (i.e. no friction) the
spring resistance in the shear directions, x and y is zero. The compression facet joint
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Figure 2.7: Hysteresis model used for facet joint and spinous process [150].

force Ffz is given by:

Ffz =

8<
:

kfz � uz for loading ;
0:5 � kfz � uz for unloading ;
10
�7 hysteresis slope (see Figure 2.7).

(2.4)

with uz the compression of the spring, representing the relative penetration of the
bodies of the facet joint surfaces, and kfz the compression stiffness. The reader is
referred to [150] for a more detailed description of the hysteresis model. Although
not visualized in the model (see Figure 2.3 and 2.6) the neighbouring facet joints
are initially in contact with each other. Since no experimental date on the contact
between the facet joints are known, the compression stiffness kfz representing contact
between the facet joints, is based on the nonlinear static compression stiffness
of the disc. It is expected that the facet joint contact will be stiffer than static
disc compression allowing minimal deformation of the facet joints. The facet joint
compression stiffness is assumed, based on engineering judgement, to be twice the
static compression stiffness of the intervertebral discs (kfz = 2 � ktz). The loss of
energy during unloading is defined to be 50 %, using a hysteresis slope of 10�7 (see
Figure 2.7). Additional resistance is offered through joint capsules in tension and
shear. These capsules are modelled as ligaments and described in Section 2.2.6.

2.2.4 Occipital Condyles and Dens

It is assumed that the contact between the occipital condyles is important during
motions of the occipito-atlanto-axial region. Therefore, the occipital condyles (OC)
of C1-skull and the dens-contact area of C1-C2 are meshed in detail to define a
convex-concave smooth contact area (see Figures 2.4 and 2.5). In these contacts
the compliance of the materials is taken into account by allowing penetrations in
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the contacting surfaces. For each node of the surface the contact force is obtained
by multiplying the area around the node by the contact stress, which is based on a
stress-strain function. This contact force is transferred from the surface model to the
applicable rigid body.
It is assumed that little deformation will occur in the contact areas of the occipital
condyles and the dens. Therefore a stiff contact is modelled. The contact stiffness of
OC and dens was choosen such that the force-displacement relation of the complete
contact was similar to that of the facet joints. Ligaments surrounding the dens and
joint capsules offer resistance in tension and shear and are described in Section 2.2.6.

2.2.5 Spinous Processes

Spinous processes are protrusions of the vertebrae pointing to the back (see Figure
2.3). They constitute attachment points for muscles and ligaments. In extension,
contact could occur between these protrusions. Since the mesh is too coarse to model
realistic contact, this spinous process contact is modelled instead by a nonlinear
spring model, as was done for the facet joints. A schematic view of the spinous
processes together with the local coordinate systems Xspinous,Yspinous,Zspinous is
shown in Figure 2.6. The spinous process coordinate system has its origin at the back
site of the spinous process of the lower vertebra. The z-axis is defined perpendicular
to the spinous process surface, and the x-axis is pointing posterior-anterior (see Figure
2.6).
Since no experimental data are available on spinous process contact, stiffness
functions as defined for the facet joint contact are used (Fspi = Ffi see section 2.2.3
equation 2.4). The relative compression uz is, in this case, the z displacement of
the upper spinous process with respect to the lower vertebra in the local coordinate
system of the spinous process. Initially there is no contact between the spinous
processes. The contact force is initiated only once interpenetration of neighbouring
spinous processes begins.

2.2.6 Ligaments

Ligaments in the spine allow motion within physiologic limits and prevent excessive
motion. They may connect adjacent vertebrae, or extend over several vertebrae.
Ligaments resist tension and become slack in compression. A load deformation curve
of a ligament shows a sigmoidal shape: small loads produce large displacements
(toe region) and when the ligaments are stretched their resistance to deformation
increases (linear part) until failure occurs, which can be seen as a drop of force while
the displacement is still increasing.
For simplicity, the broad ligaments are modelled as single line elements. The joint
capsules are modelled as four single line elements around each facet joint (see
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 and Table 2.7).
The origins and insertions of the ligaments are based on anatomical landmarks of the
vertebral geometry. Ligament behaviour is modelled with elements producing force
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only in tension. Ligament force Fl is given by

Fl =

8<
:

Fel(�) for � � 0 and d�=dt � 0 (unloading);
Fel(�) � (1 + C � d�=dt) for � > 0 and d�=dt > 0 (loading);
0 for � < 0 (slack):

(2.5)

Elastic behaviour is prescribed by the nonlinear force-strain curve Fel(�) with strain
defined as �, the elongation divided by its rest length. The rest length is defined as
the length of the ligament in the initial position (i.e. an erect position of the cervical
spine), assuming that the ligaments are neither slack nor taut initially. The dynamic
behaviour of the ligaments is represented by the coefficient C.
The elastic properties of a ligament are determined both by the ratio of collagen and
elastin fibres in the ligament and by their arrangement [35], therefore each ligament
has its own material properties. The elastic properties are based on experimental
studies by Pintar [119] and Yoganandan et al. [178] (see Table 2.7). Since unrealistic
large motions of the upper neck occured during flexion and extension (see previous
studies [65] and Chaper 3) the stiffness of the upper neck ligaments of the model
is increased compared to experimental data. The toe region is defined per ligament
and based on engineering judgement (see Figure 2.8). The end of the toe region is
defined where the linear part starts, at 20% of the initial length of the ligament.
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Figure 2.8: Load deformation curve for ligaments (see also Table 2.7).

Comparison of the literature describing tensile tests performed on ligaments shows
that there is little agreement about the effect of loading velocities. Four different
statements can be found in the literature for the effect of increasing strain rate: 1)
failure stress and failure strain increase [26, 97, 171], 2) no change in the failure
stress or failure strain occurs [34, 77], 3) failure stress increases and failure strain
remains constant [39, 175], and 4) failure stress remains constant and the failure
strain decreases [5, 76, 110, 154]. The different conclusions could be explained
by the differences in the elastic properties of the ligaments used. Also, an exact
measurement of mechanical properties of biomaterials in tensile tests at high
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velocities is still very difficult. Therefore, results of these tests have to be used with
caution. In contrast with the elastic properties in dynamic conditions, most authors
agree about the failure mechanisms. In this study the results of Panjabi [110] are used
for the Alar (ALAR) and transverse (TL) ligament, while the other ligaments have the
dynamic behaviour as reported by Yoganandan [175]. This assumption results in a
rate dependency coefficient C = 0:4 for all ligaments [175], except for ALAR and TL,
which have a coefficient 100 times higher resulting in C = 40 [110].

2.2.7 Muscles

Muscles perform three tasks in the human neck. Firstly, muscle reflexes provide
stability of the neck and head in a given posture. Secondly, they enable movements
of the head during physiological activity. The third task is to assist in the protection
of the cervical spine. In the model the neck muscles are included to study the effect
of passive and active muscle behaviour on the head-neck response to impacts.
The muscles in the neck model are shown in Appendix A, in Figures A.1, A.2 and
A.3. The coordinates of the origins and insertions of the muscles represent an
average position, since most cervical muscles have several origins and insertions.
The positions are based on detailed anatomy textbooks [69, 123, 124], data on bony
geometry [111,114] and choices made by other researchers in this field [33,132,163].
T1 serves as the base of the neck model. Muscles which have their anatomical origin
on T2 or lower are mathematically connected to body 1 representing T1. The origins
of these muscles are based on assumed anatomical locations of the thoracic vertebrae
(i.e. below and outside the T1 vertebra, see Figures in Appendix A). This results in
realistic anatomical lenghts and location of the muscles (i.e. realistic muscle force
lines of action).
Most muscles are represented by more than one muscle element to account for
different points of attachment of the muscle group [132]. This methodology resulted
in 68 mid-sagittal symmetrical pairs of muscle elements. Each element is divided into
segments which are supported on the applicable vertebrae by intermediate sliding
points enabling muscles to curve around the vertebrae. These sliding points are
located on the points of intersection of the muscle line of action in initial position
and the xy-plane of the intermediate vertebrae. The origins and insertions of the
muscle elements are presented in Appendix A, in Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3.

Hill-type Muscle Elements

A Hill-type muscle model is available in MADYMO. The muscle elements comprise
a contractile element (CE) describing the active force FCE generated by the muscle
through contraction, and a parallel elastic element (PE) describing the passive elastic
force FPE due to elongation of the muscle tissues. Muscle force Fmus is the sum of
both forces, thus

Fmus = FCE + FPE (2.6)
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Passive muscle behaviour

Passive muscle behaviour is modelled similar to the model of Deng and Goldsmith
[33] by the nonlinear stress-strain relation (see Figure 2.9):

� =
k � �

1� �=a
(2.7)

with strain � defined as the elongation relative to the rest length of the muscle, k the
passive muscle stiffness, a the strain asymptote. The strain is defined as [17]:

� =
l � lfree

lfree
(2.8)

The free length, lfree [17] is defined as the length of a muscle at rest when it
is removed from the body, the “removed” length. The free length of a muscle is
however unknown. A passive muscle (a muscle without neural input) in situ, at
rest experiences an initial stress, therefore, the muscle at rest will shorten when it is
removed from the body. This results in a smaller free length than the muscle length
in initial position (i.e. an erect position of the cervical spine) which is defined as lrest.
Assuming a linear relationship between sarcomere length s (known from literature,
see Table 2.6) and muscle length, the free length can be calculated as:

lfree = lrest �
sfree

srest
(2.9)

The muscle optimum or reference length lref is based on [17]:

lref = lrest �
sref

srest
(2.10)

Knowing the passive muscle stress for any length of muscle, the force FPE due to the
passive component can be computed from:

FPE = � � PCSA (2.11)

with PCSA the physiologic cross-sectional area of the muscle. See Tables 2.6, A.1,
A.2 and A.3 for the values of above mentioned parameters.

Active muscle behaviour

The active muscle force functions are based on standard functions presented in the
MADYMO manual [151]. The active force is given by

FCE = A � Fmax � fH(vr) � fL(lr) (2.12)

The factor A, the activation state, describes the normalized activation level of the
muscle and varies between 0 (rest state) and 1 (maximum activation). The parameter
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Fmax is the muscle force at maximum activation in isometric conditions (v = 0) and
at the reference length. Fmax is calculated as follows:

Fmax = �max � PCSA (2.13)

with �max the maximum isometric muscle stress and PCSA the physiological cross-
sectional area of a muscle. The dimensionless lenghtening velocity is defined as
vr = v=Vmax with v the momentaneous lenghtening velocity and Vmax the maximum
shortening velocity of the muscles. It is assumed that Vmax is independent of the
activation state. Function fH is the normalized active force-velocity relation (Hill-
curve). Separate functions are defined for lenghtening and shortening of the CE-
element:

fH(vr) =

8>><
>>:

0 vr � �1

1 + vr

1� vr=CEsh

�1 < vr � 0

1 + vrCEml=CEshl

1 + vr=CEshl

vr > 0

(2.14)

The shape is determined by the parameters CEsh and CEshl, whereas CEml defines
the maximum force the muscle can generate during lengthening relative to the
maximum isometric force Fmax (see Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Muscle functions. (a) Normalized passive force-length curve FPE (dashed) and
standard active force-length curve fL for Sk = 0.54. (b) Standard force-velocity
curve fH (Hill-curve) for CEsh = 0.5, CEshl = 0.075 and CEml = 1.5.
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Function fL is the normalized active force-length relation with function

fL(lr) = e
�

�
lr � 1

Sk

�
2

(2.15)

in which parameter Sk determines the shape (width) of the curve (see Figure 2.9)
and lr is the dimensionless muscle length

lr =
l

lref
(2.16)

with l the momentaneous muscle length and lref the optimum or reference length at
which the active force is generated most efficiently (see also equation 2.10).
The mechanical parameters used in the model are presented in Table 2.6. The
maximum isometric muscle stress at the fibre rest length, �max has been estimated
between 20 and 100 N/cm2 in the human model literature [164]. Maximum muscular
forces are easily underrated, because subjects can hardly be expected to fully activate
muscles over some time without co-contraction of antagonist muscles. Our research
aim is to determine to what extent muscle forces can be relevant in impact conditions.
Therefore, we adopted the rather high value of 70 N/cm2, which can be assumed to
represent well trained subjects. The PCSA of the muscles is based on a study by
Meyers [93] and on isometric volunteer experiments (see next section). The sum of
the PCSAs of the muscle elements is equal to the human muscle PCSA according
to literature [93], see Appendix A Table A.1, A.2 and A.3.
The relative maximum shortening velocity Vmaxr depends on the ratio of slow and
fast twitch muscle fibres. Winters and Stark [161] proposed ranges Vmaxr = 2-10 and
CEsh = 0.1-5 for slow to fast twitch muscle fibres. Winters [162] proposed ranges
Vmaxr = 2-8 and CEsh = 0.1-1 for slow to fast twitch muscle fibres. Zajac [181]
proposed using Vmaxr = 10 for all mixed fibre-type muscles. Intermediate values,
representing an average fibre composition (see Table 2.6), are used in this study.
The parameter CEml, representing lengthening muscle force, is reported to range
from 1.1-1.8 [181]. Winters and Stark [164] have used CEml = 1.3. Krylow and
Sandercock [73] report eccentric forces more than twice the isometric force. Cole
et al. [23] were able to accurately reproduce eccentric loading data from Joyce et
al. [67] and Walmsley and Proske [156] with a Hill type model. They estimated
eccentric forces increasing asymptotically to 2.3 times the isometric force. In the new
neck model CEml is defined to be 1.5. The shape parameter CEshl has been given a
value of 0.075 to obtain a smooth force-velocity curve (see Figure 2.9). The resulting
Hill curve describing the relation between elongation velocity and active force is given
in Figure 2.9.
Muscle activation is described by two dynamical processes: neural excitation and
active state dynamics. The normalized neural excitation E (0 � E � 1) is described
by the first-order system

dE

dt
=

u�E

Te
(2.17)
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Table 2.6: Model parameters for passive and active muscle behaviour.
Muscle parameter Symbol Value Reference
average sarcomere length of “free” muscle sfree 2.1 �m [79]
length of sarcomere at rest srest see Table A.1, A.2, A.3 [93]
sarcomere length at muscle optimal length sref 2.8 �m [125]
length of “free” muscle lfree lrest �

sfree

srest

� [17]
length of muscle at rest lrest based on initial

position of model
optimum length of muscle lref lrest �

sref

srest
[17]

maximal isometric stress �max 70 N/cm2 [164]
relative maximum shortening velocity Vmaxr 6/s [162,164]
maximum shortening velocity Vmax Vmaxr �lref [162,164]
shape force-velocity curve (shortening) CEsh 0.25 [162,164]
shape force-velocity curve (lengthening) CEshl 0.075 [151]
maximum relative force (lengthening) CEml 1.5 [23]
shape active force-length curve Sk 0.54 [151]
passive force-length stiffness k 3.34 N/cm2 [32]
passive force-length asymptote a 0.7 [32]
� for

sref

sfree
< 1 slack initially; = 1 neither slack nor taut initially; > 1 initial muscle stress

with dE=dt the derivative of E towards time t, Te the time-constant and u the
normalized neural input (0 � u � 1) [161]. Here, it is assumed that the activation of
a muscle is determined by a single neural input: the muscle is not activated for u = 0

and maximally activated for u = 1. The normalized activation state A (0 � A � 1) is
described by the first-order system

dA

dt
=

E �A

Ta
with time-constant Ta =

�
Tac if E > A activation
Tda else deactivation. (2.18)

Deactivation is not considered here.
Muscle dynamics are described by time-constants Te, Tac and Tda, and the neural
input u. The time-constants lie in the range 25 � Te � 50 ms and 5 � Tac � 15

ms according to Winters and Stark [161]. A step response is assumed for input u: it
changes instantaneously from 0 to 1 at a certain time tact defined as the time it takes
to start activation of a neck muscle in reaction to an external disturbance such as an
impact. Figure 2.10 shows the change of u, E, and A with time for tact = 74 ms,
Te = 45 ms and Tac = 10 ms. Signal A is used in the model simulation to describe
muscle contraction.

Isometric Voluntary Muscle Contraction

To describe the 68 muscle pairs in the model, many experimental data, often from
different sources, were used. As a first test for the biofidelity of the model, especially
with respect to muscle behaviour, the torque distribution in the neck during isometric
voluntary muscle contraction has been studied. It is generally assumed that in the
human body the dorsal muscles generate the largest torque at T1-level and that this
torque decreases in the direction of the head, cranially. This behaviour is verified for
the neck model using experimental studies published in literature. The muscle stress
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Figure 2.10: Time signals of neural input u, neural excitation E and activation state A for tact
= 74 ms, Te = 45 ms and Tac = 10 ms.

�, muscle PCSA and muscle line of action will influence the torque distribution.
When necessary muscle PCSA is adapted to meet the torque distribution as described
above.
Snyder et al. [136] have determined the maximal isometric force exerted by the head
in forward and backward direction in a neutral head position. Only the back of the
subjects was supported. For 18-24 year old, 40-60 percentile males (N=9), Snyder
et al. [136] found a maximal force of 149 N (33.4 lbf) flexion and 163 N (36.6 lbf)
extension. Mayoux-Benhamou et al. [83] found a maximum isometric extension force
of 200 N averaged over 9 young females and 7 young males. In these experiments
the torso was stabilized in a sitting position. Marotzki [81] found similar forces in
a comparable experiment, but found strongly increased head forces when the torso
was supported by hand bracing. For young males bracing yielded 176 N (39.6 lbf)
flexion and 356 N (80.1 lbf) extension. The moment arm of the applied head forces
with respect to C7 was about 0.2 m for the referred young male population of Snyder
et al. [136]. In combination with the maximum forces of Marotzki [81] this yields 35
Nm flexion and 71 Nm extension torques at C7.
The isometric voluntary contraction is simulated by activating the flexor or extensor
muscles maximally, maintaining the neck in initial position. The sternocleidomastoid
is an extensor for the upper neck whereas it is a flexor for the lower neck, therefore
the torque depends on the activation of this muscle. To reach an acceptable torque
distribution the PCSA of a few muscles have been changed compared to the data
presented by Myers [93] see Table A.1, A.2 and A.3. The final torque distribution
is shown in Figure 2.11. Acceptable maximum isometric torques for the model
are reached at T1 level given the above estimated torques from the volunteer head
loading experiments.
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Table 2.7: Overview static stiffness in the ligamentous cervical spine.
tissue data value in

source model +

discs o direction of load
anterior shear [90] average d

posterior shear [90] average d

compression [36] average
tension [120] average d

flexion [20] 0.5 * average c

extension [20] 0.5 * average c

lateral bending [90] average d

axial rotation [90] average d

facet joint o

compression - 2 * disc
others - no stiffness

occipital condyles o

compression - 2 * disc
others - no stiffness

spinous process �

compression - 2 * disc
others - no stiffness

ligaments �;o full name
ALL Anterior longitudinal ligament [178] average
PLL Posterior longitudinal ligament [178] average
FL Flaval ligament [178] average
ISL Interspinous ligament [178] average
JC lower neck a Joint capsules [178] average
LN lower neck b;� Nuchal ligament as ISL [119] average
JC upper neck a Joint capsules [119] 3 * (average+SD)
LN upper neck b;� Nuchal ligament as PM [119] 3 * (average+SD)
AM Anterior membrane [119] 3 * (average+SD)
PM Posterior membrane [119] 3 * (average+SD)
ALAR Alar ligament [119] average+SD
AP � Apical ligament [119] 3 * (average+SD)
TL b Transverse ligament as APICAL [119] average
TM b Tectorial membrane [119] average
CF b;� Cruciform ligament [119] average
� new compared to De Jager model
o modified compared to De Jager model
+ average of experiments
a symmetrically modelled as 4 line elements on left (JCl) and right side (JCr). The 3 ventrolateral segments
are twice as stiff as the dorsal segment (JC3) [152]
b modelled as segmented line elements with slip rings
c each cervical level has its own stiffness function, 0.5 * segment stiffness
d linear stiffness function
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Table 2.8: Overview of detailed multibody and finite element neck models.
Model Multibody Finite Element Multibody
Reference De Jager [64,65] Bertholon [7] this thesis

mechanical element mechanical element mechanical element
behaviour behaviour behaviour

Head rigid ellipsoids rigid or solids rigid arbitrary
viscoelastic surfaces

Vertebra rigid ellipoids rigid solids rigid arbitrary
surfaces

C0-C1 3D nonlinear lumped joint
joint viscoelastic rotational

spring-damper
(3 DOF)

C1-C2 3D nonlinear lumped joint
joint viscoelastic rotational

spring-damper
(3 DOF)

Disc 3D linear spring-damper 3D linear solids 3D (non)linear spring-damper
viscoelastic (6 DOF) viscoelastic (6 DOF) viscoelastic (6 DOF)

Ligaments 2D nonlinear spring-damper 2D nonlinear spring-damper 2D nonlinear spring-damper
viscoelastic (1 DOF) viscoelastic (1 DOF) viscoelastic (1 DOF)

Facet joints frictionless ellipsoids frictionless rigid 3D nonlinear spring-damper
contact FE surface viscoelastic (3 DOF)
OC and dens frictionless ellipsoids - frictionless arbitrary
contact surfaces
Spinous - frictionless rigid 3D nonlinear spring-damper
process FE surface viscoelastic (3 DOF)
contact
Muscles force- straight anisotropic solids force- curved

generating lines nonlinear (passive only) generating lines
Hill type (1 DOF) with unloading Hill type (1 DOF)

Skin - nonlinear elastic membranes -
Soft tissue - linear solids -
DOF = degrees of freedom
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Figure 2.11: Flexion and extension torques in initial position due to maximum isometric
muscle forces. For flexion all flexor muscles (with and without activation of the
sternocleidomastoid) are maximally activated, while for extension torques the
extensor muscles (with and without activation of the sternocleidomastoid) are
maximally activated.
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Figure 2.12: General lateral and rearward view of the detailed neck model without (upper)
and with muscles (lower).
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2.3 Discussion

In this chapter a detailed multibody neck model has been presented. The model
consists of a rigid head, rigid vertebrae, (non)linear viscoelastic discs, frictionless
facet joints, nonlinear ligaments and segmented contractile muscles. Earlier versions
of the neck model have been published in [64, 65]. An intermediate model in which
the muscles line of actions are updated is presented elsewhere [61]. The model can be
applied separately or integrated into a model of an entire human body (see Chapter
5).
The neck model has been extended with a surface description of the vertebrae based
on a human cadaver, which is more realistic and detailed compared to the ellipsoid
model used by De Jager. The occipital condyles and the dens contact area are
meshed in detail to define smooth contact areas. This new geometry resulted in
better defined locations of the intervertebral disc, spinous processes, facet joints,
ligaments and muscles. The mesh used is however too coarse for modelling contact
between the facet joints in the lower neck. Therefore, these joints are modelled using
a spring damper system, allowing resistance in compression only. The same modelling
technique was used to model contact between the spinous processes. As a result of
using compression contact the force is always applied to the back end of the spinous
process, and in the middle of the facet joint surface respectively (the begin and end
positions of the spring models). This situation will be unrealistic for large extension
rotations with contact of the vertebrae, where the end point of the spinous process of
the upper vertebra could impact halfway the spinous process of the lower vertebra.
Static data in the model are based on experimental studies on cervical spine
components (see Table 2.7). However, no data were found which could be used
for modelling the contact stiffness of the facet joints and the spinous processes.
Therefore, these stiffness functions are based on engineering judgement representing
stiffer contact than the compression of the disc. Linear stiffness functions for the
intervertebral disc are based on static experiments at low loads on cervical spine
discs [90]. The disc stiffness for compression, flexion and extension was improved
by adding nonlinear stiffness for these loading directions. Non-linear stiffening is
defined for compression based on a model of a lumbar segment [36]. For flexion
and extension the non linear stiffness is based on experiments on cervical spine
segments performed by Camacho et. al [20]. Dynamic tests were not available for the
intervertebral disc, therefore the dynamic behaviour is based on dynamic experiments
on other spinal tissues [22, 48, 86, 175]. The disc in the new model has non linear
stiffness in contrast with the De Jager model, but the dynamic behaviour of the disc
was modelled in a similar way to the De Jager model [65].
More ligaments have been added, and the ligament stiffness of the De Jager model
has been updated using recent literature data. It should be noted that for both
models (the De Jager model and the new model) the ligament stiffness is nonlinear.
Parameters for ligaments are based mostly on static [119, 178] and together with a
few dynamic tests [110,175]. The stiffness of the upper neck ligaments was increased
compared to literature data to limit the large motions of the C0-C2 complex. For most
ligaments failure forces are given in the literature. Thus ligament injury risk can be
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monitored with the model (see Chapter 6) but actual failure modelling has not been
implemented.
Finally, the muscle physiological cross sectional areas and the maximum isometric
stress have been updated. Muscle parameters were based on general properties [161,
162, 164] combined with recent data for PCSA [93]. Both muscle models (De Jager
and current model) use the Hill type muscle model available in MADYMO, however,
different values for the parameters are used. Additionally, muscles in the De Jager
model are modelled as straight line elements, while muscles in the current model
can follow the curvature of the neck, resulting in more realistic muscle force line of
action.
In reality, the neck muscles are slightly activated to maintain an initial position of
the head. To incorporate this into the model would require neural excitation of the
muscles utilizing a complex feedback mechanism. Since this is beyond the primary
interest of this study a simpler approach has been used for muscle activation during
impact (see Section 4.1.2). It should be noted that the disadvantage of this simpler
method is that the model does not predict a stable upright initial position of the head
when subjected to gravity only. This limitation was also present however in the De
Jager model.

The new model is a major update of the De Jager model [65]. Comparable multibody
techniques to the De Jager model were applied, but the geometrical description of the
vertebrae is considerably improved, and ligaments and muscles are implemented in
more detail. Stiffness properties of the tissues, when available are based on literature
data (see Table 2.7). In Table 2.8 the current neck model is compared to the De Jager
model [65] and the finite element model by Bertholon [7].
A major advantage of the new model compared to other multibody models and finite
element models is the realistic and detailed modelling of active force generating
muscle elements. Another advantage of the new multibody model is the detailed
geometry especially of the upper neck joints. The most important simplifications in
the model are the rigid head and vertebrae, and the use of spring damper models
for the discs and the facet joints in the lower cervical spine. Finally, the time
efficiency is much greater for multibody models compared to finite element models.
A disadvantage of all models is the lack of published tissue properties. Therefore,
it is recommended that experiments are performed to quantify the characteristics
of cervical intervertebral discs, cervical spinal ligaments, facet joints and contact of
spinous processes in static and dynamic conditions, in order to verify, and when
necessary improve, these tissue properties in the new model. The new model has
the potential to study local kinematics, such as vertebral rotations, tissue forces and
elongations. Since some model inputs are based on assumptions, model validation is
needed to show the reliability of the model response. Therefore, in the following
chapters quasi-static and dynamic validation of the new model using published
experiments will be presented.
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Response to Quasi-Static
Loading

A new detailed multibody neck model has been presented in Chapter 2. The objective
of this chapter is to demonstrate the biofidelity of this new neck model for quasi-
static loading. The response under such loading conditions is important when using
the model for studying injury mechanics at small impact severity levels, as well as
when using the model for vibration analysis [58]. Published quasi-static experiments
of upper and lower cervical spine segments, as well as experiments of the whole
cervical spine, are used to study the biomechanical response of the new neck model.

3.1 Material and Methods

The lower and upper cervical spine models are validated for 6 degrees of freedom
(DOF) by comparing the responses of the modelled motion segments with published
experimental data of quasi-static tests (see Section 3.1.1). Additionaly, large loads are
applied on the same segments to study the response of the model under more severe
static loads (see Section 3.1.2). Finally, quasi-static flexion and extension experiments
of the entire ligamentous spine are simulated to validate the entire model (see Section
3.1.3).
The experiments used for model validation were performed to define the in vitro
physiologic range of motion (ROM). The physiologic range starts with the neutral
zone in which little load is needed to deform the structure. The transition for
the neutral to the elastic zone is characterized by a substantial increase in load.
Throughout the elastic zone, the relation between deformation and load is fairly
linear and when the load is released the specimen will return to the state it had before
being loaded. The ROM is defined as the sum of the neutral zone and the elastic
zone, and represents the total amount of displacement that a motion segment can
sustain without being damaged [65]. However, identifying precisely when damage
(microtrauma) starts and the ROM ends is difficult, causing differences between

37
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studies. Specifying the ROM together with the load that caused it enables a better
comparison of ROMs reported in different studies.
All model simulations were carried out without inclusion of the effects of muscular
tissue, allowing a direct comparison with the available experimental data. The
dynamic stiffening factor for the intervertebral discs was set to one (M = 1), which
represents static stiffness (see equation 2.3). An acceleration field of 9.81 m=s

2 was
included to simulate the effect of gravity. Loads were applied slowly to minimize
viscous effects, such that the load displacement curves represent the elastic response.
Translations were measured at the centre of the local body coordinate systems and
rotations were measured using Bryant angles in the order x; y; z. See Table 2.2
for the definition of directions for the loads (forces F and moments M) and the
corresponding displacements (translations t and rotations �).

3.1.1 Small Loads on Motion Segments

Moroney et al. [90] subjected disc segments and motion segments of the cervical
spine to static loads (20 N, 1.8 Nm). These disc experiments are used to define the
disc stiffness of the model (see Chapter 2), while the experiments on motion segments
are used here for validation of whole segments (including disc, ligaments and facet
joints). Loads were applied to the upper vertrebra. The resulting three-dimensional
displacements and rotations at the geometric centre of the upper vertebra were
measured.
Although the experimental data is available for all segment levels, for simplicity only
two representative segments are validated. Segments C3-C4 and C5-C6 were chosen
as the facet surface orientations of these segments differ significantly: the upper facets
of C4 are more backward facing than those of C6. In accordance with the experiments
not only the muscles, but also the nuchal ligament is excluded in the segment models.
In the simulations the loads were applied to the upper vertebra at the centre of the
disc, such that the direction of the load did not change relative to the lower vertebra.
Moroney applied an axial preload of 49 N to the segments for all experiments, but
this preload is not applied in the simulations because its effect is already incorporated
in the disc characteristics. The model response is compared with the average (� SD)
of all segment experiments in the cervical spine [90].

The upper cervical spine (C2-C1-C0) is validated by simulating the experiments
by Panjabi and co-workers [99, 107, 108, 112]. These researchers subjected upper
cervical spine specimens to static rotational loads (1.5 Nm) at the occiput (C0) while
the axis (C2) was fixed. The main and coupled rotations were measured. Coupled
translations measured at the anterior edge of the foramen magnum of the occiput
and at the anterior ring of the atlas were presented by Oda et al. [100]. Experimental
data for translational loading on C2-C1-C0 are not available for model validation, and
therefore these simulations are not performed.
In the model simulations 1.5 Nm moments are applied at the occiput such that the
direction of the applied moment does not change relative to C0 in the simulations,
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similar as in the experiments [108]. The coupled translations are measured at
the foramen magnum of the occiput and at the anterior ring of the atlas [100].
These points are positioned at coordinates (9,0,-10) and (10,0,-4) mm in the local
coordinate system of C0 and C1, respectively.

3.1.2 Large Loads on Motion Segments

The vertebral rotations of the motion segments of the model are compared to the
in vivo ROM published by White and Panjabi [158] (see Table 3.1). Their data is
based on various studies. In most of these studies, measurements were derived from
radiographic examination of volunteers.
The segment models (C5-C6, C3-C4, C0-C1-C2) are subjected to large loads (500
N and 20 Nm) to determine their load-displacement curves. To determine C0-C1
behaviour, C0 is loaded at the origin of its body local coordinate system whilst C1-C2
is locked (behaving as one fixed segment). Similarly, whilst C0-C1 is locked, when C1
is loaded to determine the C1-C2 response.

Table 3.1: Representative ranges of motion for in vivo rotation of the cervical joints [158]
adapted from [65]. Values in bold are used for qualitative validation.

intervertebral joint
motion C0-C1 C1-C2 C2-C3 C3-C4 C4-C5 C5-C6 C6-C7 C7-T1

degrees
one side
lateral bending 5 5 10 11 11 8 7 4
combined
flexion/extension 25 20 10 15 20 20 17 9
one side
axial rotation 5 40 3 7 7 7 6 2

3.1.3 Flexion/Extension Loads on Entire Cervical Spine

Camacho et al. [20] published static flexibility experiments on ten unembalmed male
human head and cervical spine preparations. The sagittal plane bending responses
were measured in a load frame designed to apply pure moments. Pure moments up to
1.5 Nm (flexion) and up to -1.5 Nm (extension) were applied in 0.1 Nm increments.
For each motion segment the data points were fitted using the function:

� =
1

B
ln (

Mom

A
+ 1) (3.1)

where A and B are constant coefficients, Mom is the applied moment and � is the
measured angular displacement.
In the model simulation pure moments are applied to T1 (0� 1.5 Nm with increments
of 0.1 Nm). To study the behaviour of the model under higher loads, the simulations
are extended to larger moments (2.0 � 10 Nm with increments of 2 Nm).
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3.2 Simulation Results

The static load simulations are presented for the three different cases as described
above. The terms good, reasonable and poor are introduced to compare the
model response with the experimental results. Good means close to the average
of experimental results, reasonable means within the standard deviation (SD) of
experimental results and poor means outside the SD of experimental results.
Simulations performed on a SG-O2 R10000 workstation using a fifth order Runge
Kutta-Merson (RK5) integration with variable time step (� 10

�6 s) showed virtually
identical results as using a fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) integration with a fixed
time step of 2:5x10�5 s. Therefore, in the simulations RK4 is used in order to save
time, without losing accuracy. For the different simulations reported in this chapter
the run times varied between a few minutes to more than one hour.

3.2.1 Small Loads

The main and coupled displacements of model C3-C4 and C5-C6 are shown in Figure
3.1, together with the experimental results of Moroney et al. [90], shown by vertical
lines (average � SD). The applied loads are given along the horizontal axis. The
left-hand figures show the translational loads while the figures on the right side
(column 6-10) give the rotational loads. The resulting displacements and rotations
are presented along the vertical axis. The top row shows anterior translation tx

response followed by the other degrees of freedom finishing with rotation �z . The
main displacements are printed in bold. It should be noted that experimental data
for tension was not available. In Table 3.2 a qualitative comparison is presented.
The main displacements and rotations of the models are reasonable to good, except
for anterior shear, which shows poor agreement. The coupled displacements for
the applied moments are good, while �y exceeds the SD when instead forces are
applied. The differences in response between C3-C4 and C5-C6 are small, except for
the coupled displacement tx and �y .

In Figure 3.2 the main and coupled model displacements of C0-C1-C2 subject to
rotational loading are shown together with the experimental results by Panjabi and
co-workers [99,107,108,112] by vertical lines (average� SD) are shown. It should be
noted that simulation and experimental data for rotational loads only are presented.
The applied loads are given along the horizontal axis. In the left-hand figures the
rotational loads are presented for C0-C1. Whilst on the right side (column 5-8) the
rotational loads for C1-C2 are shown. The resulting displacements and rotations
are presented along the vertical axis. The top row shows the anterior translation tx

response followed by the other degrees of freedom finishing with rotation �z . The
main displacements are printed in bold. In Table 3.3 a qualitative comparison is
presented. The main motions for C0-C1 are reasonable, although the model is too stiff
in extension. The coupled motions are reasonable to good. For the C1-C2 model the
main extension motion is good. The C1-C2 model is reasonable for lateral bending,
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but too stiff for flexion and axial rotation. The coupled displacements are reasonable
except for lateral bending and axial rotation.

Table 3.2: Qualitative comparison of model response of segment C3-C4 and C5-C6 with
experimental results [90] as presented in Figure 3.1.

load main displacementa comment
AS Anterior Shear poor too flexible
PS Posterior Shear reasonable
LS Lateral Shear reasonable
CMP Compression good
LB Lateral Bending reasonable
FLX Flexion good
EXT Extension reasonable
AR Axial Rotation reasonable
a good: close to average of experimental response

reasonable: within SD of experimental response
poor: outside SD of experimental response

Table 3.3: Qualitative comparison of model response of segment C0-C1 and C1-C2 with
experimental results [99,107,108,112] as presented in Figure 3.2.

load main displacementa comment
C0-C1

LB Lateral Bending reasonable
FLX Flexion reasonable
EXT Extension poor too stiff
AR Axial Rotation reasonable

C1-C2

LB Lateral Bending reasonable
FLX Flexion poor too stiff
EXT Extension good
AR Axial Rotation poor too stiff
a good: close to average of experimental response

reasonable: within SD of experimental response
poor: outside SD of experimental response

3.2.2 Large Loads

The responses of the model motion segments subjected to large rotational loads
are shown in Figure 3.3 together with the experimental data from the literature
on the ranges of motion of the segments (see Table 3.1). The upper row shows
the responses of the upper neck segments (C0-C1 and C1-C2), while the lower row
shows the response of the lower neck segments (C3-C4 and C5-C6). In the three
columns (from left to right) the reponse to lateral bending, flexion/extension and
axial rotation, respectively are shown. In Figure 3.4 the segment model responses of
large translational loads are presented. Experimental data for the ranges of motion
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Figure 3.1: Main (bold) and coupled displacement of models C3-C4 (�) and C5-C6 (�) with
experimental results of Moroney et al. [90] shown by vertical lines (average �
SD); for tension, no experimental data are given. See Table 3.2 for qualitative
description. The applied loads are given along the horizontal axis and the resulting
displacements and rotations along the vertical axis: anterior shear (AS, +tx),
posterior shear (PS, �tx), lateral shear (LS, ty), tension (TNS, +tz), compression
(CMP, �tz), lateral bending (LB, �x), flexion (FLX, +�y), extension (EXT, ��y),
axial rotation (AR, �z). +x is forward, +z is upward.
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Figure 3.2: Main (bold) and coupled displacement of models C0-C1 (� left) and C1-C2 (�
right) with experimental results of Panjabi and co-workers [99,100,107,108,112]
shown by vertical lines (average � SD); for rotational loading only. See Table
3.3 for qualitative description. The applied loads are given along the horizontal
axis and the resulting displacements and rotations along the vertical axis: lateral
bending (LB, �x), flexion (FLX, +�y), extension (EXT, ��y), axial rotation (AR,
�z). +x is forward, +z is upward.
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Figure 3.3: Elastic response of segment models when subjected to large rotational loads. The
vertical lines in bold represent the experimental ROM of the motion segments (see
Table 3.1).
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Table 3.4: Loads in the disc, ligaments and facet joints of C3-C4, for a C3 loading of 500 N
or 20 Nm. The 3D forces are expressed in the body coordinate system of the lower
vertebra. Ligament forces are one-dimensional and are expressed in the direction
of their orientation. Values in bold represent the load in the disc in the loading
direction (see Figure 3.3 and 3.4).

loading situation of C3-C4
AS PS LS TNS CMP LB FLX EXT AR

disc forces [N]
Fx disc -149.66 265.12 12.76 -89.03 165.81 133.15 -26.71 42.56 86.56
Fy disc 0.00 0.00 349.12 0.00 0.00 19.88 0.00 0.00 -88.48
Fz disc -68.73 11.61 13.68 -233.61 430.38 24.67 134.02 -45.26 -118.49
Fres disc 164.69 265.37 349.55 250.00 461.20 136.80 136.65 62.13 171.32
disc moments [Nm]
Mx disc 0.00 0.00 1.62 0.00 0.00 9.05 0.00 0.00 -2.71
My disc 3.91 -4.32 0.03 -0.21 -0.33 0.55 17.48 -18.71 -1.63
Mz disc 0.00 0.00 -1.06 0.00 0.00 -3.46 0.00 0.00 6.78
Mres disc 3.91 4.32 1.92 0.21 0.33 9.40 17.48 18.71 7.71
facet forces left [N]
Fx left facet -154.59 -0.65 0.00 0.00 -23.87 0.00 0.00 -27.56 0.00
Fy left facet -9.11 -0.05 0.00 0.00 -1.77 0.00 0.00 -2.26 0.00
Fz left facet 137.24 0.83 0.00 0.00 32.20 0.00 0.00 43.24 0.00
Fres left facet 206.92 1.06 0.00 0.00 40.12 0.00 0.00 51.33 0.00
facet forces right [N]
Fx right facet -154.59 -0.65 -63.78 0.00 -23.87 -291.92 0.00 -27.56 -237.48
Fy right facet 9.11 0.05 6.00 0.00 1.77 79.16 0.00 2.26 65.13
Fz right facet 137.24 0.83 70.65 0.00 32.20 234.73 0.00 43.24 344.37
Fres right facet 206.92 1.06 95.36 0.00 40.12 382.86 0.00 51.33 423.35
spinous process forces [N]
Fx spinous process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fy spinous process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fz spinous process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fres spinous process 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ligament forces [N]
ALL � 0.00 79.22 56.72 76.91 10.31 19.92 0.00 39.09 80.13
PLL 21.30 32.29 16.80 44.35 0.00 28.68 8.45 0.00 23.89
FL 30.05 22.02 7.18 5.05 0.00 64.95 40.97 0.00 36.36
ISL 10.29 8.13 2.04 0.16 0.00 27.80 16.61 0.00 15.59
JCl1 23.02 6.94 27.08 21.85 0.00 76.46 9.66 0.00 27.23
JCl2 15.95 30.44 24.19 17.78 1.63 89.14 8.64 3.04 66.38
JCl3 10.81 6.89 8.09 7.23 0.00 36.94 9.64 0.00 19.67
JCl4 19.62 20.42 13.76 18.50 0.00 52.59 12.33 0.00 29.46
JCr1 23.02 6.94 5.16 21.85 0.00 15.57 9.66 0.00 36.50
JCr2 15.95 30.44 22.87 17.78 1.63 64.45 8.64 3.04 35.62
JCr3 10.81 6.89 3.40 7.23 0.00 13.66 9.64 0.00 13.93
JCr4 19.62 20.42 18.42 18.50 0.00 14.94 12.33 0.00 22.31
� see Table 2.7 for abbreviatons of ligaments
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are not available for these loading conditions. Again, the upper row presents the
responses of the upper neck segments (C0-C1 and C1-C2), while the lower row
presents the response of the lower neck segments (C3-C4 and C5-C6). The reponse to
posterior/anterior shear, lateral shear and compression/tension are presented from
left to right.
As is expected, it is seen that for larger displacements stiffness tends to increase
due to additional resistive forces exerted by the ligaments (with nonlinear stiffness
characteristics) which become more and more restrained, and due to compression of
the disc (non linearity for compression, flexion and extension). It should be noted
that the disc is absent in the upper neck (C0-C1-C2). Neutral zones, in which only
small load is needed to deform the structure, reflecting the fact that the tissues offer
little resistance initially, are observed for flexion and extension of the upper and lower
neck segments and for shear and axial rotation of the upper neck segments.
The responses of models C3-C4 and C5-C6 are almost identical for extension (Figure
3.3) and compression (Figure 3.4). They differ slightly for flexion and shear. For
tension, lateral bending and axial rotation C5-C6 is clearly stiffer than C3-C4. For
flexion and extension the segment models C5-C6 and C3-C4 increase asumptotically
with increasing moments, resulting in a combined flexion/extension of about 15
degrees for both segments. This is in correspondence with the reported ROM for
C3-C4 and roughly 25 % too small for C5-C6. The model response for axial rotation
and lateral bending at 20 Nm is about 50 % larger compared to the ROM.
For tension, the responses of C0-C1 are similar to the responses of C1-C2. The
stiffening of the upper neck segments at larger loads is due to the ligaments, as there
are no discs in the upper cervical spine. The small translation range for C1-C2 in
posterior shear is a result of contact between the anterior ring of the atlas and the
dens. The anterior shear is limited by the ligaments. The combined flexion/extension
is about 25 degrees for the segment model C1-C2 and about 30 degrees for C0-
C1. Experimentally, it was also seen that C0-C1 is more flexible during flexion and
extension compared to C1-C2. Lateral bending at 20 Nm of both segment models
results in larger values than the ROM. It is calculated that C1-C2 is stiffer than C0-
C1 during lateral bending. This is in contrast with the experimental ROM, where
both segments showed the same flexibility. The axial rotation of the C0-C1 model
is smaller than the rotation for C1-C2, as was observed in the ROM experiments.
However, when loaded with 20 Nm, the axial flexiblity of C0-C1 is larger compared
to the ROM, while the model C1-C2 has not reached the experimental ROM at this
load.
A knowledge of load distribution for segment models contributes to the insight into
the biomechanics of the human neck. Therefore, Table 3.4 shows the loads exerted by
the disc, ligaments, facet joints and spinous process of segment model C3-C4 required
to counterbalance the load applied at C3. The 3D forces are expressed in the body
coordinate system of the lower vertebra. Ligament forces are one-dimensional and
are expressed in the direction of their orientation. Note the symmetric loads in
the left and right facet joints for flexion, extension, anterior shear, posterior shear,
compression and tension. The C3-C4 spinous processes are not loaded, however
contact of the protrusions of the vertebrae was observed for large extension loads on
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C5-C6, and C1-C2. In the case of anterior shear both disc and facet joints are loaded
together with all ligaments, except for the anterior longitudinal ligament (ALL). For
posterior shear the facet joints are hardly loaded and most forces are generated by
the disc and all ligaments, including ALL. In tension all ligaments are loaded, together
with the disc. For compression the load is mainly distributed over the facet joints and
the disc. Small loads are observed for ALL and joint capsule part 2 (JC2) left and
right.
The disc and all ligaments except ALL are loaded when the segment is subjected to
flexion. For extension facet joints, disc and ALL and JC2 left and right are loaded. For
flexion and extension in both cases the moment (My) excerted by the disc is about 90
% of the applied load. In axial rotation, lateral bending and lateral shear, the facets
are loaded only on one side. Additionally, disc forces and moments together with
forces in all ligaments are observed. In all loading cases a moment in the saggital
plane (My) on the disc has been observed. For compression, flexion and extension
the disc dominates in sustaining the applied loads. The disc takes 86%, 88% and
93%, respectively, of the applied load.

3.2.3 Flexion/Extension Loads

The results of simulation of the experiments of Camacho et. al [20] are shown in
Figure 3.5. Due to difficulties in visualizing C1 during testing, the C0-C2 complex
was treated as a single motion segment. The simulation results are presented together
with the torque-rotation functions for the motion segments defined by Camacho [20]
and with the ROM data published by Moroney [90] (average � SD). It is seen that
the data by Moroney is in agreement with Camacho, but for C3-C2, Moroney reports
less flexible extension of the segment than that observed by Camacho.
A good correlation for extension of the model with the ROM by Camacho and
Moroney is seen in Figure 3.5. For flexion all segments show good agreement with
the ROM at 1.5 Nm according to the data of Moroney. However, the initial flexion
stiffness of all segments, except C3-C2 is larger than the experimental data presented
by Camacho.
Experimental results were only available for moments up to 1.5 Nm. However,
assuming that equation 3.1 could be used for larger moments as well, it could be
seen that the model will be more flexible compared to the new Camacho curve (not
shown in Figure 3.5), except that is for the C0-C2 complex. The upper neck model
still shows higher flexion stiffness.
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Figure 3.5: Flexibility curves for all segments in flexion (positive moment) and extension
(negative moment) for model simulation together with the experimental data
(average � SD) by Moroney et al. [90] and the torque-rotation functions defined
by Camacho et al. [20].
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3.3 Discussion

Before the neck model can be used for studying injury mechanisms, the model must
be validated. In this chapter a quasi-static validation has been presented, using
experiments on ligamentous segment models [90, 99, 100, 107, 108, 112] as well as
the entire ligamentous cervical spine [20].
In the small load quasi-static simulations, loads were applied up to 20 N or 1.5 Nm.
The responses of the segment models C5-C6 and C3-C4 are within one standard
deviation (SD) of the experimental response as reported in the literature [90], except
for anterior shear which shows too much flexibility for both the lower cervical spinal
segments. The upper cervical spinal segment model C0-C1 shows a reasonable
response compared to the experimental data, but the segment is too stiff in extension
[99,100,107,108,112]. Model segment C1-C2 shows a good to reasonable response
for extension and lateral bending, but the model predicts too high a stiffness for
flexion and axial rotation [99,100,107,108,112].
Simulations of large loads have also been performed and the results compared with
the range of motion (ROM) for in vivo rotation. It should be noted that the loads
accompanying the experimental motions are not known, therefore, the comparison
is of qualitative value only. For flexion and extension, stiffening of the segment
models is observed. In general the segment models show a realistic response for
large flexion/extension loads. The lower neck segments are too flexible though for
lateral bending and axial rotation, while C1-C2 is too stiff and C1-C0 too flexible for
axial loading. However, the segment model C1-C2 still shows more axial rotational
flexibility than the C0-C1 segment model, as is reported for human upper cervical
spinal segments (see Table 3.1). Whether the translational motions exceed ROM for
large loads is not known, since experimental data is not available for these cases.
By simulating pure flexion and extension experiments [20] the entire ligamentous
spine can be studied, without damaging the tissues running over the entire column.
The response of the model shows good agreement with data from the flexion and
extension experiments performed by Camacho et al. [20]. Only the C0-C1-C2 complex
shows an initial lower flexibility than in the experiments. This difference is caused
by the increased stiffness of the upper neck ligaments, as desribed in Chapter 2.
However, for larger loads, these stiff ligaments reduce large motions of the head-neck
system.
Coupled displacements show the 3D characteristics of cervical segments when loaded
in one direction. In the literature, two characteristic couplings in the lower cervical
spine have been discussed, occurring due to the spatial orientation of the facet
joints [89]. Firstly, it has been observed experimentally that flexion is coupled with
anterior translation, and extension with posterior translation. This coupling is also
observed in the model simulations. However, the model displacements for anterior
and posterior shear are above the SD for the small load experiments and, the coupled
motions are also large compared to the experimental data. The other characteristic
coupling experimentally observed occurs during lateral bending, which is associated
with axial rotation, such that the spinous processes move to the left (-�z) when the
head and neck are bent to the right (+�x). This phenomenon is also seen in the
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model simulations. In the upper cervical spine, axial rotation of the atlas is coupled
with vertical translation of the atlas due to the shape of the C1-C2 facet joints [158].
This is also observed in the model simulations.
The load distribution for segment C3-C4 subjected to large loads also shows these 3D
coupling effects (see Table 3.4). For flexion it is seen that the disc is in compression
and anterior shear, and the ligaments are in tension (all except for the anterior
longitudinal ligament (ALL) which is located on the anterior side). For extension the
disc is in tension together with posterior shear and the facet joints are in compression.
Most ligaments are not loaded except the anterior longitudinal ligament and the joint
capsule 2 (ALL and JC2), which are located on the anterior side of the segment. The
dominating behaviour of the disc in compression, flexion and extension emphasizes
the influence of the nonlinear stiffness functions defined for these directions.
The initial position, and orientation of the vertebrae are critical in determining the
calculated main displacement, as well as the coupled displacements which occur
during loading. The initial strain in the ligaments will also affect the response of
the models [65]. No experimental data exist however for the initial ligament strain.
In the model, the ligaments are neither slack nor taut initially. It is recommended that
experimental studies are carried out to determine the magnitude of pretensioning in
the ligaments.
In conclusion, published quasi-static experimental data were used to test segment
models for 6 degrees of freedom and to test the entire ligamentous cervical spine
model for flexion and extension. The mechanical behaviour of the models agreed
reasonably with the experimental data, i.e. the simulated global force-displacement
and global moment-rotation relations were generally within 1 standard deviation of
the experimental data. The model segments showed realistic 3D coupling effects and
was able to predict local tissue forces and torques.
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Chapter 4

Response to Frontal and Lateral
Impact

In the previous chapters a new multibody neck model has been presented and
validated for quasi-static loading conditions. Earlier versions of the neck model (the
De Jager model [64, 65] and an intermediate model [61]) have also been validated
for frontal and lateral impact, using experiments performed with volunteers. The
main objective of this chapter is to validate the new neck model also for frontal and
lateral impact. A second objective is to investigate the influence of muscle activity
on the head neck response. As a first step in the dynamic validation of the new
neck model, simulations of the same frontal and lateral volunteer experiments, used
for validation of the earlier neck models [61, 64, 65], are performed (Section 4.1).
As the experiments were performed with human volunteers muscle activation must
potentially also be taken into account. Recent research indicates that muscles are
activated early in impact events and are capable of generating forces which can alter
head and neck kinematics (see review by Siegmund and Brault [134]). Therefore,
simulations are performed first with passive muscles and secondly, with active muscles
(i.e. with muscle activation). The results of the simulations are presented in Section
4.2. A parametric study on muscle parameters of the simulations is also performed for
the frontal impact simulation in order to investigate further the influence of muscle
activation on the kinematic response (Section 4.3). A discussion is presented in
Section 4.4.

4.1 Material and Methods

Data for validation of the neck model for frontal and lateral impact are taken from
studies on human volunteers subjected to 15g and 7g sled tests (1g = 9.81 m/s2),
respectively, performed at the Naval Biodynamics Laboratory (NBDL) [45,146].

53
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4.1.1 Experimental Data

In the tests the volunteers (young and well trained marines) were seated in an upright
position on a rigid seat mounted on a HYGE accelerator and exposed to short duration
accelerations simulating frontal or lateral impacts. Clusters of accelerometers and
photographic targets were mounted to the subject and used to monitor the resulting
three-dimensional motions of the head and T1 (see Figure 4.1). A detailed description
of the instrumentation and test methods is provided in [1, 46]. The subjects are
restrained by shoulder straps, a lap belt and an inverted V-pelvic strap tied to the lap
belt. Upper arm and wrist restraints are used to prevent flailing [1]. In the lateral
tests a chest strap is used to minimize the load on the right shoulder. In addition a
lightly padded wooden board is placed against the right shoulder of the subject to
limit the upper torso motion. The volunteers were asked to take a normal automotive
posture. The initial head angle was 0 degrees, where the head angle was defined as
the angle between the Frankfort plane and the horizontal plane. The Frankfort plane
is defined as the imaginary plane passing through the external ear canals and across
the top of the lower bone of the eye sockets. The test conditions are summarized in
Table 4.1. Mean values of the sled acceleration-time histories for frontal and lateral
impact are shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.1: Test setup of NBDL volunteer experiments [146].

Table 4.1: Test conditions of the frontal and lateral NBDL experiments.
Parameter Unit Frontal Lateral
Reference [146] [45]
Subject volunteer volunteer
Total number of subjects 5 9
Total number of tests 9 9
Average mass kg 68.6 76
Average height m 1.69 1.77
Seat type rigid rigid
Max sled pulse g 15 7
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Figure 4.2: NBDL experiments: Mean sled acceleration, T1 acceleration in impact direction,
and T1 rotation angle in the plane of impact for frontal and lateral impact [146].
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4.1.2 Setup of the Simulation

In the impact simulations, only the head and neck were modelled. In the experiments
it was observed that the measured horizontal T1-acceleration differed from the
acceleration applied to the sled due to the flexibility of straps and thorax: the
peak T1-accelerations being about twice the peak sled accelerations (see Figure 4.2).
Additionally the T1 motion was dominated by horizontal translation and rotation
about the y-axis, whereas the movements of the other directions were negligible [65].
To simulate the impact, the horizontal T1-acceleration in the impact direction (using
an average of frontal and lateral experiments respectively) is used as input to the
model, since this circumvents the modelling of the straps and thorax flexibility. In
addition the average rotation of T1 in the plane of impact is prescribed (see Figure
4.2).
Gravity is neglected to create a stable upright initial position of the head. Simulations
with gravity showed about 5% larger head rotation and displacement for the frontal
and lateral impact with active muscle behaviour compared to simulations without
gravity. These differences were even smaller for the calculated acceleration.
Firstly, simulations with passive muscles (i.e. without muscle activation) were
performed. Recent research has indicated that muscles are active early in injury
events and are capable of generating forces which can alter head and neck kinematics
(see review by Siegmund and Brault [134]). It is possible that the volunteers, who
were exposed to impacts of increasing severity, were tensed during the high severity
impacts, as they had become trained to counter the effect of the impact. Therefore,
secondly, for frontal and lateral impacts simulations with active muscles (i.e. with
muscle activation) were performed. For the simulations with muscle activation, it
is assumed that the muscles are not immediately activated at the time of impact.
Instead, the activation starts at

tact = ttrigger + treflex (4.1)

where ttrigger is defined as the time a certain sensory threshold level has been
exceeded, and treflex is a neural reflex time as a pure delay (see Figure 4.3).
Activation dynamics have been implemented as the step-response to two linear first-
order systems in series, describing the excitation and activation dynamics with time
constants respectively of 45 ms and 10 ms (see equation 2.18 and Figure 2.10).
Several possiblities have been suggested for the trigger mechanism for muscle
activation including stimulation of the somato-sensory, the auditory, the vestibular
and the visual system. It was suggested that the trigger could be caused by
acceleration of the spine [141]. In this study a sensory threshold for T1 acceleration
is arbitrarily chosen at 0.5 g, resulting in ttrigger of 49 ms and 62 ms for frontal
and lateral impact, respectively. Reported motor reflex delays range from 10 to 120
ms [24, 47, 127, 130, 143] (see also Appendix E). For the simulations, a motor reflex
delay of 25 ms (treflex) was chosen. For simplicity, in the simulations all muscles are
activated when tact is reached.
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T1 acceleration           
A: muscle activation state

t trigger

t  reflex

t act

Figure 4.3: Activation state of the muscles together with frontal T1 impact pulse for the head-
neck. Muscle activation starts at tact = ttrigger + treflex.

4.1.3 Criteria for Model Quality Assessment

For validation of the model kinematics during impact, the set of responses given in
Table 4.2 were used. The corridors used to validate the model are defined as the
average volunteer response plus or minus the standard deviation [146].
The following terms are introduced helping to describe the results: good means within
the corridor of the experimental data, reasonable means close to this corridor, and
25% deviation allowed, while a poor correlation stands for more than 25% deviation
from the corridor.

Table 4.2: Set of responses used for model validation.
Response parameter with respect to
linear acceleration of the centre of gravity of the head (CG) laboratory coordinate system
angular acceleration of the head laboratory coordinate system
trajectory of the occipital condyles (OC) T1 +

trajectory of the centre of gravity (CG) of the head T1 +

head rotation � o T1 +

neck rotation � � T1 +

head rotation versus neck rotation T1 +
+ a coordinate system fixed to T1, note that T1 rotates, see [146]
o head rotation is the angle between the Frankfort plane and an xy plane through T1
� neck rotation is the neck link rotation; neck link is defined as the straight line
connecting T1 to OC

4.2 Simulation Results

The response of the model with passive (0% activation) and active muscle behaviour
(treflex = 25 ms and 100% activation of all muscles) for frontal and lateral impact is
presented in the following sections.
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A simulation of a frontal impact of 300 ms required 1448 CPU-seconds using
MADYMO 5.4.1 with a fifth order Runga-Kutta-Merson (RK5) integration with
variable time step (� 10

�6 s) on a SG-O2 R1000 workstation. Virtually identical
results were obtained using a fourth order Runge-Kutta (RK4) integration with a fixed
time step of 2:5�10�5 s, taking 539 CPU-seconds. Similar results were found for lateral
impact simulations. For the simulations presented in this thesis integration method
RK4 was used in order to save time without losing accuracy.

4.2.1 Frontal Impact

The overall response of the active model for frontal impact is shown in Figure 4.4.
For clarity, the muscles are not shown in the lower figure, while the upper figure
shows the model with all internal structure. During the first 100 ms the head only
translates, without any rotation with respect to inertial space (this is called head
lag [165]). After this the head starts to rotate forward, resulting in maximum head
flexion at about 170 ms.

140 ms 160 ms 180 ms 200 ms120 ms100 ms80 ms0 ms

Figure 4.4: Kinematics of the active neck model (100% muscle activation and 25 ms reflex,
tact = 74 ms) for a 15g frontal simulation at successive times. In the upper figure
all internal structure is visible, while in the lower figure ligaments are shown and
muscles are made invisible.

Figure 4.5 shows the neck link angle and the head angle versus time, as well as the
neck link angle versus the head angle. The neck link is defined as the straight line
connecting T1 and OC. The passive and active model show a similar response for the
neck link angle until 150 ms, and both show good agreement with the experimental
response corridor. Beyond this time, while the neck angle of the passive model
still increases, the neck angle of the active model is reduced by reactant muscle
forces, resulting in a smaller neck link angle for the active model compared to the
volunteer response. Overall, both active and passive model response show reasonable
agreement for the neck link angle. The head angle of the passive and active model
show a similar response until 110 ms. Beyond this time the passive model shows a
large head rotation, exceeding the volunteer response by up to more than 25 %. The
head angle of the active model shows a good response until 200 ms. After this time a
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stronger reduction of the head angle is seen in the model compared to the volunteer
response. In the beginning of the response, the neck rotates while the head angle
remains constant (see Figure 4.5(c)). This results in head translation referred to as
head lag. The extent and magnitude of the predicted head lag is similar for both the
passive and active models. In both cases , after a neck rotation of about 35 degrees
the head starts to rotate as well.
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Figure 4.5: Head and neck angles versus time together with the variation of the neck angle
versus the head angle. Simulated response to 15g frontal impact with passive and
maximum active (tact = 74 ms) muscle behaviour. The model data is compared
with human volunteer response corridors.

Figure 4.6 shows both the displacement with respect to T1 of the occipital condyles
(OC) and the centre of gravity of the head (CG), together with the experimental
defined response corridors. The head displacements with respect to T1 in the x

and z directions are reduced as a result of the muscle activation. For the first
110 ms the passive and active model OC x and CG x response are identical and
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close to the response corridor. After this time the passive model predicts larger
displacement followed by a strong oscillatory decrease, while the active model follows
the trend of the response corridor. Nevertheless, the active model displacement is too
small compared to the corridor. Compared to the experimental corridor the vertical
displacement (OC z and CG z) begins too late for the passive model, while the active
model prediction lies completely within the corridor for the first 110 ms. The active
model underestimates the displacement, but overall the shape is much better than for
the passive curves.
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Figure 4.6: Displacement of Occipital Condyles (OC) and Centre of Gravity of Head (CG)
with respect to T1 versus time. Simulatie response to 15g frontal impact of the
neck model with passive and maximum active (tact = 74 ms) muscle behaviour
compared with human volunteer response corridors. +x is forward, +z is upward.

The acceleration response of the model is presented in Figure 4.7. Head linear and
angular accelerations oscillate less for the active model response compared to the
passive model response. The model with active muscle behaviour shows reasonable
to good agreement for the accelerations compared to the response corridors.
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Figure 4.7: Head acceleration versus time. Simulated response to 15g frontal impact of the
neck model with passive and maximum active (tact = 74 ms) muscle behaviour
compared with human volunteer response corridors.
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4.2.2 Lateral Impact

In Figure 4.8 the overall response of the active model for a lateral impact is shown.
For clarity, the muscles are not shown in the lower figure, while the upper figure
shows the model with all internal structures. During the first 100 ms the head only
translates, without any rotation with respect to inertial space. Following this the head
bends to the right, followed by a rotation around the z axis (twist).

100 ms 120 ms 160 ms140 ms80 ms0 ms 200 ms180 ms

Figure 4.8: Kinematics of the active neck model (100% muscle activation and 25 ms reflex,
tact = 87 ms) for a simulation of 7g lateral impact at successive times. In the
upper figure all internal structure is visible, while in the lower figure ligaments are
shown and muscles are made invisible.

Figure 4.9 shows the head angle and the head OC and CG displacements versus time.
During the first 110 ms both active and passive responses are similar and within
the response corridor. After 110 ms the passive model shows poor agreement with
the volunteer response. For the active model the head x angle shows reasonable
correlation with the volunteer data, although the maximum head angle is about 20%
larger than the experimentally reported head angle. The head z angle as well as the
OC and CG displacements of the active model show a good correspondence with the
response corridors.
The acceleration response of the model is presented in Figure 4.10. The passive model
acceleration response shows considerable oscillation resulting in poor correlation
with the experimentally defined corridors. The model with active muscle behaviour
shows reasonable to good agreement for both linear and angular accelerations, as
compared to the measured volunteer data.
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Figure 4.9: Head angles and displacement of the Occipital Condyles (OC) and Centre of
Gravity of Head (CG) with respect to T1 versus time. Simulated response to 7g
lateral impact of the neck model with passive and maximum active (tact = 87
ms) muscle behaviour compared with human volunteer response corridors. +x is
forward, +z is upward.
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Figure 4.10: Head acceleration versus time. Simulated response to 7g lateral impact of the
neck model with passive and maximum active (tact = 87 ms) muscle behaviour
compared with human volunteer response corridors.
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4.3 Parameter Study on Muscle Behaviour

The effect of muscle activation on the head and neck response depends, among
other things, on both the onset time of muscle activation and on the level of muscle
activation. In this section, the influence of muscle activity on the head neck response
is investigated for frontal impacts. Three different parameters are studied in the
following cases (see also Table 4.3):

Case A: Role of passive pre-stress of muscles, without muscle activation.

Case B: Role of passive pre-stress of muscles, with muscle activation.

Case C: Role of maximum activation level, all muscles activated.

Case D: Role of reflex delay, all muscles activated.

A passive muscle (a muscle without neural activation) in situ, at rest has some initial
stress, therefore the muscle at rest will shorten when it is removed from the body.
This pre-stress results also in stiffening of the passive muscles (see Figure 2.9). Since
little is known about the initial passive muscle stress (pre-stress), this influence has
been studied in a frontal impact both without muscle activation (case A) and with
muscle activation (case B) (see Table 4.3). The passive muscle properties are studied
by varying the value of sfree (see Section 2.2.7 and Table 2.6). The pre-stress
results in small initial passive muscle forces disturbing the equilibrium. However,
this disturbance is small compared to the 15g impact severity.
The influence of the level of muscle activity has been studied in case C. Four cases
with increasing maximum activation level (0-100%) are simulated. In each case, all
muscles are activated in the simulations.
In case D the muscle reflex delay has been varied, using in each case a maximum
activation level of 100%. The reflex delay variation was varied from 0 to 50 ms.

Results The results of the variation of the head angle with time are shown in Figure
4.11, and the maximum head angles (together with the time following impact, at
which the maximum head angle is reached) are summarized in Table 4.3. Values in
bold exceed the volunteer response corridor. Increasing pre-stress, proceeding from
simulation A1 to A3, resulted in a decreasing maximum head angle for simulations
with passive muscle behaviour. However, the pre-stress had almost no influence on
simulations with active muscle behaviour. The maximum head angle decreases with
increasing muscle activation level, or decreasing motor reflex delay. The time at which
the maximum head angle occurs decreases with increasing pre-stress and increasing
activation level. This trend is not seen for the motor reflex delay.
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Table 4.3: Maximum head angle at varying muscle conditions for a 15g frontal impact
simulation (see Figure 4.11). Values in bold exceed the volunteer response corridor.
Case A: role passive pre-stress muscles, without muscle activation, Case B: role
passive pre-stress muscles, with muscle activation, Case C: role of maximum
activation level, all muscles activated, Case D: role of reflex delay, all muscles
activated.

case pre-stress reflex muscle activation level results
delay max time

head at
sref

sfree
treflex angle max

initial maximum �� �0 head
all muscles flex� ext+ sternoo angle

[�m] [ms] [%] [%] [%] [%] [deg] [ms]
A1 1 [65] - 0 0 0 0 117 202
A2a 2.8/2.45 - 0 0 0 0 109 197
A3 2.8/2.1 [17] - 0 0 0 0 71 174
B1 1 [65] 25 0 100 100 100 60 171
B2b 2.8/2.45 25 0 100 100 100 60 171
B3 2.8/2.1 [17] 25 0 100 100 100 58 168
C1a 2.8/2.45 - 0 0 0 0 109 197
C2 2.8/2.45 25 0 25 25 25 101 194
C3 2.8/2.45 25 0 50 50 50 83 185
C4b 2.8/2.45 25 0 100 100 100 60 171
D1 2.8/2.45 0 0 100 100 100 42 176
D2 2.8/2.45 15 0 100 100 100 51 174
D3b 2.8/2.45 25 0 100 100 100 60 171
D4 2.8/2.45 50 0 100 100 100 82 176
� all flexor muscles (see Section 2.2.7)
+ all extensor muscles (see Section 2.2.7)
o sternocleidomastoid
a standard (std) passive, case A2 and C1 are the same
b standard (std) active, case B2, C4 and D3 are the same
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Figure 4.11: Variation of the head angle with time for a 15g frontal impact simulation under
varying muscle conditions (see Table 4.3, std passive = case A2 and C1; std active
= case B2, C4 and D3).
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4.4 Discussion

The objective of this chapter was to validate the neck model for 15g frontal and 7g
lateral volunteer experiments performed at Naval Biodynamics Laboratory (NBDL)
[45,146]. For this purpose simulations were carried out both with and without muscle
activation.
The neck model does not have a stable upright position when subjected to gravity
only. Including complex feedback mechanisms for the neural excitation of the neck
muscles to create an equilibrium is beyond the primary task of this study. It is
assumed however that gravity can be neglected for the high severity 15g frontal and
7g lateral impacts used in this study. Simulations with and without gravity showed
that differences in response are smaller than 5 %. Therefore, the assumption to
neglect gravity is justified for the simulations performed in this Chapter.
Overall, the model response without muscle activation shows poor agreement with
both the frontal and lateral sled experiments. The passive model is too flexible for
frontal impact and even more so for lateral impact, showing larger head rotations
compared to the experimentally defined response corridor. The head accelerations of
the passive model show oscillations for frontal and lateral impact simulations. This
oscillatory behaviour is probably caused by bottoming out of the stiffness behaviour
of the model, when reaching large rotations. Muscle contraction clearly influences
the response, as was already indicated by other simulation studies [61, 64, 159].
The response of the model with maximally activated muscles lies within or near the
frontal and lateral response corridors for both head rotation and displacement. Also
for the active model the linear and angular accelerations of the head are close to
the response corridors Interestingly, the head lag for the active and passive response
are nearly identical. This observation is in contrast with observations made by
Wismans et. al [165], who concluded from volunteer and post mortem human subject
(PMHS) experiments that muscle activation is responsible for the head lag. It is more
likely that the differences in head lag are caused by the different initial positions in
volunteer and PMHS tests studied by Wismans et. al [165].
In the active model head rotations are reduced somewhat below experimental values.
This difference is due to the selected maximal activation and the 25 ms reflex
delay. Experimental values for muscle activation during impact conditions are scarce
[105, 141]. Several combinations of the reflex delay and activation level, or even
activation of different sets of muscles at successive time phases are possible [134].
To study the influence of these parameters, as well as the influence of the passive
muscle initial stress, a parameter study has been performed. The initial passive
muscle stress influences the response of the head-neck system when simulating with
passive muscles only. The influence of passive muscle properties is negligible when
simulating active muscle behaviour, indicating that the forces generated by the active
muscles are much larger, and therefore dominate the passive muscle forces. The
influence of muscle activation has been studied by varying the muscle activation level
and the reflex delay (see Table 4.3). A muscle activation level of 100% and a reflex
delay of 25 ms shows the best correspondence with the reponse of the volunteers. A
smaller activation level results in larger head angle compared to the corridor, while
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a smaller reflex delay results in a head angle response below the volunteer corridor.
A reflex delay of more than 25 ms results in larger head angles compared to the
volunteer corridor. Although the extent of muscle activation of the volunteers is not
known, according to the new neck model, active muscle behaviour should have been
present in the volunteers.
It is most reasonable to assume that the passive model should best describe the
response of a post mortem human subject (PMHS). Wismans et. al compared the
NBDL volunteer 15g frontal impact tests to identical PMHS experiments [165]. Larger
head rotations were observed for PMHS compared to the volunteers [165] (see Figure
4.12(a)). The model responses are in agreement with these observations, showing
also larger head angles of the passive model compared to the active model (see
Figure 4.12(b)). The maximum head angle for the passive model is 11 % larger
than observed in the PMHS data. Also, the maximum head angle for the PMHS is
reached at 160 ms , while the passive model shows a maximum head angle later,
at 200 ms. Based on above findings it seems that the passive model is somewhat
weak compared to cadaveric response. Note that the rotations in Figure 4.12 are with
respect to the sled, a fixed coordinate system, while in the previous figures in this
chapter the head rotations are presented with respect to T1. It should be noted also
that the muscles of the PMHS in the experiments were injected with 100 ml 10%
solution of formaldehyde, to simulate muscle tone of living people [165], resulting in
stiffer passive muscles. In Chapter 5 more attention is paid to the modelling of the
properties of the passive muscles of a PMHS.
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Figure 4.12: Head angle with respect to sled for 15g frontal impact.

The new model response has been compared to the model by De Jager [65] and
an intermediate model (an update of the De Jager model by adaptation of muscle
geometry, including more muscles and division of the muscles into segments to enable
muscle curvature [61]). The new model showed similar response compared to the
intermediate model. Figures showing a comparison of the response of the De Jager
model and the new model for a frontal and lateral impact simulation are presented
in Appendix B. In comparison with the earlier model of De Jager both the predicted
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head and neck rotations and the displacement of the head OC and CG are reduced.
It is concluded that the reduction of head motion is a result of the more realistic
muscle lines of action due to the segmented muscles used in the new model. This
reduction was also seen for the intermediate neck model [61]. Compared to the NBDL
15g frontal and 7g lateral impact data, the new model with active muscles shows
reasonable to good agreement for head displacement, rotation and acceleration. In
contrast, the De Jager model with muscle activation shows poor agreement with the
NBDL volunteer response for the head displacement and head rotation (see Appendix
B). The main advantage of the new model compared to the intermediate model is
the improved biomechanical basis of the tissue properties and the detailed contact
surface description of the cranio-vertebral joint. These factors are also important
when simulating rear end impact (see Chapter 5). All three models (De Jager [65],
intermediate [61] and new multibody neck model) provide comparable conclusions
on the role of muscle activation, showing that inclusion of muscle activity seems
necessary for reasonable simulations of impact conditions with human volunteers.
This conclusion is in agreement with a statement made by Siegmund and Brault [134]
based on experimental impact studies on human volunteers.
In this chapter it is assumed that the extreme flexibility of the passive model was
caused by the absence of active muscle behaviour. However, it should be noted that
an incorrect dynamic response of the ligamentous spinal model could also be a cause
of the poor passive model behaviour in comparison with the volunteer experiments.
In Chapter 3 the ligamentous segment models as well as the entire ligamentous model
showed reasonable to good correspondence with quasi-static experiments. However,
validation for large loads was only qualitative. Since dynamic experimental data on
the ligamentous spine are not available, the model could not be validated for those
conditions. Although dynamical tissue stiffening has been introduced into the model
(see Chapter 2), this is also of limited value since dynamic experiments on cervical
spine tissues are scarce. From previous research [65] it has been shown that an
increase of 25 % of the dynamic rotational stiffening factor of the disc (see equation
2.3) resulted in a decrease of the head rotation of more than 5%. Therefore, it should
be noted that despite the statement made in this chapter that modelling active muscle
behaviour is necessary, stronger dynamic ligamentous tissue stiffening could also be
necessary. Experiments on the ligamentous spine are recommended to verify these
assumptions. Additional experimental research on muscle behaviour is presented in
Appendix E), while numerical research on muscle behaviour in rear end impact is
presented in Chapter 5.
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Response to Rear End Impact

In order to study the mechanics of the neck during rear end impact an existing global
human body model [52–55, 72] and the detailed submodel of the neck as presented
in Chapter 2 are combined into a new model. The first and main objective of this
chapter is to validate this new model using rear end sled experiments performed
on post mortem human subjects (PMHSs) and volunteers sitting on rigid seats and
standard car seats. In Section 5.1 the material and methods used are discussed, and
the results are presented in Section 5.2.
Experimental impact studies on PMHSs to study the human response are useful when
the risk of injury is too high, and volunteers can not be used anymore. The usefulness
of the PMHS response in representing the human response is governed by the
anthropometric similarity of the PMHS and the human and the degree to which the
constitutive properties of PMHS tissues match those of human tissue. Although the
tissues of bone, ligament, tendon and skin undergo only small changes in mechanical
properties postmortem, skeletal muscle stiffness is a source of uncertainty [37].
Results by van Ee et al. [37] demonstrated that postmortem post-rigor handling of
cadaveric tissue prior to testing greatly affects muscle properties. The immediate
postmortem response was found not to be different from the live passive response.
The post-rigor muscle response was unrepeatable and stiffer than the immediate
postmortem or live passive response. After “preconditioning” (repeating elongation
tests on muscle tissue until the peak force varied by less than 2 percent), the response
was repeatable but was significantly less stiff than perimortem and live passive
muscle. Subsequently, the second objective of this chapter is to study the effect
of the postmortem change of passive muscle properties on neck response in rear end
impact by mathematical modelling (also presented in Section 5.1 and 5.2).
From literature (see review by Szabo [140]) it is known that initial seating posture
and head restraint position are important parameters influencing the human head
neck response. Therefore, the third objective is formulated: to study the influence
of the initial seating posture and the position of the head restraint for simulations in
a standard car seat. The results are presented in Section 5.3.
Volunteer experiments (see review by Siegmund and Brault [134]) indicate that

71
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the muscles are active early in the impact event and capable of generating forces
which can alter head and neck kinematics. Simulations of frontal and lateral impact
(see Chapter 4) showed that inclusion of active muscle behaviour seems essential to
describe accurately the human head neck response of live human subjects. Therefore,
the fourth objective of this chapter is to study the role of muscle behaviour (passive
and active) in rear end impact (see Section 5.4).

5.1 Material and Methods

The neck model as presented in Chapter 2 is included in a full human body model. In
this way the interaction of the human with the seatback and the head with the head
restraint can be studied. The human body model used is described below, followed
by a description of the simulation of the experiments used for validation.

Human Body Model A mathematical multibody human model representing a 50th
percentile male has been developed by TNO Automotive, Crash Safety Centre (see
Figure 5.1). The human geometry was obtained from RAMSIS anthropometric data,
which provided a realistic surface description, in particular for seated automotive
posture. A 50th percentile male model from RAMSIS with 1.74 m standing height
and 75.7 kg weight has been chosen [55]. Detailed descriptions of the model and
frontal lateral and rear end impact validation can be found in [52–55,72].

Figure 5.1: MADYMO human body model representing a 50th percentile male, erect seating
position.
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5.1.1 Experimental Data

The human body model with detailed neck is validated with four test series:

� PMHS experiments performed at �V = 10 km/h by the Laboratory of
Accidentology and Biomechanics (LAB), France [7,8].

� Volunteer tests performed at �V = 9.3 km/h by the Japanese Automobile
Research Institute (JARI), Japan [30,102].

� Volunteer tests performed at �V = 9.5 km/h by the Allianz Zentrum für Technik
(AZT), Germany [71].

� Volunteer tests performed at �V = 9.8 km/h by the Maastricht University (UM),
the Netherlands (Appendix E).

� V is the change in velocity of the sled. The test conditions are summarized in Table
5.1. It should be noted that although the � Vs of the test series are comparable, the
sled acceleration ranges from 0.7g to 12g. Model validation using these experiments
could indicate the applicability of the model over a large range of impact severities.

Table 5.1: Test conditions of the rear end sled experiments.
Parameter Unit LAB JARI AZT UM
Reference [7,8] [30,102] [71] Appendix E
Subject PMHS volunteer volunteer volunteer
Total number
of subjects 3 7 7 8
Total number
of tests 6 9 7 16
Average mass kg 50 71 75 76
Average height m 1.64 1.76 1.80 1.89
Seat type rigid rigid standard standard

car seat car seat

Head restraint no no yes yes
Belt system single belts no 3-point belt 4-point belt

over limbs, with retractor with retractor
pelvis and thorax

� V km/h 10 9.3 9.5 9.8
Max sled pulse g 12 4 5 0.7

LAB Test Setup [7,8]

The experiments were designed to be both simple and reproducible, using a rigid
seat without head restraint. The seat back and seat panel had an inclination of
25 and 10 degrees respectively. The subjects were restrained by three belts, which
held the thighs, pelvis and thorax tightly to the seat. Since the head-neck position
of the PMHSs was not stable, an electromagnet was used to keep the head in the
initial position before impact (i.e. Frankfort plane horizontal, see Figure 5.2(a)).
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Head accelerometers were screwed on to the skull. The T1 instrumentation was
screwed onto the anterior part of the vertebral body. Also instrumentation was
mounted onto C2 and C5. Two film targets attached to the subjects head were used
for defining head translation and rotation. T1 displacements and rotations were
calculated using the acceleration data. The conditions in which these tests were
performed were highly reproducible, resulting in quite consistent responses of the
PMHSs. The reproducibility of the test was demonstrated by performing two tests on
each subject. Furthermore substantial similarities were observed in the responses of
all three subjects. A post experimental dissection showed the absence of any injury in
the PMHSs after impact.

JARI Test Setup [30,102]

A rigid seat was mounted on the sled at an angle of 10 degrees with the horizontal,
and the back of the seat was at 110 degrees with the horizontal. The feet of
the volunteers were on a foot-plate at 45 degrees with the sled. No belts were
used during the sled tests. In Figure 5.2(c) the sled test apparatus is shown.
Head acceleration measurement was performed using a head bracket fitted into
the mouth of the volunteer. The upper part of the bracket was attached to the
subject’s head. Film targets and head accelerometers were attached to this bracket.
T1 accelerometers were attached to the skin overlying the thoracic vertebra using
surgical tape. Electromyographic activities were measured using surface EMG
electrodes which were attached bilaterally onto the skin over the sternocleidomastoid
and paravertebral muscles. Cineradiographic techniques were used to analyse
vertebral rotations. Each volunteer was asked to hold the handle and relax during
the test. The test was repeated several times for all volunteers, so that they got used
to it and were able to relax [53]. Personal interviews with the subjects by a clinical
doctor revealed no injury symptoms after the experiments.

AZT Test Setup [71]

In the volunteer experiments a standard car seat selected for the European whiplash
project [167] was used. The car seat was mounted on a sled. The seat back angle
was set to 25 degrees using an H-point manikin in compliance with regulation SAE
J826 x4.3. The head restraint was positioned so that the top of the head and the
head restraint were aligned. If this was not possible due to the large subject height,
the maximum head restraint height was taken. The volunteers were asked to take a
normal automotive passenger posture (see Figure 5.2(e)). The Frankfort plane was
initially horizontal, implying an initial head angle of 0 degrees. Head accelerations
were measured by accelerometers attached to a head strap. The head strap system
consisted of several straps which could be tightened around the chin, around the head
circumference at the height of the forehead and at the lower posterior side of the
neck. T1 instrumentation was mounted to a thin aluminium plate which was formed
to match each volunteer’s back contour at T1. Adhesive sports tape was used to attach
this plate to the skin overlying the spinous process of vertebra T1. Three film targets
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(a) LAB PMHS (b) Model for LAB simulation

(c) JARI Volunteer (d) Model for JARI simulation

(e) AZT Volunteer (f) Model for AZT and UM
simulation

Figure 5.2: Test setup of the rear end sled experiments together with model simulation setup.
See Appendix E for UM experimental test set up.
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defined on the head and two targets defined on T1 were used for recording head and
T1 displacements and rotations. No injuries were reported for these experiments.

UM Test Setup

In these volunteer experiments the same car seat as was used for the AZT experiments
was mounted on a sled. The seat back angle was fixed in the same position as for the
AZT simulations (i.e. head restraint bar in a 14 degree angle backward relative to the
sled). The head restraint was set to the highest position for all subjects. The subjects
were asked to adopt a “neutral automotive posture” with the Frankfort plane oriented
horizontally. No injuries were reported for these experiments. See Appendix E for a
detailed description of the setup and the results of the UM experiments.

5.1.2 Setup of the Simulation

In the simulations of the experiments the outside surfaces of the seats were modelled
with so called arbitrary surfaces in MADYMO (see explanation in Chapter 2). The
same modelling technique was also used for the floor and foot planes of the LAB, AZT
and UM experiments. The floor in the JARI experiments was simply modelled with
planes. The standard seat model consists of the following three areas: seat cushion,
seat back and head restraint. These sections are connected with joints swivelling
around the transverse axis of the seat. The joint connecting the seat cushion and the
seat back is the recliner joint. The head restraint is connected to the seat back by
tubes, which allow rotation of the total head restraint system with respect to the seat
back. The head restraint cushion can rotate as well as translate about these tubes.
The rotational joints are modelled in the MADYMO input file as revolute joints, that
are constraining the relative motion of the interconnected bodies to a rotation around
the corresponding lateral axis. Thus, these joints do have only one rotational degree
of freedom. With the used recliner joint it is on the one hand possible to adjust
the inclination of the backrest, on the other hand also elastic and plastic deflection
of the backrest can be defined over a characteristic of the torsional rigidity. The
same goes for the head restraint joint. Additionally, with the translational joint of
the head restraint the vertical position of the head restraint can be defined. The load
deflection curves and joint characteristics of the standard seat (used in AZT and UM
experiments) were based on quasi-static experiments of the seat performed within
the European whiplash project [167]. The positions of the head restraint and the belt
attachment points were derived from photos of the experimental setups. The belts
in the LAB experiment were modelled as single spring elements. The volunteers in
the JARI experiments were not belted. In the AZT tests a three point belt was used,
which is modelled as a three point finite element belt [149]. In the UM experiments a
four point belt was used. The difference between the use of a three or four point belt
could be seen only in the rebound phase, however this phase has not been reported
for the UM experiments (see Appendix E) and will therefore not be studied here. For
simplicity, the test setup of the UM experiments is modelled exactly the same as the
AZT simulation, including the same seat and three point finite element belt model.
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In the simulations the human body model was positioned based on photos of the
experiments. The simulations were organized such that before the beginning of the
simulated experiment the human body model was allowed to sink into the seat (rigid
or standard soft seat) to find an equilibrium position from a position just above it. The
electromagnet used in the LAB experiments to keep the head of the PMHS horizontal
was simulated by a stiff translational spring in this pre-simulation stage. In case
of volunteer experiments, the muscles are slightly activated to maintain the initial
position of the body, while the body settles into the seat. To incorporate this into
the model would requires neural excitation of muscles utilizing complex feedback
mechanisms, which is beyond the scope of this thesis. The effect of the initial muscle
activity was approximated using a translational spring to keep the head horizontal in
the pre-simulation stage. In the LAB simulations the arms were modelled along the
body and were restricted in motion by the belts. In the JARI experiments the hands
were fixed, simulating the holding on to the handle of the volunteers. For the AZT
and UM tests the arms were positioned just above the legs of the human model. The
final initial positions of the models compared to the experimental set-ups are similar
(see Figure 5.2).

Impact simulations were performed using the horizontal sled acceleration (average
of all experiments per test series) as input to the model (see Figure 5.3(a)).
Furthermore, a vertical acceleration field simulating gravity is added (see Figure
5.3(b)). In case of the JARI experiments, the sled is sliding on a long rail angle
at 10 degrees [102]. Due to this orientation of the sled a horizontal and vertical sled
acceleration is applied. Gravity is accounted for in the vertical component (see Figure
5.3(b)). The spring used to keep the head horizontal initially in the pre simulation
stage was released in the final simulations.
It should be noted that model simulations were performed for 300 ms, but that the
data of the LAB, AZT and UM experiments have only been analysed for the first 200
ms.

The main objective of this chapter is to validate the new neck model for rear end
impact loading. Therefore, both PMHS and volunteer simulations are performed with
passive muscle behaviour based on the tensile properties presented in Section 2.2.7.
The results are presented in Section 5.2. An additional simulation is performed for the
PMHS experiments to study the effect of the postmortem change of passive muscle
properties (second objective). The stiffer passive muscle function (see Figure 2.9)
used for this simulation is based on post-rigor PMHS tensile muscle properties [37].
The results of this additional PMHS simulation is also presented in Section 5.2. In
section 5.3 the third objective is studied: the influence of initial seating position and
the head restraint position for rear end impact loading. In the simulations in Section
5.2 and 5.3 the initial muscle activation as well as the maximum muscle activation
are zero. To study the role of muscle behaviour in rear end impacts, i.e. the fourth
objective of this chapter, a parametric study varying muscle properties (passive and
active) is presented in Section 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Sled pulses used in the model simulations.

5.1.3 Criteria for Model Quality Assessment

The model was validated against above mentioned tests (LAB, JARI, AZT, UM). As
in Section 4.1.3 the following terms are introduced to describe the results: good
means within the envelope of the experimental data, reasonable means close to this
envelope, and 25% deviation allowed, while a poor correlation stands for more than
25% deviation from the envelope.
Head and T1 trajectories, linear and angular head accelerations as well as vertebral
rotations, neck loads are used for validation (see Table 5.2). The neck loads were
derived from head acceleration and transformed to local coordinate systems using
rotations derived from film. In the AZT tests head restraint forces were taken into
account [71]. It should be noted that the head-neck system is seen as a pivot
mechanism when calculating the neck loads (OC loads). The net force on the neck
is taken, including the loads caused by the ligaments and the muscles, this is not
the load on the real anatomical OC joint, but the load on a virtual single hinge joint
between head and neck.
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Table 5.2: Set of responses used for model validation.
Response parameter with respect to LAB JARI AZT UM
T1 trajectory sled X X X NA
T1 rotation sled X X X NA
head CG trajectory T1 X NA X X
head OC trajactory T1 NA X - NA
head rotation sled X X X X

T1 X X X NA
head CG lin. acceleration local X X� X NR
head CG ang. acceleration local X X X NR
OC loads X X X NA
vertebral rotations X+ Xo NA NA
X used for validation - not used
NA not available NR not reliable
� only available in x direction + only C0-C2, C2-C5 and C5-T1
o only available for one experiment
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5.2 Simulation Results

The first and second objective of this chapter are discussed in this section: i.e. 1) to
validate the new neck model for rear end impact loading, and 2) to study the effect
of the postmortem change of passive muscle properties.

5.2.1 LAB Simulation and Passive Muscle Property Variation

The LAB experiments were simulated with normal and stiffened passive muscle
properties. The overall response is shown in Figure 5.4, whereas the T1 and head
kinematics versus time are presented in Figures 5.5 to 5.7. In the first 50 ms of the
response, the head only translates. The model response of both models, normal and
stiffened passive muscles, show similar head-neck response until about 150 ms. But
after this time the model with stiffer muscles shows reduced head motion compared
to the model with normal passive muscles. The rebound of the model starts 200 ms
after the beginning of the input pulse. This is also observed in the PMHS experiments
on films. However the kinematics were only analysed until 200 ms.

140 ms 160 ms 180 ms 200 ms120 ms60 ms0 ms 300 ms

Figure 5.4: Kinematics of the human body model with detailed neck with stiff passive muscles
at successive times for the LAB simulation.

Responses of T1 in the experiments and the simulation are shown in Figure 5.5. For
each of the three subjects, results of two experiments are shown. The repeatability of
the experiment is apparent from the close match between the two tracings for each
subject. A consistent rearward motion of T1 of the PMHS is seen. In two subjects,
vertical displacement of T1 proceeded linearly in time, but one subject behaved
differently and hardly showed any ramping-up with very little z-displacement for
T1. Also the T1 rotation is smaller for this subject compared to the other two.
The human body model shows reasonable agreement with the experimental T1
responses in rotation and x-displacement, but the T1 z-displacement remains below
the experimental results, showing no upward displacement of T1 at all. The model
response shows a sudden increase of T1 rotation and displacement at about 160 ms.
This increase occurs earlier for the model with stiff muscles.
The head rotation is shown with respect to the sled and T1 in Figure 5.6. Again
the consistency of the responses of each subject is clearly visible. The head rotation
illustrates that the head starts its backward rotation after T1 does, resulting in a small
forward rotation of the head relative to T1. Comparison with the model shows that
the timing of the head rotation of both models is good. However the maximum head
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Figure 5.5: T1 kinematics with respect to sled versus time. Simulated response to 12g rear
end impact of the neck model with (stiff) passive muscle behaviour compared to
LAB PMHS response.
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rotation is too large for the model with normal passive muscles, but is within the
response envelope for the model with stiff muscles.
The position of the head CG with respect to T1 versus time is shown in the lower
part of Figure 5.6. The PMHS who showed a rather small T1 z-displacement, showed
a positive CG z-displacement with respect to T1, while the CG x-displacement was
consistent for all the PMHSs. The model with normal passive muscles falls well within
the experimental envelopes of the CG x-displacement. The stiff passive muscle model
falls within the envelope during the first 160 ms, but finally shows a smaller CG x-
displacement. The CG z-displacements of both models are similar and close to the
response of one PMHS until 150 ms. Then, the model with stiff passive muscles
almost reached the maximum CG z-displacement while the other model reached a
larger maximum at 190 ms.
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Figure 5.6: Head kinematics versus time. Simulated response to 12g rear end impact of
the neck model with (stiff) passive muscle behaviour compared to LAB PMHS
response.
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Figure 5.7: Head accelerations and OC loads versus time. Simulated response to 12g rear end
impact of the neck model with (stiff) passive muscle behaviour compared to LAB
PMHS response.
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The z-acceleration and angular acceleration of the head CG of both models show
reasonable agreement with the PMHS envelope (see Figure 5.7). The head x-
acceleration is close to the PMHS response for the first 100 ms, but later the head
x-acceleration of both models differs considerably from the PMHS responses.
In the right part of Figure 5.7 the neck loads are presented. The responses of both
experiment and model start with increasing anterior shear force. The peak anterior
force is about 50 ms later for the model compared to the experimental response.
The posterior force is clearly present in the experimental response. For the model
response a short posterior peak force is seen. The normal force of the model and
the experiments show the same trend. In the experiments the extension moment
during the first phase, which generally could be recognized in a rear end impact is
not seen. In contrast, the model response shows first an extension followed by a
flexion moment. However the peak flexion moments of experiment and model agree
well.
The peak vertebral rotations of the model response are compared to the experimental
data in Figure 5.8. The model with passive muscles shows reasonable rotation for the
lower neck (C5 wrt T1), but the model is too flexible for the mid (C2 wrt C5) and
upper neck (C0 wrt C2). The model with stiff passive muscles shows a reduction of
the vertebral rotation. However, the model shows too stiff rotational behaviour for
the upper and lower neck, while the mid part of the neck model with stiff muscles is
too flexible compared to the experimental response.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Peak vertebral extension rotation [degrees]

C5 wrt T1

C2 wrt C5

C0 wrt C2

LAB PMHS             
passive muscles      
stiff passive muscles

Figure 5.8: Peak vertebral extension rotations. Simulated response to 12g rear end impact
of the neck model with (stiff) passive muscle behaviour compared to LAB PMHS
response.
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5.2.2 JARI Simulation

Contrary to the previous section, only the normal passive tensile muscle properties
as defined earlier in Section 2.2.7 are used for the volunteer simulations. For the
JARI test setup the overall response of one experiment and the model is shown in
Figure 5.9. In Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 the model kinematics together with the
experimental results are presented.

0 ms 80 ms 160 ms 140 ms 300 ms240 ms180 ms100 ms

180 ms 240 ms 300 ms140 ms 160 ms100 ms80 ms0 ms

Figure 5.9: Kinematics of JARI experiment and the human body model with detailed neck at
successive times (see Table 5.3).

Note the wide range of experimental data of the volunteers, although the same
trend is seen for all experiments. In Figure 5.10 T1 responses are shown. A
consistent rearward motion of T1 is seen. The model shows good correlation for
T1 x-displacement with the experimental data. The T1 z-displacement is a bit too
small compared to the volunteers. The T1 rotation lies within the volunteer envelope
for the first 200 ms, but then a small increase is seen, resulting in a larger T1 rotation
as is seen for the volunteers.
The model shows good agreement with the volunteer response for head rotation for
the first 120 ms (see Figure 5.11). The maximum head angle at 200 ms is too large
compared to the volunteers, but the head angle with respect to T1 shows a smaller
difference between model and experiments. An initial head flexion with respect to
T1 is seen for the model as well as for the experiments. The OC x-displacement
of the model shows reasonable agreement with the volunteer response. The OC z-
displacement shows poor correlation for the first 100 ms, but then the model shows
reasonable agreement.
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Figure 5.10: T1 kinematics with respect to sled versus time. Simulated response to 4g rear
end impact of the neck model with passive muscle behaviour compared to JARI
volunteer response.
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Figure 5.11: Head kinematics versus time. Simulated response to 4g rear end impact of the
neck model with passive muscle behaviour compared to JARI volunteer response.
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Figure 5.12: Head accelerations and OC loads versus time (head z-acceleration not available).
Simulated response to 4g rear end impact of the neck model with passive muscle
behaviour compared to JARI volunteer response.
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The head accelerations are presented in Figure 5.12. Contrary to the head x-
acceleration the head angular acceleration shows consistent results for the volunteers.
The model response shows reasonable agreement until about 150 ms, however then
the model predicts strong forward head rotational acceleration which is not seen for
the volunteers (see also the head angle in Figure 5.11).
Also in Figure 5.12 the OC loads of the model and the volunteers are presented. The
OC normal force of the model shows reasonable agreement with the experimental
data. The OC shear force shows good correspondence compared to the experimental
data for the first 150 ms. But afterwards, the experimental response shows an
increase of the posterior shear force, whereas, the model predicts a decrease of the
posterior shear, even changing in anterior shear after about 180 ms.
The OC torque shows reasonable to good correspondence with the experimental
data for the first 150 ms, but the flexion moment occurring in the model starts too
late. Additionally, the peak flexion moment of the model is about three times higher
compared to the volunteers, and occurs about 50 ms later.
The vertebral rotations of one experiment are published by Ono [104], and used for
model comparison. The results are presented in Figure 5.13. The model with passive
muscles shows about two times more flexibility for extension than the response of the
volunteer.

0 20 40 60 80
Peak vertebral extension rotation [degrees]

C6 wrt sled

C5 wrt sled

C4 wrt sled

C3 wrt sled

C2 wrt sled

JARI one volunteer
passive muscles   

Figure 5.13: Peak vertebral extension rotations. Response to 4g rear end impact of the neck
model with passive muscle behaviour compared to JARI volunteer response.
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5.2.3 AZT Simulation

The overall response of the AZT model simulation is shown in Figure 5.14. The
translation phase followed by head extension as well as the head contact and the
rebound are clearly seen.

140 ms 160 ms 180 ms 200 ms120 ms100 ms0 ms 80 ms

120 ms80 ms0 ms 100 ms 140 ms 200 ms180 ms160 ms 

Figure 5.14: Kinematics of AZT experiment 31 and the human body model with detailed
neck (passive muscles, head restraint at normal position, seating posture P3)
at successive times.

A good correlation of the T1 response of the model is seen in Figure 5.15. The T1
z-displacement starts a little bit later compared to the volunteers.
In Figure 5.16 the head rotation and the head CG displacement is shown. The head
angle with respect to T1 shows initial flexion as is also seen for the volunteers.
However the flexion phase of the model takes too much time, resulting in a later
start of the extension phase compared to the volunteers. The maximum head angle
of the model is too small in the extension phase.
The CG z-displacement of the model agrees well with the volunteer response. The CG
x-displacement shows good correspondence for the first 100 ms. After head contact
the model response shows forward displacement of CG with respect to T1, while the
experimental data shows rearward displacement of CG with respect to T1.
The acceleration of the head is presented in Figure 5.17. The head x-acceleration
shows reasonble agreement compared to the volunteer envelope. The head contact of
the model occurs slightly earlier than for the volunteers (indicated by the increase of
head x-acceleration at about 60 ms). The head z-acceleration shows the same trend as
is seen for the volunteers. The model response, however, starts with a negative head
z-acceleration and the upward acceleration caused by the T1 vertical displacement
is larger compared to the experimental data. The head angular acceleration shows
reasonable correlation with the volunteer response for the first 250 ms, however the
peak values are much smaller than is seen in the experimental data. The peak value
at about 280 ms which is seen in the acceleration and therefore also in the load
responses is caused by contact between head and chest.
The corresponding OC loads are presented on the right side in Figure 5.17. The
model response for shear force shows poor correlation compared to the experimental
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Figure 5.15: T1 kinematics with respect to sled versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear
end impact of the neck model with passive muscle behaviour compared to AZT
volunteer response.
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Figure 5.16: Head kinematics versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear end impact of the
neck model with passive muscle behaviour compared to AZT volunteer response.
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response. The anterior shear force is only limited present for the model and is
followed by a long phase of posterior shear. For the OC normal force the model
shows poor correlation for the first 100 ms. But the same trend, i.e. compression
phase followed by tension, can be seen for both, model and experiments. The OC
torque of the model response is smaller than the experimental response. However,
the same trend, i.e. first an extension moment followed by a flexion moment is seen
for both cases.

5.2.4 UM Simulation

The overall response of the UM experiments is presented in Appendix E. The model
response with passive muscles is compared to the experiments in which the volunteers
were asked to relax prior to impact (untensed). The head angle and the head CG
displacement with respect to the sled are presented in Figure 5.18. The CG x-
displacement shows the same trend for the volunteers as for the model, although
the rearward displacement of the model starts slightly later than for the volunteers.
The maximum value of the model lies in the response envelope of the volunteers.
The CG z-displacement of the model shows a downward motion compared to the
sled, while the experimental data show an upward motion. The head angle of the
model shows initially flexion followed by an extension phase. This initial flexion is
not seen for the volunteers. The maximum extension of the model lies within the
range of the volunteer data.
Since the head CG z-displacement showed poor correspondence additional
simulations are performed for the UM simulations. The impact severity for the UM
tests is lower than the gravitational force. When ignoring the gravity of the head
(i.e. simplest form of simulating posture maintenance of the head) the vertical head
displacement showed better correlation for the UM simulation (see Figure 5.18). Also
the initial flexion phase (50-150 ms) disappeared. For the higher severity simulations
the influence of neglecting the gravity of the head was very small. This indicated that
modelling posture maintenance is necessary when studying low severity impacts or
when the model will be used for studying human vibration in driving situations [58].
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Figure 5.17: Head accelerations and OC loads versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear
end impact of the neck model with passive muscle behaviour compared to AZT
volunteer response.
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Figure 5.18: Head kinematics with respect to the sled versus time. Simulated response to 0.7g
rear end impact of the neck model with passive muscle behaviour compared to
UM volunteer response.
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5.2.5 Discussion Model with Passive Muscles

The neck model was validated for quasi-static loading in Chapter 3 and for frontal and
lateral impact in Chapter 4, and showed good performance. The first objective of this
chapter was to validate the new neck model for rear end impact loading. Therefore,
validation simulations of four rear end impact experiment series ranging from 0.7 g
to 12 g were performed. Two experiments used a rigid seat (LAB, JARI), while AZT
and UM used a similar standard seat with head restraint. Model validation using
these experiments could indicate the applicability of the model over a large range of
impact severities, e.g. the possibility to use the model in impact studies as well as in
vibration studies without severe loads [58].
Contrary to Chapter 4 the model with detailed neck has been validated as a complete
unit in a whole body instead of validating the neck model separately. The whole body
simulation indicated that the simulated head neck response was influenced not only
by the neck model, but also by the spine model as well as by the seat model. Thus
validation studies as performed in this chapter, included validation of the seat model
as well as of the spine and neck model. The spinal response is represented by the T1
response of the model.
Simulation results of the head kinematics for a deformable standard car seat were less
accurate concerning validation than for a rigid seat. It is hard to conclude whether
this observation is related to the seat model or the spinal model. The standard seat has
been modelled in detail [167] but the load deflection curves and joint characteristics
were based on quasi-static experiments instead of dynamic loading conditions. Since
the T1 model response showed reduced vertical motion compared to the experimental
data (see below) for both deformable and rigid seat simulations, the spinal model
could also be the cause of the less accurate response in the standard seat simulations.
The T1 x-displacements of LAB, JARI and AZT simulations showed good to reasonable
agreement compared to the experiments. The T1 z-displacements of the JARI
and AZT simulation were reasonable, whereas the model showed too small T1 z-
displacement for the LAB PMHS tests. A sudden increase of the T1 angles at about 180
ms for the LAB and JARI simulations was observed. Although this sudden increase is
not seen in the experimental data used, it was observed in other experimental data
with volunteers [102] and cadavers [31]. Summarizing, the T1 horizontal response
is well predicted but the vertical displacement and rotations are not always realistic.
Thus T1 provides only a reasonable input to the neck model.
The model response compared to the 12 g LAB and 4 g JARI experiments, both using
rigid seats, showed reasonable to poor agreement with the experimental data (too
large head motions). The simulations on the standard seat with head restraint (5
g AZT and 0.7 g UM) showed poor correspondence to the head kinematics of the
volunteers. The head extension phase started too late, resulting in smaller backward
rotations than was observed for the volunteers.
Validation data for vertebral rotations were only available for the LAB and JARI
experiments. Both model simulations, LAB and JARI, showed that the vertebral
rotations of the passive model were too large compared to the experimental response.
This is in correspondence with the response for the head angle of both models.
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Measuring vertebral rotations requires fixations into the vertebrae (only possible for
PMHS) or high speed X-ray techniques. These measurements are technically difficult
and therefore only few data on vertebral rotations were available.
It should be noted that the head kinematics reduced with reducing impact severity, i.e.
head translations and rotations were much smaller for the low severity impacts than
in the high severity test series. This trend was also seen for the simulations. These
smaller motions make model validation more difficult, since absolute deviations for
small head motions result in larger errors in terms of percentage compared to large
head motions. The low severity impact tests (UM) indicated that modelling posture
maintenance is necessary when studying low severity impacts or when the model
would be used for studying human vibration in driving situations [58].
The forces and moments on the head were related to the head accelerations (see
Section 5.1.3). Approximately the same deviations between model response and
experimental response were seen for the accelerations and the loads on the head
(OC loads). It should be noted that the OC loads shown are the net loads on the
head joint, including the loads caused by the ligaments and the muscles. They do not
reflect the real forces on the anatomical occipital condyles. The local forces will be
discussed in Chapter 6.
The second objective of this chapter was to study the effect of the postmortem
change of passive muscle properties on neck response in rear end impact. Therefore,
the LAB simulations were not only performed with normal passive muscle stiffness
properties, but also with a stiffer passive muscle function based on post-rigor PMHS
tensile muscle properties [37]. The model response with stiffer passive muscles
showed a reduction of the head motion, resulting in a closer agreement with the
PMHS response, compared to the model with normal passive muscle stiffness. The
vertebral rotations showed also a reduction due to the stiffer passive muscles.
However, although the head rotation of the model with stiffer passive muscles showed
good correspondence with the PMHS, the vertebral rotations of the mid neck were
too large and the vertebral rotations of the lower and upper neck were too small.
This illustrates that it is possible to obtain a good global model response but with
limited accuracy in internal response. The assumption that the muscles of the
PMHS were stiffer than for volunteers can be justified from the LAB experiments
where the PMHSs were not preconditioned before testing, resulting in unrepeatable
but stiffer response than live passive muscle response [37]. Although the PMHSs
showed repeatable responses, nothing has been reported about preconditioning.
The mechanical properties of the muscles vary significantly over the postmortem
period [37]. Therefore, the preparation of the PMHS used in experiments should be
documented, making it possible to adjust the model muscle tensile stiffness towards
the condition of the PMHS. Substructure testing can provide additional confidence
for instance testing without muscles to avoid the effect of tissue property changes.

To summarize, simulation results with a deformable standard car seat with head
restraint correlated less than for a rigid seat. Simulation results showed good
correspondence for the experimental T1 x-displacement, but the T1 z-displacement
of the model was reasonable to poor (too small) compared to the experiments.
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The model with stiff passive muscles showed a better response compared to the
PMHS experiments than the model with normal passive muscles. For the volunteer
simulations, the model with normal passive muscle behaviour showed much more
neck extension than was seen in the experiments. In the following sections the
influence of the initial seating posture and head restraint position (Section 5.3) as
well as the influence of muscle activation (Section 5.4) is studied.

5.3 Parameter Study on Initial Posture and Head
Restraint Position

The objective of this section (third objective of this chapter) is to study the influence
of the initial seating posture and the head restraint positions for rear end impact
simulations in a standard car seat. Postural variability has been studied for the AZT
volunteer experiments using modelling techniques. The influence of the initial seating
posture as well as of the vertical position of the head restraint is studied. Defining
initial positions of the model is done in a similar way as described earlier (see Section
5.1.2). The human model is positioned just above the standard seat in three different
positions. One position close to the head-restraint (P3), one with a large distance
between head and head restraint (P1) and one in between (P2). In all three situations
the model was allowed to sink into the seat to find equilibrium. The final initial
positions of the model for the volunteer simulations are shown in Figure 5.19. The
horizontal distance between head and head restraint (� x) and the T1 angle of the
different initial postures are also presented in Figure 5.19. The final seating postures
of the model and the AZT experiments were compared to a driver’s posture predicted
by RAMSIS. Posture P3 showed the best similarity with most experiments and with
a posture predicted for this seat using RAMSIS version 3.4.1. RAMSIS predicts a
posture of a driver, resulting in arm positioning on the steering wheel. The RAMSIS
model showed a larger horizontal head to head restraint distance (�x = 7 cm), which
could be explained by simulating a driver sitting in a more observant posture than a
passenger. However, the spinal posture of the RAMSIS model and the MADYMO P3
model were similar. Varying the initial posture as defined in this thesis results in
varying the rearward offset of a head restraint. However, also a rearward offset of the
thoracal spine with respect to the seat is created.
To study the influence of the vertical position of the head restraint as well as the
absence of the head restraint additional simulations with a low head restraint (P3-
lhd) as well as without head restraint (P3-nhd) were performed (see Figure 5.20).
The results of the initial posture variance are presented in Section 5.3.1. In Section
5.3.2 the results of the head restraint position variance are presented. The discussion
and conclusions of this study are given in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Results of Initial Posture Variance

The overall responses of two models are shown in Figure 5.21. The head neck
kinematics for three different initial positions is presented in Figures 5.22 and 5.23.
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(a) case P1: � x = 21 cm and
T1 angle = 36.7 deg

(b) case P2: � x = 13 cm and
T1 angle = 27.7 deg

(c) case P3: � x = 3 cm and
T1 angle = 11.3 deg

Figure 5.19: Three different initial positions of the human body model in the standard seat
(P1, P2, P3), � x = horizontal head to head restraint distance. The head is 2
degrees in extension with respect to the inertial space.

height

Figure 5.20: Three different vertical positions of the head restraint for the standard seat. From
left to right: no head restraint (P3-nhd), low head restraint (P3-lhd) and normal
head restraint (P3-mhd).
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A large influence of posture is seen for all signals. Posture P3 shows the best
agreement with the volunteer responses. The T1 motion for P1 and P2 is much larger
than for P3, except for the T1 z-displacement, which is smaller. The sudden increase
for the T1 angle at about 225 ms (Figure 5.22), becomes smaller for the model with
the larger head restraint distance (P1).
For all three models the head translates during the first phase of the impact. Then
the head rotates forward with respect to the sled. With respect to T1 the head rotates
even more. This forward rotation is decreasing from P1 through P2 to P3 (Figure
5.23). The flexion phase is followed by an extension phase. For model P1 the head
never reaches extension.
The head CG displacement with respect to T1 is also presented in Figure 5.23. The
data is corrected for the initial position. The model response of P3 is closest to the
volunteer response compared to the other initial positions. The CG displacement is
the largest for P1, the model in the most forward seating position.
The acceleration of the head is presented in Figure 5.24. The head x-acceleration
of model P3 shows reasonable agreement compared to the volunteer envelope. The
increase in the CG x-acceleration (showing the head contact with the head restraint)
occurs later from model P3 through P2 to P1. The peak of the acceleration for model
P3 shows good agreement with the volunteer responses. Model P1 shows a smaller
peak, however the peak acceleration of model P2 exceeds twice the experimental
results. The head z-acceleration and the head angular acceleration show poor
correlation with the volunteer responses.
The resultant external force on the head by the head restraint is also presented in
Figure 5.24. It is seen that for P3 the head contact occurs too early, while the head
contact for P1 is too late compared to the volunteers response. The time of head
contact for posture P2 agrees well with the volunteer response, however the peak
force for P2 is too large. The peak forces of model P3 and P1 are closer to the
volunteer response, however, still being too large.

140 ms 160 ms 180 ms 200 ms120 ms100 ms80 ms0 ms

120 ms80 ms0 ms 100 ms 140 ms 200 ms180 ms160 ms 

Figure 5.21: Varying initial posture and head restraint position. Above P1, below P3, both
with head restraint in normal position. Kinematics of the human body model at
successive times.
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Figure 5.22: T1 kinematics with respect to sled versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear end
impact of the neck model with variance in initial posture (P1, P2, P3), passive
muscle behaviour (pas) and head restraint position normal (mhd) compared to
AZT volunteer response.
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Figure 5.23: Head kinematics versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear end impact of the
neck model with variance in initial posture (P1, P2, P3), passive muscle behaviour
(pas) and head restraint position normal (mhd) compared to AZT volunteer
response.
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Figure 5.24: Head accelerations and external head force versus time. Simulated response to
5g rear end impact of the neck model with variance in initial posture (P1, P2,
P3), passive muscle behaviour (pas) and head restraint position normal (mhd)
compared to AZT volunteer response.
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5.3.2 Results of Head Restraint Position Variance

The head neck kinematics for varying head restraint position (mhd= normal, lhd=
low, nhd= no head restraint) is presented in Figures 5.25 to 5.27. A large difference
is seen for the cases with head restraint (P3-mhd and P3-lhd) and the one without
head restraint (P3-nhd). Case P3-lhd shows the best correlation compared to the
volunteer responses. Although the T1 kinematics is hardly influenced by varying the
head restraint height, when simulating an impact without head restraint the T1 x-
displacement and T1 angle show larger motions (Figure 5.25). The head motion
is strongly reduced by placing a head restraint (mhd and lhd versus nhd). This
reduction is stronger for the normal placed head restraint (mhd) compared to the
lower head restraint (lhd) (see Figure 5.26). The varying head restraint position
hardly influences the head acceleration and head contact force (see Figure 5.27), but
the head x-accelerations are much smaller in cases where no head contact occurred
(nhd compared to lhd and mhd). On the other hand, the head angular accelerations
increase when the head restraint is removed. The highest head restraint position
caused the highest resultant external head force (see Figure 5.27). As was mentioned
earlier (see Section 5.3.1) the head contact for posture P3 occurs too early compared
to the volunteers data.

5.3.3 Discussion Posture and Head Restraint Variance

The third objective of this chapter, and the objective of this section (5.3) was to
study the influence of the initial seating posture and the head restraint positions for
rear end impact simulations in a standard car seat. Preliminary simulation results
on posture and head restraint variance were presented at the ESV conference [60].
The posture prediction model of the software RAMSIS predicted one initial seating
posture, which corresponds with posture P3 of the model, however in reality the
seating postures of drivers and their passengers show a large variability [116]. The
three simulated cases (P1, P2, P3) represent three realistic initial seating postures.
The model response showed larger variability due to posture variation than the
experimental response, however the range of postures of the simulations was larger
compared to the differences in initial seating posture of the volunteers in the AZT
experiments (based on photos). It should be noted that visually case P3 corresponds
best with most of the volunteer experiments. However, an objective way of measuring
human postures and comparing it to simulated postures was not available for these
experiments.
The results from the posture variance simulations supported the statement made
in literature [2, 116, 126] that posture variation has major effects on T1 and head
response. The increasing displacement and rotation of T1 from P3 through P2 to P1
is caused by the fact that the model is sitting more bent forward (P1), having more
space between the back and the seat, resulting in larger displacements. The larger
T1 z-displacement for P3 can be explained by the interaction of the back and the seat
back occurring earlier, resulting in an upward movement of the body. Head contact
occurred first for model P3, being closest to the head restraint at the start. This
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Figure 5.25: T1 kinematics with respect to sled versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear end
impact of the neck model with passive muscle behaviour, position P3, variance
in vertical head restraint distance (mhd= normal, lhd= low, nhd= no head
restraint) compared to AZT volunteer response.
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Figure 5.26: Head kinematics versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear end impact of the
neck model with passive muscle behaviour, position P3, variance in vertical head
restraint distance (mhd= normal, lhd= low, nhd= no head restraint) compared
to AZT volunteer response.
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Figure 5.27: Head accelerations and external head force versus time. Simulated response to
5g rear end impact of the neck model with passive muscle behaviour, position P3,
variance in vertical head restraint distance (mhd= normal, lhd= low, nhd= no
head restraint) compared to AZT volunteer response.
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contact resulted in the smallest forward head displacement for P3 in the first phase.
Then the head rotated backwards, resulting in backward translation with respect to
T1. Since this rotation started late for model P1 the head never reached extension.
The model P3 started earlier with rotation, but the rotation was limited by the head
restraint, ending in head flexion.
The effect of head restraint height is relatively small for the AZT simulations.
However, removing the head restraint showed much larger head and T1 motions
compared to the response with head restraint. Lowering the head restraint showed
better correspondence with volunteer response for the head rotation, but still the
backward rotation was too slow. The difference in head kinematics at varying head
restraint positions was caused by the variation of contact point resulting from the
variance in vertical height. The lower the contact point with respect to the centre of
gravity, the larger the head extension will be.
It has to be remarked that in the test with head restraint, head translations and
rotations were much smaller than in the test series without head restraint, this trend
was also seen for the simulations. These smaller motions makes model validation
more difficult, since absolute deviations for small head motions result in larger errors
in terms of percentage compared to large head motions.
The initial position of the subject had more influence on the external force on the
head by the head restraint, than the vertical position of the head restraint. It should
be noted that the forces occuring after about 200 ms in the simulations were caused
by head chest contact, or in case no head restraint was present by contact between
seatback and head-neck system. Although the timing of head contact of case P2
showed the best correspondence with the volunteer responses, the head and T1
kinematics of case P3 showed better correlation than P2. The high values in the
acceleration signal and the external head force for case P2 were probably caused by
the implemented contact definition. Therefore, these results are not further taken
into account. Case P3 showed better correlation with the volunteer response than
case P2, although the head contact occurred too early compared to the volunteers.
In accordance with other studies (see review by Szabo [140]) it was shown by
mathematical modelling that seating in an upright position together with a head
restraint adjusted in line with the top of the head reduced the head motion compared
to a more forward seating position and a low head restraint. Since initial seating
position, and to a lesser degree the head restraint position, do significantly influence
the head-neck kinematics, objective measurements of these parameters are needed to
generate correct input for model validation.

5.4 Parameter Study on Muscle Behaviour

The objective of this section (fourth objective of this chapter) is to study the role of
muscle behaviour (passive and active) in rear end impact. To what extent muscles
influence the head and neck response depends, among other things, on:

� the onset of muscle activation (trigger time + reflex delay)
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� the level of muscle activation

� the activation scheme (co-contraction of muscles)

In impact conditions, activation of neck muscles can be triggered by sensory
information from the movement system for instance from T1 or pelvis acceleration.
Also the muscles could be triggered before the impact takes place by an auditive or
visual external signal, e.g. hearing the sound of an emergency break, seeing a car
approaching in the back mirror. Neck muscle activation due to sensory information
from the movement system (reflex) will have a delay in the range from 10-120
ms [24, 47, 127, 130, 143] (see also see review by Siegmund and Brault [134] and
Appendix E).
The methods for the parameter study on muscle activation is described below. The
results are presented in Section 5.4.1, whereas in Section 5.4.2 the discussion is
presented.

To study the influence of the onset and level of muscle activation as well as the
activation scheme simulations according to the matrix mentioned in Table 5.3 are
performed. In Chapter 4 the influence of muscle activation as well as the role of
passive pre-stress of the muscles has been studied for a frontal impact. The same
variations are repeated here to study the influence of passive pre-stress and active
muscle force on a rear end impact:

Case A: Role of passive pre-stress of muscles, without muscle activation.

Case B: Role of passive pre-stress of muscles, with muscle activation.

Case C: Role of maximum activation level, all muscles activated.

Case D: Role of reflex delay, all muscles activated.

Additional variations are performed to study the role of initial muscle activation and
the different activation schemes during the impact (= co-contraction).

Case U,V,W: Role of initial muscle activation, activation level and activation scheme.

Case U-EXP: Role of activation level and activation scheme.

The simulation matrix for the above mentioned cases is presented in Table 5.3. Cases
A-D and U-W simulate a 5g rear end impact with a standard car seat without head
restraint (same seat characteristics as used for AZT tests). No experimental data is
available on these simulations.
For simplicity, the muscles in the model are not activated separately, but as three
groups (flexors, extensors and sternocleidomastoid). Initial muscle activation could
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be present due to awareness of the impact, leading to stiffening of the neck. Isometric
muscle contraction (see Section 2.2.7) has been simulated to estimate the ratio of
muscle activities of the three groups mentioned above to obtain a stationary head
position in case of initial muscle co-activation.

−10 0 10 20 30
My (pitch) Torque [Nm]

T1−C7

C7−C6

C6−C5

C5−C4

C4−C3

C3−C2

C2−C1

C1−C0

100 : 0 : 0   
20 : 3.5 : 3.5

Figure 5.28: Isometric muscle contraction. Flexor 100% activation and sternocleidomastoid
and extensors passive (100 : 0: 0) compared to flexor 20% activation and
sternocleidomastoid and extensors 3.5 % activation (20 : 3.5: 3.5).

Figure 5.28 shows the static neck moment in all joints. Since the muscles are not
activated separately, it is not possible to reach zero moment (equilibrium) for the neck
system exactly. However, with the ratio 20: 3.5: 3.5 for respectively flexor: extensor:
sternocleidomastoid the moments are close to zero and an equilibrium of the head
is approximated. Since it is not known how much the muscles will be activated in
the initial phase, three conditions are simulated (0%, 20% and 40% initial muscle
activation for the flexors, with corresponding initial co-activation for extensors and
sternocleidomastoid, case U1, V1, W1). Also simulations are performed in which the
muscles are initially activated according to this ratio and where the maximum muscle
activation varied between 25% and 100% (U,V,W).
Case U-EXP-JARI is a simulation of the JARI experiments (4g rigid seat without head
restraint) and case U-EXP-AZT is a simulation of the AZT experiments (5g standard
seat with low head restraint and posture P3), both with varying muscle co-activation.

5.4.1 Results of Parameter Study on Muscle Behaviour

Cases A-D and U-W are not simulating experiments, whereas case U-EXP simulates the
JARI and AZT experiments (see Table 5.3). Figure 5.29 shows that varying passive
muscle pre-stress hardly influences the passive and active model response. Figure
5.29(a) shows that the initial head flexion is slightly influenced showing a decrease
of the head flexion with increasing pre-stress for the passive model. Although no
visible influence on the maximum head extension angle is seen, the maximum value
is reached slightly earlier when the pre-stress increases. For the active model the head
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Table 5.3: Varying muscle conditions Case A: Role of passive pre-stress muscles, without
muscle activation, Case B: Role of passive pre-stress muscles, with muscle
activation, Case C: Role of maximum activation level, all muscles activated, Case
D: Role of reflex delay, all muscles activated, Case U,V,W: Role of initial muscle
activation, activation level and activation scheme, Case U-EXP: Role of maximum
activation level and activation scheme.

case seat @ pre reflex muscle activation level
stress #

delay initial maximum
treflex

flex� ext+ sternoo flex� ext+ sternoo

[ms] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
A1 S - - 0 0 0 0 0 0
A2a S + - 0 0 0 0 0 0
A3 S ++ - 0 0 0 0 0 0
B1 S - 25 0 0 0 100 100 100
B2b S + 25 0 0 0 100 100 100
B3 S ++ 25 0 0 0 100 100 100
C1a S + - 0 0 0 0 0 0
C2 S + 25 0 0 0 25 25 25
C3 S + 25 0 0 0 50 50 50
C4b S + 25 0 0 0 100 100 100
D1 S + 0 0 0 0 100 100 100
D2 S + 15 0 0 0 100 100 100
D3b S + 25 0 0 0 100 100 100
D4 S + 50 0 0 0 100 100 100
U1 S + - 0 0 0 0 0 0
U2 S + 25 0 0 0 50 0 25
U3 S + 25 0 0 0 100 0 50
U4 S + 25 0 0 0 100 50 50
U5 S + 25 0 0 0 100 100 100
V1 S + 25 20 3.5 3.5 20 3.5 3.5
V2 S + 25 20 3.5 3.5 50 3.5 25
V3 S + 25 20 3.5 3.5 100 3.5 50
V4 S + 25 20 3.5 3.5 100 50 50
V5 S + 25 20 3.5 3.5 100 100 100
W1 S + 25 40 7 7 40 7 7
W2 S + 25 40 7 7 50 7 25
W3 S + 25 40 7 7 100 7 50
W4 S + 25 40 7 7 100 50 50
W5 S + 25 40 7 7 100 100 100
U1-EXP-JARI R + - 0 0 0 0 0 0
U2-EXP-JARI R + 25 0 0 0 50 0 25
U3-EXP-JARI R + 25 0 0 0 100 0 50
U4-EXP-JARI R + 25 0 0 0 100 50 50
U5-EXP-JARI R + 25 0 0 0 100 100 100
U1-EXP-AZT Shr + - 0 0 0 0 0 0
U2-EXP-AZT Shr + 25 0 0 0 50 0 25
U3-EXP-AZT Shr + 25 0 0 0 100 0 50
U4-EXP-AZT Shr + 25 0 0 0 100 50 50
U5-EXP-AZT Shr + 25 0 0 0 100 100 100
@ R = rigid seat, S = standard seat, Shr = standard seat with low head restraint
# - : sref

sfree
= 1 [65]; + : sref

sfree
= 2.8/2.45; ++ : sref

sfree
= 2.8/2.1 [17], see also Section 2.2.7

� all flexor muscles + all extensor muscles o sternocleidomastoid
a standard passive: case A2, C1 are the same b standard active: case B2, C4, D3 are the same
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flexion initially increases when the pre-stress increases, but again no visible influence
on the maximum head extension angle is seen when the passive pre-stress is increased
(see Figure 5.29(b)).
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Figure 5.29: Head angle at varying passive pre-stress (increasing with A1, A2 to A3 and B1,B2
to B3) for a 5g rear end impact simulation (standard seat without head restraint,
see Table 5.3).

Varying the initial muscle activation shows a larger influence compared to varying the
passive pre-stress. Independent of the co-contraction scheme an increase of initial
activation shows a decrease in the maximum head angle. This influence is largest
when the maximum muscle activation is the same as the initial muscle activation (case
1). For 40 % initial muscle activation about 25 % reduction of the head extension
angle is observed (case 1, see Figure 5.30). The reader is referred to Appendix C for
the results of the other initial muscle activation variations (UVW 1-5).
The influence of varying the reflex induced muscle activation during impact is
presented in Figure 5.31. The initial head flexion and the maximum head extension
angle reduces with a higher activation level (see Figure 5.31(a)). Additionally, the
shape of the curve changes with varying activation level. Results of varying reflex
delay time are presented in Figure 5.31(b). The initial head flexion decreases with
decreasing reflex time, but the maximum head extension angle does not change.
The JARI simulations (rigid seat without head restraint, 4g) are performed also with
varying level of muscle activation and varying activation scheme (cases U-EXP-JARI,
see Figure 5.32). The results are compared to the passive model response (U1-EXP)
and the volunteer response. The passive model response (U1-EXP) shows head angle
response exceeding the volunteer envelope. With 50% flexor activation (U2-EXP) a
realistic reduction of the head rotation is obtained. With 100% flexor activation (U3-
EXP) the head rotation is reduced further and an unrealistic response is obtained.
After 250 ms the neck is even forced into flexion due to the assumed continued flexor
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Figure 5.30: Head angle at varying initial muscle activation conditions (increasing initial
muscle activation with U1, V1 to W1) for a 5g rear end impact simulation
(standard seat without head restraint, see Table 5.3). Other results are presented
in Figure C.4.
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(a) Varying activation level
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Figure 5.31: Head angle at varying muscle conditions (increasing activation level with C1, C2,
C3 to C4 and increasing reflex delay with D1, D2, D3 to D4) for a 5g rear end
impact simulation (standard seat without head restraint) (see Table 5.3).
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activity. In case all muscles are 100% active the head extension angle becomes too
large compared to most volunteers. In this case the extensors, due to their stronger
moment generation capability, force the neck into extension. With 100% flexor and
50% extensor co-contraction (U4-EXP) a realistic response is found. This response is
presented in Figures 5.33 to 5.36 together with the response for the passive model
(U1-EXP) and the volunteer response.
The T1 response is hardly influenced by muscle activation (see Figure 5.33). The head
angle and head displacement are reduced by muscle activation (see Figure 5.34. A
better correspondence with the volunteer data is seen for the active model (U4) than
for the passive model (U1), except for the x-displacement of the head. The reduction
caused by muscle activation is too large, resulting in a smaller x-displacement of the
head for the active model (U4) compared to the volunteers. In Figure 5.35 the head
accelerations are presented. Again, the reduction by the muscle forces is cleary seen
for the active model (U4) compared to the passive model (U1), resulting in better
agreement with the volunteer data. Also the vertebral rotations show the reduced
motion (see Figure 5.36). Although, the active model vertebral rotations are still too
large compared to the experimental data of one volunteer.
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Figure 5.32: Head angle at varying maximum muscle activation conditions for JARI simulaton
(rigid seat without head restraint, 4g rear end impact, see Table 5.3).

In Figure 5.37 the results are presented for varying muscle activation in a rear end
impact using a standard seat with head restraint (AZT). Activating the flexor muscles
and the sternocleidomastoid results in head flexion (U2-EXP and U3-EXP), while
additional activation of the extensors shows an increase of head extension (U4-EXP
and U5-EXP) compared to the passive model (U1-EXP). The best correspondence for
the simulations with muscle activation is seen with 100% activation for the flexor
muscles and a 50% co-contraction. This trend was also seen for the JARI simulations.
In appendix C the kinematics of T1 and the head are presented for the active and
passive model simulating the AZT experiments. In general, it is seen that activating
the muscles in case of simulating a rear end impact in a standard seat with head
restraint has a somewhat smaller effect as compared to the JARI case without head
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Figure 5.33: T1 kinematics with respect to sled versus time. Simulated response to 4g rear end
impact of the neck model with passive and active muscle behaviour compared to
JARI volunteer response.
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Figure 5.34: Head kinematics versus time. Simulated response to 4g rear end impact of the
neck model with passive and active muscle behaviour compared to JARI volunteer
response.
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Figure 5.35: Head accelerations versus time (head z-acceleration not available). Simulated
response to 4g rear end impact of the neck model with passive and active muscle
behaviour compared to JARI volunteer response.
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Figure 5.36: Peak vertebral extension rotations. Simulated response to 4g rear end impact
of the neck model with passive and active muscle behaviour compared to JARI
volunteer response.
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restraint. However, for the standard seat with head restraint simulations neither the
passive model nor the models with varying muscle activation provide a very good
correlation with the volunteer experiment.
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Figure 5.37: Head angle at varying maximum muscle activation conditions for AZT simulation
(standard seat with low head restraint, 5g rear end impact simulation, see Table
5.3).

5.4.2 Discussion Muscle Parameter Study

The objective of this section (fourth objective of this chapter) was to study the role of
muscle behaviour (passive and active) in rear end impact. Simulations with varying
muscle parameters (see Section 5.4) showed that in agreement with experimental
findings [134] and results from Chapter 4 muscles were capable of generating forces
which could alter head-neck kinematics in a rear end impact.
Contrary to the results of Section 4.3 (frontal and lateral loading) the variations of
passive pre-stress hardly influence the model response (with passive muscles) for
rear end impact. A larger absolute head angle occurred for the high severity frontal
impact (see Section 4.3) compared to the rear end impact simulations. Passive pre-
stress of the muscles caused an increase of the stiffness of the neck. This resulted in
large passive forces for the extensor muscles, which were able to reduce the flexion
head angle. The increase in stiffness of the flexor muscles (weaker than the extensor
muscles), was too small to reduce the head extension during the rear end impact.
Simulations of the model in a standard seat showed that the head angle could be
reduced by varying the activation level, or varying the co-contraction scheme. Varying
the reflex delay up to 50 ms hardly influenced the maximum head angle (see Figure
5.31(b)). Varying the activation level, but having the same activation scheme for all
muscles, showed only limited effect on the extreme head angle (see Figure 5.31(a)).
This is in contrast with the findings for the frontal impact simulations (Chapter 4).
Because the extensors dominate the flexors (PCSA and muscle force line of action),
the initial flexion of the head with respect to T1 will be reduced by reducing the
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activation time or increasing the activation level. Initial muscle activation caused a
stiffer neck reducing the head angle. This was seen independent of which muscles
were activated. Experimentally (see Appendix E), when the volunteers initially
activated their neck muscles also a head angle reduction (about 30 %) was observed,
compared to the response of relaxed volunteers.
With the current neck model case U4 (reflex delay of 25 ms, 100% activation of flexor
muscles and 50 % activation of extensor muscles and sternocleidomastoid) showed
the best correspondence with the JARI experiments. For the AZT simulations both the
passive model and U4 active model showed reasonable to poor correspondence with
the volunteer response. During the first 200 ms the passive model seemed to show
a better fit. However, during the rebound the head motions of the passive model
seemed to become too large, while the response of the active model was reduced by
muscle activation. Although, the experimental data were not analysed after 200 ms,
it was not expected that the head motions should become so large.
In general, it was seen that activating the muscles showed a better result than the
passive model for volunteer simulations using a rigid seat without head restraint.
Whereas, in case of simulating a rear end impact using a standard seat with head
restraint either a better or worse agreement with the volunteer response was seen.
The influence of active muscle forces on head neck kinematics depends on the
moment they occur (which phase of the motion), the level of activation, and the
muscle group in which these forces occur (co-contraction). Experimental data of
these parameters are needed as model input, when simulating human response in
impact. A number of studies simulating rear end collisions have been conducted to
measure the neck muscle response of human subjects exposed to whiplash loading
[14–16, 43, 105, 141]. However, publications on the level of muscle activation and
which muscles are active in a rear end impact are rare [134].
Although not shown conclusively by experimental research, the combined findings of
numerical modelling and experimental research presented in literature indicate that
neck muscles (also when initially relaxed) could alter the head and neck kinematics
during a rear end impact. Reflex time, activation level and the co-contraction of the
muscles will influence the head and neck motion.

5.5 Discussion Model Response Rear End Impact

The first objective of this chapter was to further enhance the model validation
towards rear end impacts. To simulate these impacts, the neck model as presented
in Chapter 2 is included in a human body model. The validation of the total
model ranged from high severe rear end impact (12 g) for Post Mortem Human
Subject (PMHS) experiments to mid (4-5 g) and low severe impact (0.7 g) for
volunteer experiments. Rigid seats were used for LAB PMHS and JARI volunteer
tests, while a standard seat with head restraint was used for the AZT and UM
volunteer experiments. It should be noted that the head kinematics reduced with
reducing impact severity, i.e. head translations and rotations were much smaller for
the low severity impacts than in the high severity test series. This trend was also seen
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for the simulations. These smaller motions make model validation more difficult,
since absolute deviations for small head motions result in larger errors in terms of
percentage compared to large head motions.
The simulated head neck response was influenced not only by the neck model, but
also by the spine model as well as by the seat model. Thus validation studies as
performed in this chapter, included validation of the seat model as well as of the
spine and neck model.
To summarize, the T1 horizontal response is well predicted but the vertical
displacements and rotations are not always realistic. Thus T1 provides only
reasonable input to the neck model. The passive model response compared to the 12
g LAB and 4 g JARI experiments, both using rigid seats, showed reasonable to poor
agreement with the experimental data (too large head motions). The simulations of
the passive model on the standard seat with head restraint (5 g AZT and 0.7 g UM)
showed poor correspondence to the head kinematics of the volunteers. The head
extension phase of the model started too late, resulting in smaller backward rotations
than was observed for the volunteers. The low severity (0.7 g) UM tests indicated
that modelling posture maintenance is necessary when studying low severity impacts
or when the model would be used for studying human vibration in driving situations.
The second objective was to study the effect of the postmortem change of passive
muscle properties on neck response in rear end impact. Therefore, the LAB
simulations were not only performed with normal passive muscle stiffness properties,
but also with a stiffer passive muscle function based on post-rigor PMHS tensile
muscle properties [37]. The model response with stiffer passive muscles showed
a reduction of the head motion, resulting in a closer agreement with the PMHS
response, compared to the model with normal passive muscle stiffness.
The study of the influence of the initial posture and the head restraint position was
the third objective. Simulations of a 5g rear end impact on a standard car seat
with and without head restraint were performed. Varying the initial posture showed
larger influence on the T1 and head kinematics than varying the vertical height of the
head restraint. In accordance with other studies (see review by Szabo [140]) it was
shown by modelling that seating in an upright position together with a head restraint
adjusted in line with the top of the head reduced the head motion compared to a
more forward seating position and a low head restraint. Since initial seating position,
and to a lesser degree the head restraint position do significantly influence the head-
neck kinematics, objective measurements of these parameters are needed to generate
correct input for model validation.
The fourth objective of this chapter was to study the role of active and passive muscle
behaviour in rear end impact. Muscle activation provides a reduction of the head
motion compared to the passive model and seems to be necessary in describing a
better model response for the volunteer experiments on a rigid seat without head
restraint (JARI). This is in agreement with the conclusions on frontal and lateral
impact simulations in Chapter 4. However, for the rear end impact simulations
with a standard seat with head restraint, both the passive and active model showed
reasonable to poor correlation with the volunteer data. It is unlikely that the AZT
volunteers did not show any active muscle behaviour, while the JARI volunteers did.
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However, in both cases these activation signals were not measured or not available.
Although not shown conclusively by experimental research, the combined findings of
numerical modelling and experimental research presented in literature indicate that
neck muscles (also when initially relaxed) can alter the head and neck kinematics
during a rear and impact. Reflex time, activation level and the co-contraction of the
muscles will influence the head and neck motion.
Up till now most models presented in literature focus on one or two impact directions,
not including rear end impacts [20, 28, 96]. Although the models by Yang [174] and
Bertholon [7] were validated for rear end impact, these models lack the possibility
to simulate different initial seating postures. Additionally, all these models did not
include active muscle behaviour. In summary, important benefits of the applicability
of the new model compared to other models are the extended validation and the
possibility to simulate muscle activation. In principle, the model could be used
for studying injury mechanisms because deformation and loads of the individual
soft tissues can be assessed (see Chapter 6). Recommendations for further model
validation are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Injury Criteria and Tissue Loads

Injury criteria currently used in automotive test regulations are mostly based on
global parameters like the net loads in the neck or the displacement of the chest [150].
These criteria are mostly defined for high severity impacts, and therefore usually for
injuries of AIS type III and higher. In contrast, Whiplash Associated Disorders (WADs)
are AIS type I injuries. Therefore, recently, several global injury criteria especially for
WADs have been proposed in the literature [40,92,115,129]. However, like all neck
injuries, WADs are assumed to be caused by local tissue loads, e.g. ligament forces or
facet joint contact forces. The relation between the local tissue loads and the global
injury criteria, however, is not known. Since local tissue loads are difficult to measure,
numerical modelling can be a useful tool to study this relationship.
The detailed neck model presented in Chapter 2 is able to predict global as well as
local loads. The model has been validated in Chapters 3 to 5 for quasi-static loads as
well as frontal, lateral and rear end impact loading using global performance criteria,
i.e. head displacements, rotations, accelerations and neck loads. Also a limited
validation of the vertebral rotations for the rear end impact was presented. The
model response showed that muscle activation and initial posture and head restraint
position did influence the global head neck response. In this Chapter local loads will
be analysed with the following objectives:

� to study the peak values of the global neck loads and the peak local tissue loads
for rear end impact simulations. The results will be used

– to further check the validity of the neck model (i.e. do the model results
exceed global injury criteria or local tissue criteria?);

– to study the influence of the muscle activation on the injury risk (i.e. how
do muscle forces influence global neck loads and local tissue loads?);

– to study the influence of the head restraint position and initial posture on
the injury risk (i.e. how do head restraint positions and initial posture
influence global neck loads and local tissue loads?).
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� to study the relationship between published global neck injury criteria and the
local tissue responses.

In Section 6.1 neck injury criteria available from the literature as well as tissue failure
criteria are presented. In Section 6.2 simulation cases from Chapter 5, are selected
to study above mentioned objectives. The results are presented in Section 6.3. This
chapter concludes with a discussion in Section 6.4.

6.1 Background

6.1.1 Global Injury Criteria

The global neck injury criteria so far used in automotive test regulations are based
on the net loads excerted on the head through the neck (Occipital Condyle loads).
The neck loads (shear force FOCx, axial force FOCz and torques MOCy) have been
derived from head acceleration and transformed to local coordinate systems using
rotations derived from film. In the case of head restraint contact the external head
contact forces have been taken into account [71].
Mertz [87] proposed tolerance levels for an AIS type III neck injury for frontal impact.
The tolerance levels for the neck moments for a 50th percentile male are 190 Nm
for flexion and 57 Nm for extension independent of the load duration. For axial
compression, tension and shear the proposed tolerances consist of a combination of
force magnitude and duration. The most conservative tolerance is for the compression
which must not exceed 1.1 kN for a duration longer than 30 ms.
Another biomechanical neck injury predictor (Nij) also used for AIS type III injury
risk, is based on the load transferred through the neck. The Nij can be used for
frontal and lateral impact. This injury predictor combines the neck axial force (Fz)
and the flexion/extension moment about the occipital condyles (My) [150].
In a similar way, in 2001 the Nkm criterion has been proposed, which combines the
shear forces and the torques in the neck [92, 129]. This criterion is developed for
AIS type I injuries of frontal and rear end impact. However, the Nkm measure was
developed on the basis of crash test dummies and therefore, the critical levels for Nkm

need further validation [92,129].
In 1996 a new neck injury criterion (NIC) for WADs (AIS type I) caused in rear end
impacts was proposed by Boström et al. [40]. The criterion is based on the relative
acceleration between the top and the bottom of the cervical spine. The NIC criterion
is defined by the following equation:

NIC(t) = arel(t) � L+ vrel(t)
2
< NICtol (6.1)

with

arel(t) = a
T1
x
(t)� a

head

x
(t) (6.2)

vrel(t) =

Z
arel(t) � dt (6.3)
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and a
T1
x

the x component of T1 linear acceleration; a
head

x
the x component of

head linear acceleration; and L the neck link length (T1-C1) (= 0.2 m [40]). The
accelerations are defined in the global coordinate system, however, NIC is specified
for the translation phase, meaning that the rotation of the head with respect to T1 is
negligible.
The concept of the NIC criterion is based on pressure measurements in the spinal
canal in animal experiments where the head of an anaesthetised animal was retracted
with a velocity and acceleration comparable to measurements on human necks during
rear end impacts [40]. It was found that the pressure gradient developed in the
venous and cerebrospinal fluid in the spinal canal during the retraction could possibly
injure nerve root ganglia [3,40,41,139]. A tolerance level NICtol = 15m

2
=s

2 during
more than 3 ms for AIS type I cervical injury was proposed based on pig experiments.
Although several studies [38, 41] indicate that NIC is a useful indicator for the
prediction of neck injuries following rear end impacts, other studies question the
value of NIC [157].
Another criterium recently proposed for WADs caused in rear end impacts (AIS type
I) is the intervertebral neck injury criterion (IV �NIC) by Panjabi et al. [115]. The
IV �NIC criterion, which showed correlation with NIC, is based on the hypothesis
that a neck injury occurs when an intervertebral rotation exceeds its physiological
limit during a rear end impact. However, Panjabi et al. did not define the dynamic
physiological ranges of motion which are needed to calculate IV � NIC. Also a
validation of the criterion is lacking.
Recently, Viano and Davidsson proposed the neck displacement criterion (NDC)
to assess WAD risks in rear end impacts [155]. The OC rotation versus OC x-
displacement with respect to T1 and the OC x-displacement versus z-displacement
with respect to T1 are proposed to evaluate neck injury risks. The time history
(i.e. rate dependency) is ignored since, Viano and Davidsson assumed it is
probably of secondary order importance in tests with a normally seated occupant.
Tolerance values forNDC are not available yet, however, initial working performance
guidelines for crash dummies were presented [155].

Summarizing, various criteria for neck injuries are available. The global criteria,
the net loads excerted on the head through the neck (FOCx, FOCz and MOCy) and
the combination of these loads (Nij) are used in automotive test regulations [150].
However, these criteria represent AIS type III or higher injury risks. The Nkm criterion
is developed for AIS type I injuries, but the tolerance level needs further validation.
The NIC and IV �NIC measures are motivated from tissue level, and also represent
AIS type I injury risk, however only a tolerance level for NIC is available so far.

6.1.2 Tissue Failure Criteria

It is generally assumed that Whiplash Associated Disorders (WADs) are caused by
local tissue loads. In the clinical literature, the leading contenders for explaining
chronic neck pain following WADs are injuries to the facet joints, the intervertebral
discs and the upper cervical ligaments [6,9–11]. The clinical relevance of these types
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of injuries are discussed also by Yoganandan et al. [179]. In the following paragraphs
the limited available static or dynamic failure forces are summarized per tissue.

Ligaments Injuries to the ligament structures could occur when the ligament strain
or force exceeds its maximum physiological value. The failure loads for the ligaments
are presented in Table 6.3. The static failure loads are based on experimental studies
presented in the literature [94,178], while the dynamic failure forces are assumed to
be 2.7 times the quasi-static failure forces. This stiffening factor 2.7 assumes failure
strains to be independent of loading rate and is based on quasi-static and dynamic
testing results by Yoganandan [175]. The same strategy, defining dynamic properties
based on static properties, was used also by De Jager [65] and in Chapter 2.

Discs Injuries to the intervertebral discs could occur due to local shear, compression
or tension forces caused by movement of the vertebral bodies. Moroney et al. [90]
found that static failure loads for disc segments averaged 3.5 Nm in flexion, and 3.2
Nm in extension. Cervical discs failed at 580 N in quasi-static tension, according to
Pintar [120], and at 3140 N compression, 860 N tension and 5.0 Nm axial torsion,
according to Yamada [172]. No data are available for combined or dynamic loading.

Facet Joints The facet joints are full with pain-sensitive structures and clinical
studies have implicated facet joints as a source of pain [179]. Experimental studies
showed a pinching mechanism for rear end impact [102, 179], i.e. compression of
the posterior region of the facet joint together with distraction of the anterior region.
This pinching mechanism could result in pain as proposed in literature [179]. Human
volunteer tests have referred to this as facet impingement [102] or collision [103]
mechanisms. The pinching action does not refer only to the compression of the facet
joint. The resultant motion of the anterior and posterior regions of the joint (axial
and sliding motions) describes the stretch of the joint itself. An examination of the
local shear and axial components of motion, and resultant stretch motions, could be
helpful in explaining WADs. Although several researchers [160,179] have studied the
stress and strain in the facet joints (experimental and numerical) failure forces for the
facet joints are not available yet.

6.2 Materials and Methods

The post mortem human subject (PMHS) and volunteer rear end impact simulation
studies from Chapter 5 as presented in a simulation matrix in Table 6.1 are used
in this chapter. This matrix includes simulations on a rigid seat (LAB, JARI) and a
standard seat, with and without head restraint (AZT). The muscle parameter variation
simulations (JARI) are used to study the influence of muscle forces. The simulations
on the standard seat (AZT) are used to study the variation of head restraint position
and initial posture. More information on the simulation set-up can be found in Section
5.1.
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The first objective, to study the peak values of the global neck injury criteria and
the local tissue loads, is discussed in Section 6.3.1. For the global criteria the net
loads excerted on the head through the neck (shear force FOCx, axial force FOCz and
torquesMOCy) are chosen. Although these criteria represent AIS type III injuries, they
do have clear tolerance levels and are well known in automotive test regulations. The
Neck Injury Criterion NIC is chosen here as well, since it is assumed to be related to
AIS type I injuries. However, the NIC criterion is not yet accepted in test regulations
and discussions concerning this criterion are ongoing [157].
The injury criteria and tissue tolerances should not be exceeded since the PMHSs and
volunteers used in the experiments were not injured in the sled impact tests. The
influence of the muscle activation, the head restraint position and initial posture, is
discussed in Section 6.3.2.
In Section 6.3.3 the relationship between global and local criteria is studied, which
is the second objective of this Chapter. The same global criteria as used for the first
objective are used here (i.e. FOCx, FOCz , MOCy, NIC). The vertebral rotations, the
resultant forces in the facet joints as well as the forces in the ligaments are used as
tissue level injury parameters. The vertebral rotations represent the motions of the
vertebral bodies and will influence to internal loads [115]. The local tissue loads
of the facet joints and ligaments are chosen, since they were indicated as leading
contenders for WADs injuries [179].
It should be noted that global injury criteria and tolerances are used by the automotive
industry [40, 87, 150], whereas, the local tissue tolerances are defined here, and are
based on data from experimental tissue studies in the literature (see Table 6.3).

Table 6.1: Simulation matrix used in this chapter.
case initial a seat @ head b pre reflex muscle activation level

seating restraint stress # delay initial maximum
posture

treflex all flex� ext+ sternoo

[ms] [%] [%] [%] [%]
� LAB P R none ++ - 0 0 0 0
+ AZT-P1-mhd P1 S normal + - 0 0 0 0
} AZT-P2-mhd P2 S normal + - 0 0 0 0
 AZT-P3-mhd P3 S normal + - 0 0 0 0
X AZT-P3-lhd P3 S low + - 0 0 0 0
� AZT-P3-nhd P3 S none + - 0 0 0 0
+ U1-EXP-JARI P R none + - 0 0 0 0
} U2-EXP-JARI P R none + 25 0 50 0 25
Æ U3-EXP-JARI P R none + 25 0 100 0 50
x U4-EXP-JARI P R none + 25 0 100 50 50
/ U5-EXP-JARI P R none + 25 0 100 100 100
@ R = rigid seat, S = standard seat
# - :

sref

sfree
= 1 [65]; + :

sref

sfree
= 2.8/2.45; ++ :

sref

sfree
= 2.8/2.1 [17], see also Section 2.2.7

� all flexor muscles
+ all extensor muscles
o sternocleidomastoid
a see Figures 5.2 and 5.19
b vertical position head restraint: mhd=normal, lhd=low, none= no head restraint (see Figure 5.20)
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6.3 Simulation Results

6.3.1 Model Response versus Tolerance Levels

The model results (simulation matrix in Table 6.1) are compared to global neck injury
criteria as well as to local tissue tolerance levels as defined earlier. In Table 6.2 the
simulation results of the global neck injury criteria are presented in percentages of the
tolerance levels. The absolute values are presented together with the experimental
results in Appendix D.
The model predictions for the global neck loads and the NIC values do not exceed
the critical values. The neck loads range from 0.4 to 25.2 % of the critical values,
whereas the simulated NIC values range from 33 to 95 % of the critical value.
The peak ligament forces of all ligaments are compared to dynamic failure forces as
defined in Table 6.3. For each ligament the highest value of the 11 simulations used in
this Chapter is presented. The absolute values of the forces of the apical ligament and
the posterior membrane, showing the highest percentages compared to the dynamic
failure forces, are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
The peak forces of all ligaments are smaller than 50% of the dynamic failure force,
except for the apical ligament (AP: 104% of dynamic failure force). When studying
the results for the apical ligament in more detail (see Figure 6.1), it was seen that the
peak force was smaller than 39% of the dynamic failure force for most simulations.
However, for the simulation with passive muscles (JARI-U1) the peak force reached
about 69 % of the dynamic failure force. The peak value of 104% of the dynamic
failure force was reached for the the simulation with passive muscles on the standard
seat without head restraint (AZT-P3-nhd).
The resultant forces for the discs and the facets joints are presented in Figures 6.3
and 6.4. The resultant disc forces and facet joint forces of the passive model (LAB,
AZT and U1-EXP JARI) are below 600 N and 400 N, respectively. It should be noted
that the forces both for disc and facet joints vary strongly over the segmental levels.
Moreover, it was visually observed that the spinous processes of segment C1-C2 made
contact for all simulations. For large head motions occuring for the simulations with
passive muscles and without head restraint the spinous processes of segment C5-C6
also contacted.
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Table 6.2: Peak percentages of global injury criteria compared to tolerance levels.
Case+ FOCx FOCz MOCy NIC

neg pos neg pos neg pos pos
% % % % % % %

LAB 10.3 14.1 16.5 3.0 7.5 9.7 33.0
AZT-P1-mhd 6.5 5.9 16.1 13.8 19.3 3.0 88.5
AZT-P2-mhd� 19.8 6.4 13.4 15.2 19.8 3.7 95.0
AZT-P3-mhd 11.9 5.2 13.8 9.6 14.6o 2.7 45.5
AZT-P3-lhd 7.6 1.9 12.1 11.9 14.6o 2.5 45.5
AZT-P3-nhd 17.4 9.6 25.2 8.7 14.0 11.8 64.3
U1-EXP-JARI 9.2 11.1 14.5 9.3 10.4 7.7 54.1
U2-EXP-JARI 0.4 11.1 11.5 9.3 10.2 5.0 54.1
U3-EXP-JARI 0.4 12.8 13.3 9.3 9.9 6.8 54.1
U4-EXP-JARI 0.4 8.6 11.8 9.3 15.6 5.4 54.1
U5-EXP-JARI 1.1 6.3 14.7 9.3 20.1 5.9 54.1
FOCx neg = posterior shear force in OC FOCx pos = anterior shear force in OC
FOCz neg = tension force in OC FOCz pos = compression force in OC
MOCy neg = extension moment in OC MOCy pos = flexion moment in OC
tolerance levels: FOCx = 1100 N, FOCz = 1100 N, MOCy pos = 190 Nm,
MOCy neg = 57 Nm and NICtol = 15 m2=s2

results are printed in bold when > 30 % of tolerance level
+ see Table 6.1 for the simulation matrix
o second peak value higher than first peak extension moment
(see Figure 5.17 in Chapter 5)
� values are inaccurate, since large horizontal peak accelerations were observed
(see Figure 5.27 in Chapter 5)

0 200 400 600
Peak Force Apical Ligament [N]

LAB

JARI

AZT

LAB: stiff passive muscles       
JARI U1: passive muscles         
JARI U2: flexor and sterno active
JARI U3: flexor and sterno active
JARI U4: all muscles active      
JARI U5: all muscles 100% active 
AZT P1 mhd: normal head restraint
AZT P2 mhd: normal head restraint
AZT P3 mhd: normal head restraint
AZT P3 lhd: low head restraint   
AZT P3 nhd: no head restraint    

Figure 6.1: Peak Apical ligament (AP) forces (dynamic failure force 578 N) for LAB, JARI and
AZT rear end impact simulations (see Table 6.1).
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Table 6.3: Ligament forces: failure loads based on literature together with the highest
percentage of 11 simulations presented per ligament. (see Table 6.1).

Ligament Failure Force Simulation result in %
name o of dynamic failure force c

quasi-static reference dynamic+

(N) (N) (%)
ALL-low 155 [178] 418 11
ALL-mid 90 [178] 243 19
PLL-low 181 [178] 499 4
PLL-mid 88 [178] 238 8
FL-low 126 [178] 340 15
FL-mid 115 [178] 310 16
ISL-low 39 [178] 105 28
ISL-mid 38 [178] 103 19
JC-low 350 [178] 945 7
JC-mid 254 [178] 686 10
AM C0-C1 233 [94] 629 24
AM C1-C2 281 [94] 759 20
PM C0-C1 83 [94] 224 36 see Figure 6.2
PM C1-C2 113 [94] 305 46 see Figure 6.2
ALAR 357 [94] 964 13
TL 354 [94] 956 12
TM 76 [94] 205 1
LN 98a 265 30
AP 214b 578 104 see Figure 6.1
CF 214b 578 1
o see Table 2.7 for full names of ligaments
+ dynamic value = 2.7 times quasi static value (see De Jager [65] and Yoganandan [175])
a static failure force of LN is average of PM
b static failure force of AP and CF is average of upper neck ligaments (AM,PM,ALAR,TL,TM)
c values > 50% dynamic failure force are printed in bold

0 50 100 150
Force PM C1−C2 [N]

LAB

JARI

AZT

0 50 100 150
Force PM C0−C1 [N]

LAB

JARI

AZT

Figure 6.2: Peak Posterior membrane (PM) forces (dynamic failure forces 305 N and 224 N)
for LAB, JARI and AZT rear end impact simulations (see Table 6.1). For explanation
of the symbols see the legend in Figure 6.1.
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Force disc C2−C3 [N]
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Force disc C3−C4 [N]
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0 500 1000 1500 2000
Force disc C4−C5 [N]
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0 500 1000 1500 2000
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0 500 1000 1500 2000
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Figure 6.3: Peak resultant disc forces for LAB, JARI and AZT rear end impact simulations (see
Table 6.1). For explanation of the symbols see the legend in Figure 6.1.
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Force facet left C2−C3 [N]
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0 500 1000 1500
Force facet left C3−C4 [N]
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0 500 1000 1500
Force facet left C4−C5 [N]
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0 500 1000 1500
Force facet left C5−C6 [N]
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Force facet left C7−T1 [N]
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Figure 6.4: Peak resultant left facet forces for LAB, JARI and AZT rear end impact simulations
(see Table 6.1). For explanation of the symbols see the legend in Figure 6.1.
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6.3.2 Relation of Muscle Activation, Head Restraint Position and
Initial Posture with Injury Risk

Varying muscle activation The peak values of the JARI simulations are used to
study the influence of varying muscle activation on the global injury criteria (see
Table 6.2). Absolute values can be found in Appendix D) and the local tissue loads
are given in Figures 6.1 to 6.4. The NIC value and the compression force are not
influenced by varying muscle activation, since muscle contraction starts after the peak
value occurs. The net extension moment decreases slightly by activation of the flexor
muscles and the sternocleidomastoid (U2 and U3 compared to U1 (=passive model)),
but increases with increasing activity of the extensor muscles (a factor of 1.5 for U4
and 2 for U5). The flexion moments of the models with muscle activation decrease
by 25 to 35 % compared to the passive model, however no trend is seen for the
varying activation scheme of the muscles. The tension force shows a reduction up to
20 % when the muscles are activated, however, for the simulation with all muscles
maximally active (U5), the tension force shows similar values compared to the passive
model. The posterior shear force shows a reduction of 90 to 95% when the muscles
are activated. For the anterior shear force an increase of about 15 % is seen when
the cervical muscles are activated without contracting the extensors. However, when
the extensors are activated as well, the anterior shear force decreases up to 55 %
compared to the passive model. It should be noted that even with increasing forces
or moments due to muscle activation all peak values are below the injury criteria.
The influence of varying muscle activation on the tissue loads was also studied.
Examples of the influence on the ligament forces are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
The peak ligament forces are either not changing or reduced when the muscles are
activated during the simulations.
The influence of the varying muscle activation on the discs and the facet joints is
shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The resultant disc force for the JARI simulation with
passive muscles is below 250 N. However, these forces are increasing up to about
2000 N for the simulations with maximum muscle activation. The resultant facet
forces for the JARI passive model are below 200 N. Again, the forces are increasing
with muscle activation up to 1250 N.
In conclusion, the global forces are decreasing with muscle activation (from 5 to 100
%, depending on the direction of force and activation scheme). The flexion moment
decreases by 15 to 35 %, while the extension moment shows a slight reduction when
activating the flexors and sternocleidomastoid, but increases by 50 to 80 % when
activating the extensor muscles as well. The ligament forces are hardly influenced or
show a decrease of the peak loads, while the disc forces and facet joint contact forces
are increased by muscle activation (maximally by factors of 8 and 6 respectively).

Varying head restraint position The influence of the head restraint position is
studied by comparing the results of the AZT-P3 simulations. The global injury criteria
are presented as percentages of the tolerance levels in Table 6.2 (absolute values can
be found in Appendix D). Examples of the local tissue loads are presented in Figures
6.1 to 6.4.
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Compared to the simulation without a head restraint (AZT-P3-nhd), shear forces are
reduced with a head restraint. The simulation with a low head restraint (AZT-P3-
lhd) shows a larger reduction (60-80 %) than the simulation with a normal head
restraint position (AZT-P3-mhd, 30-45 %). The compression force reduces by a factor
of 2 when a head restraint is used, whereas the tension force increases by 10 % for
the normal placed head restraint and 40 % for the low placed head restraint. The
extension moment increases by about 5% when using a head restraint. However,
altering the vertical position of the head restraint did not show differences in the
extension moment. The flexion moment decreases by about 80 % for a seat with a
head restraint, compared to a simulation without a head restraint. The NIC value
shows a 30% reduction when placing a head restraint, however no difference is
observed for the low and normal placed head restraint.
Examples of the ligament forces are presented in Figure 6.1 and 6.2. No clear trend
is observed between varying the head restraint position and the ligament forces.
However, the ligament forces of the anterior part of the lower neck are reduced when
a head restraint is added to the seat.
The resultant forces for the disc are hardly influenced by varying the head restraint
position (see Figure 6.3). In Figure 6.4 the resultant facet joint forces are presented.
The simulation without head restraint (AZT-P3-nhd) predicts by about a factor of 2 to
3 larger facet joint forces than simulations with a head restraint. However, no trend
is observed for varying head restraint position.

Varying initial posture The influence of the initial posture is studied by comparing
the results of the AZT-P1, P2 and P3 simulations. When comparing the forward
seating position (AZT-P1-mhd) with the simulation sitting in a normal upright seating
position (AZT-P3-mhd) the global neck forces and moments are increasing varying by
9 to 95 %, except for the posterior shear force, which decreases a factor of 2 for sitting
in the forward seating position. The NIC shows the largest value for the simulation
with the forward seating position (AZT-P1-mhd), even larger than the NIC predicted
for the simulation of an upright seating position without head restraint (AZT-P3-nhd).
Examples of the ligament forces are presented in Figure 6.1 and 6.2. No clear trend
is observed between varying the head restraint position and the ligament forces. The
resultant forces for the disc and the facet joint contacts are hardly influenced by
varying the initial seating position (see Figure 6.3 and 6.4).

6.3.3 Correlation between Global Injury Criteria and Local Loads

The relationship between the global injury criteria (shear force FOCx, normal force
FOCz, torques MOCy and NIC) and the vertebral rotations, the resultant forces in the
facet joints as well as the peak forces in the ligaments has been studied. The Pearson
correlation coefficient was calculated using the software package SPSS. Significant
linear correlation was assumed when the regression coefficient value was exceeded
0.5 at a 0.01 level (i.e. r2 > 0.5 and p < 0:01).
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(a) positive relation, r2 = 0.73
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(b) negative relation, r2 = 0.51

Figure 6.5: Example of relationship study for vertebral rotations versus global injury criteria
for LAB, JARI and AZT rear end impact simulations (see Table 6.1). For explanation
of the symbols see the legend in Figure 6.1.

Table 6.4: r2 for singular correlation between peak vertebral rotation and global injury criteria
(n=11, p < 0:01).

Peak FOCx FOCz MOCy NIC

extension neg pos neg pos neg pos pos
angle
C0-C1 0.24 0.01 0.5 0.01 0.04 0.27 0.00
C1-C2 0.17 0.01 0.31 0.26 0.13 0.39 0.27
C2-C3 0.14 0.31 0.06 0.48 0.22 0.56 0.03
C3-C4 0.10 0.54 0.10 0.57+ 0.29 0.69 0.26
C4-C5 0.03 0.53 0.29 0.64+ 0.36 0.80 0.28
C5-C6 0.00 0.36 0.25 0.51+ 0.19 0.73 0.17
C6-C7 0.00 0.30 0.29 0.48 0.12 0.73 0.14
C7-T1 0.10 0.18 0.46 0.22 0.10 0.67 0.04
FOCx neg = posterior shear force in OC FOCx pos = anterior shear force in OC
FOCz neg = tension force in OC FOCz pos = compression force in OC
MOCy neg = extension moment in OC MOCy pos = flexion moment in OC
r2 > 0:5 are printed in bold
+ negative relationship for r2 > 0:5 , i.e. increasing local load
results in decrease of absolute values of global load
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Table 6.5: r2 for singular correlation between upper neck peak ligament forces and global
injury criteria (n=11, p < 0:01).

Peak FOCx FOCz MOCy NIC

ligament neg pos neg pos neg pos pos
force
AP 0.29 0.00 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.01
PM C0-C1 0.14 0.18 0.00 0.83 0.46 0.15 0.90
PM C1-C2 0.38 0.43 0.01 0.59 0.22 0.26 0.38
AM C0-C1 0.25 0.00 0.58 0.00 0.03 0.32 0.01
AM C1-C2 0.47 0.00 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.02
ALAR left 0.19 0.03 0.73 0.04 0.04 0.48 0.00
ALAR right 0.19 0.09 0.72 0.04 0.04 0.61 0.01
FOCx neg = posterior shear force in OC FOCx pos = anterior shear force in OC
FOCz neg = tension force in OC FOCz pos = compression force in OC
MOCy neg = extension moment in OC MOCy pos = flexion moment in OC
see Table 2.7 for full names of ligaments
r2 > 0:5 are printed in bold

Vertebral rotations The C0-C1 extension angle showed a positive relationship (r2

= 0.5) with the tension force in OC (see Table 6.4). The peak extension angle of
motion segment C3-C4 and C4-C5 showed a positive relationship (r2 = 0.53 to 0.54)
with the anterior shear force in OC. The mid neck (C3-C4, C4-C5, C5-C6) showed a
negative relationship (r2 = 0.51 to 0.64) of the extension angle with the compression
force. A positive relationship was found for the flexion moment in OC (r2 = 0.56 to
0.8) and the extension angles in the mid and lower neck (C2-C3 to C7-T1). In Figure
6.5 an example of a positive and negative relationship found for the C5-C6 segment
is shown.

Facet joint forces The correlation between the peak resultant facet forces and the
global criteria (as mentioned before) was very weak or even absent. For the posterior
shear force r

2 ranged from 0.17 to 0.44, showing a small negative relationship,
whereas for the other parameters r2 was even smaller than 0.18 (results not shown).

Ligament forces The apical ligament, anterior membrane and the alar ligament
forces showed a positive relationship with the tension force in the OC (r2 ranged
from 0.58 to 0.73), while the posterior membrane showed positive relationship with
the compression force in the OC (r2 ranged from 0.59 to 0.83)(see Table 6.5).

6.4 Discussion

The first objective of this chapter was to study the peak values of the global neck
loads and the peak local tissue loads for rear end impact simulations in order to
assess the validity of the model as well as to study the influence of muscle activation,
head restraint position and initial posture.
The global injury criteria of the simulations were all below the tolerance levels defined
in the literature, yielding further confidence in the neck model. The model peak
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responses are closer to the tolerance levels of the AIS type I injuries (33 to 95 %)
than to the AIS type III injury levels (0.4 to 25 %), which could be expected for these
simulated mid severity impacts (4 to 12 g). It should be noted that NIC and its
tolerance value used for the AIS type I injury is still questionable [157].
Most ligament forces were below the dynamic failure forces (1 to 46 %), except the
apical ligament force (104 %) for the simulation in a standard seat without a head
restraint. However, it was not known whether injury would have taken place or not
for this simulation, since experimental data for this typical case was not available. It
should also be noted that the failure force of the apical ligament was based on the
average of the failure force of the upper neck ligaments, since experimental data was
not available.
The disc and facet joint contact forces vary strongly over the segmental levels. The
resultant peak forces seem realistic for the passive model simulations, however
the resulting forces for disc and facet joint contact occuring at maximum muscle
activation are increasing up to a factor 8. Since the tissue characteristics of the discs
and the facet joint contacts were based on literature data together with engineering
judgement (see Chapter 2) the high forces could be caused by a too stiff compression
function. It should be noted that the predicted loads could not be compared to the
disc failure loads reported in the literature, and that failure forces are missing for the
facet joint contacts.
The first objective included also a study of the effect of muscle activation, head
restraint position and initial posture on the global injury criteria and local tissue
loads. Increasing muscle activation showed a reduction of the simulated head and
neck motions (see Chapter 5). Smaller extension angles resulted in smaller ligament
forces. However, when all muscles were maximally active (including the strong
extensor muscles) the head and neck motion increased somewhat in comparison to
the passive model response. This resulted in similar ligament forces in comparison to
the passive model. In all cases the disc forces and facet joint contact forces increased
with increasing muscle activation.
These model observations indicate that simulation of muscle activation results in
smaller head motions, which are more in agreement with the experimental response.
However, muscle activation could cause higher local tissue loads than for the passive
model. This effect of muscles on the internal loads in the cervical spine has also been
discussed by others [134].
When removing the head restraint, larger head motions and larger global injury
criteria and NIC values were present, compared to simulations with a low and
normal positioned head restraint. However, the net compression force decreased,
since head contact was absent. Varying the muscle activation showed larger influences
on the internal loads for the discs, facet joints and ligaments than varying the head
restraint position. This indicates that defining accurate model inputs for muscle
activation is not only necessary to predict the global response, as was found in
Chapter 4 and 5, but is also necessary to predict the local response.
The second objective of this chapter was to study the relationship between
global injury criteria and local tissue loads and vertebral rotations. The strongest
relationships were found for the peak extension vertebral rotations with the flexion
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moment in the occipital condyles (OC), and the ligament forces with the axial force in
OC. Although indicated as one of the main contenders in WADs, no significant linear
correlation was found between the facet joint contact forces and the global injury
criteria. In general, the correlation found between global injury criteria and local
tissues loads is not very strong. Therefore, it is questionable whether global criteria,
as available in the literature (see Section 6.1.1), may be used to predict local injuries.

Summarizing, further confidence in the neck model was given, since the global
injury criteria of the simulations were all below the tolerance levels defined in the
literature. For varying conditions of muscle activation, head restraint position and
initial posture different trends were observed for several global and local loads. The
correlations found between predicted global injury criteria and local tissue loads with
the simulations performed within this chapter were not strong. Therefore, the use of
global injury criteria to predict local injuries may need further research. The results in
this Chapter illustrate how the detailed model can be used to determine the possible
occurrence of injuries in simulated impacts.
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Discussion and Conclusions

The rationale of this research was that a mathematical model of the human head
and neck can contribute to a better understanding of neck injury mechanisms and
can be used in injury prevention research. The objective of this PhD research was to
develop and validate a detailed three dimensional mathematical model that describes
the dynamic behaviour of the human head and neck in accident situations. The
model had to provide insight into the motion of the head relative to the torso (global
kinematics) and into deformations and loads that occur within the cervical spine
(local kinematics). In addition this study aimed to provide insight in the role of
initial seating posture and head restraint position, and the role of muscle behaviour
on the global and local kinematics of the head neck system.
This chapter summarizes the main findings of this research. In Section 7.1 the model
development is discussed followed by the model validation in Section 7.2. The model
applications performed within this research are discussed in Section 7.3, whereas
suggestions for future applications are give in Section 7.4. In Section 7.5 limitations
and recommendations are given to improve the model and enhance the validation.
Finally, some general conclusions are presented in Section 7.6.

7.1 Neck Model Development

In this thesis a detailed multibody neck model has been developed. The model
consists of a rigid head, rigid vertebrae, (non)linear viscoelastic discs, frictionless
facet joints, nonlinear viscoelastic ligaments and segmented contractile muscles (see
Chapter 2). The model is based on a model by De Jager [65]: it uses comparable
multibody techniques but is significantly improved with respect to the level of detail
of the model components. The geometric description of the vertebrae has been
improved and ligaments and muscles are implemented in more detail. Additionally,
muscles in the De Jager model are modelled as straight line elements, while muscles
in the current model can follow the curvature of the neck, resulting in more realistic
muscle force lines of action.

139
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Stiffness properties of the tissues are based on literature data. However, for some
model parameters experimental data was lacking. The nonlinear compression
behaviour of the cervical disc in the model was based on the stiffness characteristics
of the lumbar disc, and the nonlinear flexion and extension stiffness was based
on whole segment experiments, instead of using separate disc data. The stiffness
functions in the other directions were defined linearly, based on low load experiments.
Additionally, the dynamic stiffness of the disc was assumed to be twice the static
stiffness, based on dynamic experiments on cervical tissue. The ligament stiffness of
some upper neck ligaments was based on the average of other upper neck ligaments.
The dynamic stiffness of the ligaments is defined as rate dependent. However,
contradictory data were found in the literature, and therefore, the modelled rate
dependency could be inaccurate. The compression stiffness for the modelled contact
of the facet joints and the spinous processes are assumed to be stiffer than the
compression stiffness of the cervical disc. However, this assumption was based on
engineering judgment.

The neck model can be applied separately or integrated into a model of an entire
human body. Global kinematics, such as head translational and angular movements
and accelerations, as well as local kinematics, such as vertebral rotations and local
tissue loads, can be predicted with the new model.
A major advantage of the new model compared to other multibody models and finite
element models is the realistic and detailed modelling of active force generating
muscle elements. Another advantage of this multibody model is the detailed
geometry, especially of the upper neck joints. The most important simplifications
in the model are the rigid head and vertebrae, and the use of spring damper models
for the discs and the facet joints in the lower cervical spine. Finally, the time efficiency
is much better for a multibody model compared to a finite element model.

7.2 Validation of the Neck Model

The neck model has been validated quasi-statically as well as dynamically. In Chapter
3 published quasi-static experimental data (up to 20 N or 1.5 Nm) were used to
test the segment models for 6 degrees of freedom and to test the entire ligamentous
cervical spine model for flexion and extension. The mechanical behaviour of the
segment models agreed reasonably with the experimental data, i.e. simulated global
force-displacement and global moment-rotation relations generally were within 1
standard deviation of the quasi-static experimental data. The model segments showed
realistic 3D coupling effects. Lack of experimental data prevented validation of
predicted local mechanics.
Frontal, lateral and rear end sled experiments using volunteers as well as post
mortem human subject (PMHS) experiments were simulated to validate the model
dynamically. In Chapter 4 neck model simulations of 15 g frontal and 7 g lateral
volunteer experiments were performed as was done also by De Jager.
New compared to De Jager’s work are the rear end validations, which were performed
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with the neck model included in a total human body model (Chapter 5). The rear end
impact validation ranged from high severity (12 g) for PMHS experiments to mid (4-
5 g) and low severity (0.7 g) for volunteer experiments. Volunteers were tested on
a standard car seat with head restraint and on a rigid seat without head restraint,
whereas PMHSs were tested only on a rigid seat without head restraint.
Simulation of the rear end impact PMHS study was performed without muscle
activation (passive muscle behaviour) (Chapter 5). Too large head motions were
observed for the PMHS simulations, when using the normal passive muscle tensile
properties as defined for the volunteers. However, adapting the passive muscle tensile
properties towards published PMHS tissue properties resulted in reasonable to good
model predictions for the 12 g rear end impact.
Accurate muscle activation properties were missing for the volunteer validations.
Results from a literature review by Siegmund and Brault [134] and the experiments
performed at Maastricht University (Appendix E) provided a range of muscle
activation scenarios rather than one probable response. Within this range, several
combinations of the reflex delay and activation levels were simulated (Chapter 4 and
5). Simulations for frontal, lateral and rear end impact without head contact provide
comparable conclusions on the role of muscle activation, showing that inclusion of
muscle activity seems necessary for realistic simulations of impact conditions with
human volunteers. The model predicted reasonably to well, the head and neck
kinematics for the frontal, lateral and rear end impact simulations without head
contact. However, when including only passive muscle behaviour the model showed
larger head motions compared to the experimentally defined volunteer corridors.
Rear end impact model responses with head restraint showed only reasonable to poor
response compared to the experimental results, irrespective of simulating passive
muscles only, or including active muscle behaviour for these volunteer simulations.
Dynamic whole human body model simulations for rear end impact included
validation of the seat model as well as of the spine and the neck model. Simulation
results of the head kinematics for a deformable standard car seat deviated more from
experimental data than for a rigid seat. This could be related to both the seat model
and the spinal model. Firstly, the standard seat was modelled in detail but the load
deflection curves and joint characteristics were based on quasi-static experiments
instead of dynamic loading conditions. Secondly, although the T1 horizontal response
was well predicted, the vertical displacement and rotations were not always realistic
for both deformable and rigid seat simulations. Thus T1 provided only a reasonable
input to the neck model for the rear end impact simulations.
Due to lack of available data, local kinematics and kinetics of the cervical spine could
not be validated in detail. However, by comparing the ligament loads to failure
criteria based on experimental data in the literature, it was shown that the predicted
ligament forces were below the level of injury (Chapter 6). This is in agreement with
the experiments, showing no injuries.
Most neck models presented in the literature are validated for only one or two impact
directions not including rear end impacts [20, 28, 96]. Although the models by Yang
[174] and Bertholon [7] were validated for rear end impact, these models lack the
possibility for simulation of different initial seating postures. Additionally, all these
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models did not include active muscle behaviour. Summarizing, important benefits
of the applicability of the new model compared to other models are the extended
validation and the possibility for simulation of muscle activation.

7.3 Model Applications

The model was applied to study the role of muscle activation, head restraint
position and initial posture. Considering muscle activation, it was already mentioned
that inclusion of muscle activity seems necessary for realistic simulation of impact
conditions of volunteers. In addition varying muscle activation showed large
influences on the internal loads for the discs and facet joints (Chapter 6). This
indicates that defining accurate model input for the muscle activation is not only
necessary to predict the global response, as was found in Chapter 4 and 5, but is also
necessary to predict the local response correctly.
Additionally, simulations were performed to study the influence of the initial seating
posture and the position of the head restraint (Chapter 5). In accordance with
experimental studies available in the literature it was shown by modelling that
seating in an upright position together with a head restraint adjusted in line with
the top of the head reduced the head motion and neck loads compared to a more
forward seating position and a low head restraint. The reduction of head motion
and neck loads is the largest when simulations with a head restraint are compared
to simulations without a head restraint. However, the net axial compression force
will increase due to contact of the head with the head restraint. Contrary to varying
muscle activation, varying head restraint position and initial seating position showed
only small influences on the internal loads of the discs and facet joints (Chapter 6).
It is generally accepted that Whiplash Associated Disorders (WADs) are caused by
local tissue loads. However, the current neck injury criteria used in automotive test
regulations are based on global neck loads in the occipital condyles (OC). Moreover,
since they are defined for high severity frontal impacts, these criteria do not satisfy for
WADs. Recently, new injury criteria designed especially for WADs have been proposed
in the literature. However, these criteria are still based on global loads or global
motions, and most of them lack tolerance levels (Chapter 6).
A correlation study (Chapter 6) between predicted global injury criteria and local
tissue loads using the model results predicted only strong relations for the OC flexion
moment with vertebral extension rotations of the mid and lower neck, and for the OC
axial force with forces of a few upper neck ligaments. No relations were found for the
global injury criteria and the facet joint contact forces, although the facet joints which
were indicated as leading contenders for WAD in the literature. Therefore, the model
results indicate that it is questionable whether global injury criteria may be used to
predict local injuries (Chapter 6).
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7.4 Suggestions for Future Applications

The neck model as a separate model, as well as integrated in a total human body
model, can be used to predict the human head-neck response to various impact
situations, which makes it useful for the understanding of injury mechanisms and
for car safety improvement. As illustrated in Chapter 6 the neck model is, in
principle, useful for studying injury mechanisms because deformations and loads of
the individual soft tissues can be assessed. Failure tolerances could be established
by reproducing experiments or real accidents and correlating real injuries with the
predicted tissue loads and deformations. Once appropriate tolerance levels for the
tissues are known, these can be used for predicting the probability of the occurrence
of injuries in other cases. The neck model integrated in the human body model can be
used to study the effect of head restraints, airbags, car interior, muscle activation, and
initial seating positions, on the occupant’s head-neck response in simulated crashes.
It should be noted that the model presented in this thesis represents a 50th percentile
male (75.7 kg and 1.74 m), rather close to most subject data used for validation
(Chapter 5). However, anthropometric variability between test subjects and the
model requires models of different body sizes [57].

Muscle activation The model presented in this thesis has the capability to simulate
passive and active muscle behaviour. The simulation results showed that active
muscle behaviour has a substantial influence on the head and neck kinematics for
frontal, lateral and rear end impact (Chapter 4 and 5). An even stronger effect
was found on the local loads (facet joints and discs) (Chapter 6). The muscles are
activated in this research into three groups for simplicity, but it is possible to define
the model input per muscle. Variations of initial muscle contraction, reflex times,
activation level and co-contraction scheme can be introduced very easily with the
current model. Therefore, the model shows the potential to further investigate the
importance of muscle activation by numerical research.

Posture and head restraint position Initial seating posture and head restraint
position will influence the head neck response in a rear end impact as was observed
experimentally (see review by Szabo [140]) and numerically (see Chapter 5). It is
generally assumed that sitting in an extreme position could increase the injury risk.
In this thesis, only three rather normal initial seating postures were studied. However,
it is possible to define more extreme postures as well; for example, simulating a rear
end impact of a subject with the head turned to the left or to the right, or simulating
a case in which the occupant is leaning forward to pick up something from the floor.

Injury For test regulations in the automotive industry, crash test dummies are used
to predict injury risk. However, only global injury criteria can be measured with these
dummies. Recently, during reconstructions of real accidents in which AIS type I neck
injuries were observed, upper neck loads measured in the new RID 2 � dummy have
been compared with upper neck loads calculated in human subject tests [21]. The
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limited data available so far indicate that a relationship with neck injury risk seems
to exist only for the neck axial tensile force. It should be noted that axial force can
be compressive, during ramping up and when the head hits the head restraint, and
tensile, during large head extension. Both may result in different injury mechanisms.
Further research is needed to confirm these possibilities where other potential criteria
should also be considered. Local tissue criteria would require a new dummy neck or
extensive measurement instrumentation that does not exist today. If there would be
experimentally and numerically a strong correlation between local tissue loads and
global criteria this would make it possible to use global injury criteria, and therefore,
the available dummy models. The model presented in this thesis could be used for
further study towards finding such possible correlations.

7.5 Limitations and Recommendations

Limitations While the experimental basis of the model has been extended as
compared to the model of De Jager [65], several areas of uncertainty remain. The
need for additional data at the tissue and segment levels were identified in Section
2.3.
An important limitation of the neck model is that the head does not have a
stable upright position when subjected to gravity only. Including complex feedback
mechanisms for the neural excitation of the neck muscles to create an equilibrium was
beyond the primary task of this study. However, for low severity impacts as performed
at Maastricht University it seems that posture maintenance has a large influence on
the head neck response and needs to be included in the model when studying low
severity loading.
The limitations of experimental condition characteristics used for validation studies
are: 1) the uncertainty about the amount of muscle activation present in the
volunteers; and 2) the range of severities not including experiments with injury.
It was assumed that the extreme flexibility of the passive model for frontal and lateral
and rear end impact was caused by the absence of active muscle behaviour (Sections
4.3 and 5.4). However, the dynamic response of the ligamentous spinal model could
also be a cause of the poor passive model behaviour for volunteer experiments.
The ligamentous segment models as well as the entire ligamentous model show
reasonable to good correspondence with quasi-static experiments. However, the
segment models were not validated for dynamic conditions.
The experimental data used for validation so far did not represent impacts which
resulted in injury (Chapter 5). Therefore, injury predictions by the model should be
taken with care. Also model predictions, for differing severities than validated, need
extra attention.

Recommendations To further improve the neck model a parametric study (similar
as was done for the De Jager model [65]) is needed to determine the effect of the
tissue parameter changes on the model response. Once crucial model parameters
have been identified for the new neck model experimental studies quantifying the
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mechanical characteristics of the cervical tissues are recommended, to reinforce the
experimental basis of the model. Additionally, to further improve the applicability of
the model more validation studies are needed. To be more specific:

� Experimental studies quantifying the mechanical characteristics of the cervical
tissues are recommended. These experiments should address the following
aspects: a) applying low and high loads, both in quasi-static and dynamic
testing conditions, b) applying loads and measuring loads in 6 degrees of
freedom (coupled motions), c) possible variations in characteristics with
vertebral level.

� It is recommended to perform experiments in several impact directions on the
ligamentous spine to dynamically validate the kinematics and kinetics of the
segment models as well as the whole ligamentous spine without passive or
active musculature.

� Experimental studies, focussing on measuring muscle parameters are needed
for more accurate model input for the muscle activation. These experiments
should address the following aspects: a) the moment of activation with respect
to the start of impact. b) the amount of muscle force in impact loading, c) the
head and T1 kinematics.

� It is recommended to validate the internal response of the model. Very recent
impact studies presenting experimental data on vertebral rotations [31, 102],
ligament forces or strains [109], facet joint contact forces and displacements
[31,179] could be used for internal dynamic model validation.

� Model validation for the more severe and injurious impacts is recommended.
Since only few rear end impact experiments reproducing injury are available
in the literature [180], additional experimental studies with PMHSs are
recommended. These experiments should address the following aspects: a)
head, T1 and pelvis kinematics, b) vertebral rotations, c) facet joint kinematics,
d) ligament kinematics, e) injury monitoring. Additionally, simulations of
accident reconstructions could give more insight in the injury biomechanics
during a collision.

7.6 Conclusions

In this thesis a detailed multibody neck model has been presented. The model consists
of a rigid head, rigid vertebrae, (non)linear viscoelastic discs, frictionless facet joints,
nonlinear viscoelastic ligaments and segmented contractile muscles, which follow the
curvature of the neck. The model is a major update of the De Jager model [65]. The
neck model has been validated quasi-statically as well as dynamically. Quasi-statically,
the model agreed reasonably with the experimental data and showed realistic 3D
coupling effects. Dynamically, frontal (15 g), lateral (7 g), and rear end (0.7 g to
12 g) impact loadings have been simulated and the model showed reasonable to
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good response. Frontal, lateral and rear end impact simulations provide comparable
conclusions on the role of muscle activation, showing that inclusion of muscle activity
seems necessary for realistic simulations of impact conditions with human volunteers.
Although not shown conclusively by experimental research, the combined findings
of numerical modelling and experimental research presented in literature indicate
that neck muscles can alter the head and neck kinematics during a rear end impact.
Reflex time, activation level, co-contraction and the initial activation of the muscles
significantly influenced the head and neck motion, but even more so the local loads
(forces in disc and contacts of the facets joints). Additionally, initial seating posture
and head restraint position influenced the global and local head neck response in
a rear end impact as was observed experimentally in the literature. Therefore, for
accurate model validation as well as for simulation rear accidents exact information
on muscle activation, seating posture and position of seat and head restraint is
essential. The correlations found between predicted global injury criteria and local
tissue loads with the simulations performed within this research are not strong.
Therefore, it is questionable whether global injury criteria may be used to predict
local injuries. Several loads, and in particular the facet joint contact forces appeared
to be hardly correlated to global neck injury criteria. The model presented in this
thesis is suitable for studying the neck injury mechanisms and neck injury criteria,
since it reveals the loads and deformations of individual tissues of the neck.
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Appendix A

Muscle geometry

In Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 the muscle geometry used in the neck model is presented.
The muscles in the new neck model are shown in Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3.

Table A.1: Flexor muscles in the neck model (see Figure A.1).
No. Flexor muscle Origin Insertion PCSA PCSA srest

in Myers Myers
model [93] [93]

cm2 cm2 �m
1 Longus colli T1 C6 0.3914
2 Longus colli T1 C5 0.3914
3 Longus colli T1 C4 0.3914
4 Longus colli T1 C3 0.3914
5 Longus colli T1 C2 0.3914
6 Longus colli T1 C1 0.3914
7 Longus colli T1 Skull 0.3914

TOTAL longus collio 2.74b a 2.66d

8 Longus capitis C3 Skull 0.3425
9 Longus capitis C4 Skull 0.3425
10 Longus capitis C5 Skull 0.3425
11 Longus capitis C6 Skull 0.3425

TOTAL longus capitis o 1.37 1.37 2.9
12 Scalenus anterior o T1 C4 1.88 1.88 3.1
13 Scalenus medius o T1 C3 1.36 1.36 2.8
14 Scalenus posterior o T1 C5 1.05 1.05 2.6
15 Lumped hyoids c;� T1 Skull 2.35 2.35 2.66d
� new compared to De Jager model
o modified compared to De Jager model
a no data available
b arbitrarily chosen as two times the PCSA longus capitis
c the sum of the PCSAs of omohyoid, sternohyoid, sternothryhoid and thryhoid
d average of srest because no data available
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(a) Longus colli (b) Scalenus anterior

(c) Longus capitis (d) Scalenus medius

(e) Lumped hyoid (f) Scalenus posterior

Figure A.1: Flexor muscles in the neck model (see Table A.1), frontal and lateral view.
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(a) Trapezius (b) Sternocleidomastoid

(c) Splenius capitis (d) Splenius cervicis

Figure A.2: Extensor muscles in the neck model (part 1, see Table A.2); lateral and rear view.
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(a) Semispinalis capitis (b) Semispinalis cervicis

(c) Longissimus capitis (d) Longissimus cervicis

(e) Levator scapulae (f) Multifidus cervicis

Figure A.3: Extensor muscles in the neck model (part 2, see Table A.3); lateral and rear view.
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Table A.2: Extensor muscles in the neck model (part 1, see Figure A.2).
No. Extensor muscle Origin Insertion PCSA PCSA srest

in Myers Myers
model [93] [93]

cm2 cm2 �m
16 Trapezius T1 Skull 0.4713
17 Trapezius T1 C1 0.4713
18 Trapezius T1 C2 0.4713
19 Trapezius T1 C3 0.4713
20 Trapezius T1 C4 0.4713
21 Trapezius T1 C5 0.4713
22 Trapezius T1 C6 0.4713
23 Trapezius T1 C7 0.4713

TOTAL Trapezius a;o 3.77 3.77 2.8
24 Sternocleidomastoid o T1 Skull 4.92 4.92 2.9
25 Splenius capitis C7 Skull 1.545
26 Splenius capitis T2 Skull 1.545

TOTAL Splenius capitis o 3.09 3.09 2.7
27 Splenius cervicis T3 C3 0.833
28 Splenius cervicis T3 C2 0.833
29 Splenius cervicis T3 C1 0.833

TOTAL Splenius cervicis o 2.5 1.43 2.6
� new compared to De Jager model
o modified compared to De Jager model
a only that part of trapezius that originates from the base of the skull
and inserts on the scapula; 25 % of total PCSA [93]
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Table A.3: Extensor muscles in the neck model (part 2, see Figure A.2).
No. Extensor muscle Origin Insertion PCSA PCSA srest

in Myers Myers
model [93] [93]

cm2 cm2 �m
30 Semispinalis capitis C4 Skull 0.9
31 Semispinalis capitis C5 Skull 0.9
32 Semispinalis capitis C6 Skull 0.9
33 Semispinalis capitis C7 Skull 0.9
34 Semispinalis capitis T3 Skull 0.9

TOTAL Semispinalis capitis o 4.5 5.52 2.5
35 Semispinalis cervicis T1 C2 0.1275
36 Semispinalis cervicis T2 C3 0.255
37 Semispinalis cervicis T3 C4 0.3825
38 Semispinalis cervicis T4 C5 0.8
39 Semispinalis cervicis T5 C6 1.0
40 Semispinalis cervicis T6 C7 1.1

TOTAL Semispinalis cervicis o 3.665 3.06 2.4
41 Longissimus capitis C3 Skull 0.1633
42 Longissimus capitis C4 Skull 0.1633
43 Longissimus capitis C5 Skull 0.1633
44 Longissimus capitis C6 Skull 0.1633
45 Longissimus capitis C7 Skull 0.1633
46 Longissimus capitis T2 Skull 0.1633

TOTAL Longissimus capitis o 0.98 0.98 2.4
47 Longissimus cervicis T2 C2 0.2483
48 Longissimus cervicis T2 C3 0.2483
49 Longissimus cervicis T2 C4 0.2483
50 Longissimus cervicis T2 C5 0.2483
51 Longissimus cervicis T2 C6 0.2483
52 Longissimus cervicis T2 C7 0.2483

TOTAL Longissimus cervicis o 1.49 1.49 2.6
53 Levator scapulae Scapula C1 0.78
54 Levator scapulae Scapula C2 0.78
55 Levator scapulae Scapula C3 0.78
56 Levator scapulae Scapula C4 0.78

TOTAL Levator scapulae o 3.12 3.12 2.5
57 Multifidus cervicis C5 C2 0.15
58 Multifidus cervicis C6 C2 0.15
59 Multifidus cervicis C6 C3 0.15
60 Multifidus cervicis C7 C3 0.15
61 Multifidus cervicis C7 C4 0.15
62 Multifidus cervicis T1 C4 0.15
63 Multifidus cervicis T1 C5 0.20
64 Multifidus cervicis T2 C5 0.20
65 Multifidus cervicis T2 C6 0.40
66 Multifidus cervicis T3 C6 0.40
67 Multifidus cervicis T3 C7 1.10
68 Multifidus cervicis T4 C7 1.30

TOTAL Multifidus cervicis � 4.5c b 2.66a
� new compared to De Jager model
o modified compared to De Jager model
a average of srest because no data available
b no data available
c based on MRI scans and discussions with anatomists
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Results of frontal and lateral
impact simulations compared

to results of the De Jager model

In this appendix the dynamic reponse of the De Jager neck model and the Van
der Horst model (this thesis) are compared. Model simulations with passive and
active muscle behaviour are performed for 15g frontal and 7g lateral impact (see also
Chapter 4). The setup of the simulation is presented in Section 4.1.2. It should be
noted that the De Jager model has a fixed T1, therefore no T1 rotation is prescribed
for the De Jager model. An overview of the figures presented in this Appendix is listed
below.

� Frontal impact with passive muscle behaviour: see Figures B.1 and B.2.

� Frontal impact with active muscle behaviour: see Figures B.3 and B.4.

� Lateral impact with passive muscle behaviour: see Figures B.5 and B.6.

� Lateral impact with active muscle behaviour: see Figures B.7 and B.8.
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Figure B.1: Head-neck rotation and displacement with respect to T1 versus time. Response to
15g frontal impact of the De Jager neck model and the Van der Horst neck model
both with passive muscle behaviour compared with human volunteer response
corridors.
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Figure B.2: Head acceleration versus time. Response to 15g frontal impact of the De Jager
neck model and the Van der Horst neck model both with passive muscle behaviour
compared with human volunteer response corridors.
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Figure B.3: Head-neck rotation and displacement with respect to T1 versus time. Response to
15g frontal impact of the De Jager neck model and the Van der Horst neck model
both with active (tact = 74 ms) muscle behaviour compared with human volunteer
response corridors.
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Figure B.4: Head acceleration versus time. Response to 15g frontal impact of the De Jager
neck model and the Van der Horst neck model both with active (tact = 74 ms)
muscle behaviour compared with human volunteer response corridors.
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Figure B.5: Head angles and displacement of Occipital Condyles (OC) and Centre of Gravity
of Head (CG) with respect to T1 versus time. Response to 7g lateral impact of the
De Jager neck model and the Van der Horst neck model both with passive muscle
behaviour compared with human volunteer response corridors. +x is forward, +z
is upward.
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Figure B.6: Head acceleration versus time. Response to 7g lateral impact of the De Jager
neck model and the Van der Horst neck model both with passive muscle behaviour
compared with human volunteer response corridors.
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Figure B.7: Head angles and displacement of Occipital Condyles (OC) and Centre of Gravity
of Head (CG) with respect to T1 versus time. Response to 7g lateral impact of the
De Jager neck model and the Van der Horst neck model both with active (tact =
87 ms) muscle behaviour compared with human volunteer response corridors. +x
is forward, +z is upward.
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Figure B.8: Head acceleration versus time. Response to 7g lateral impact of the De Jager neck
model and the Van der Horst neck model both with active (tact = 87 ms) muscle
behaviour compared with human volunteer response corridors.
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Appendix C

Results of additional rear end
impact simulations

In this Appendix additional results of the rear end impact simulations as discussed
in Chapter 5 are shown. The AZT simulation results (5g rear end impact, standard
seat with head restraint) for the passive model response (U1) and the active model
response (U4) are presented in Figure C.1 - C.3. In Figure C.4 results of varying
initial muscle activations are presented for 5g rear end impact simulation (standard
seat without head restraint).
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Figure C.1: T1 kinematics with respect to sled versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear end
impact of the neck model with passive and active muscle behaviour compared to
AZT volunteer response.
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Figure C.2: Head kinematics versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear end impact of the
neck model with passive and active muscle behaviour compared to AZT volunteer
response.
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Figure C.3: Head acceleration versus time. Simulated response to 5g rear end impact of the
neck model with passive and active muscle behaviour compared to AZT volunteer
response.
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Figure C.4: Head angle at varying initial muscle activation conditions (increasing initial muscle
activation from U to W, increasing maximum muscle activation from case 1 to 5)
for a 5g rear end impact simulation (standard seat without head restraint, see
Table 5.3).
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Appendix D

Global injury criteria of rear
end impact simulations

In this Appendix additional global injury criteria of the rear end impact simulations
as discussed in Chapter 5 and 6 are presented.

0 5 10 15
Maximum NIC [m2/s2]

LAB

JARI

AZT

LAB: stiff passive muscles       
JARI U1: passive muscles         
JARI U2: flexor and sterno active
JARI U3: flexor and sterno active
JARI U4: all muscles active      
JARI U5: all muscles 100% active 
AZT P1 mhd: normal head restraint
AZT P2 mhd: normal head restraint
AZT P3 mhd: normal head restraint
AZT P3 lhd: low head restraint   
AZT P3 nhd: no head restraint    

Figure D.1: NIC for LAB, JARI and AZT rear end impact simulations (see Table 6.1).
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Figure D.2: Peak neck loads for LAB, JARI and AZT rear end impact simulations (see Table
6.1). The dotted lines represent the range of peak values of the corresponding
experimental data, while the explanation of the symbols can be found in the
legend of Figure D.1.



Appendix E

Impact of muscle contraction
upon head stabilisation during

sudden forward acceleration

This Appendix presents a copy of the article on low severity rear end impact
experiments performed at Maastricht University. The article is written by Herman
Kingma.
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Impact of muscle contraction upon head stabilisation during sudden forward 
acceleration. 
 
H.Kingma¹, J.Patijn¹, I.de Jong¹, H.W.Gosens¹, J.Stevens¹, A. Dekker¹, M. 
Lansbergen¹, M.v.d.Horst², J.Wismans², H.van Mameren³ 
 
¹ENT-Department, University Maastricht 
²Technical University Eindhoven 
³Department of Anatomy, University Maastricht 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The impact of muscle contraction upon head movements induced by a forward 
acceleration as a model for low impact car-accidents was studied. The purpose of 
our research is to examine 1. whether and by which mechanism neck muscle 
contraction is induced after onset of the movement and 2. if voluntary neck muscle 
contraction prior to the movement affects head motion. Eight healthy volunteers 
(±21,4 yrs) were included in this study. Volunteers were sitting on a standard car 
seat mounted on a sled. The computer controlled motor driven sled was forward 
accelerated with 0,6 g. In test series 1, head and body movement were detected 
with a standard video camera (20 ms per frame) and accelerometers mounted on 
the head without interference with muscle activity. Muscle activation was detected 
by simultaneous measurement of surface EMG of m. splenius capitis, m. trapezius 
(descending part), m. scalenis medius, m. sterno-cleido mastoideus, m. digastricus 
(venter anterior), m. mylohyoideus, m. pectoralis major, m. quadriceps, tibialis 
anterior and triceps surae. The subject’s movements and muscle activity were 
examined during forward sled acceleration when 1. the subjects were relaxed and 
could not anticipate on the precise start of sled acceleration and 2. when they 
contracted all body muscles about 4 seconds prior to and during the sled 
acceleration and 3. when head and trunk were fixed to the chair. The same subjects 
were accelerated in test series 2, but now head and trunk movements were 
measured with a better time resolution by use of a high-speed video camera (500 
Hz) and accelerometers mounted to the head (bite board), body and sled. Head and 
body movements were measured under conditions 1 and 2 as described above. 
Reproducibility was tested by repeating each test condition once, including 
repositioning of the subjects, the accelerometers and body fixed sell spot markers. 
Results and Conclusion. The current experimental set-up allows a low cost 
evaluation of head and body movements induced by low impact velocity impulses. 
We observed that sudden whole body acceleration induces head accelerations that 
exceed the acceleration of the impact by a factor of 2-3. After the impact, the head 
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first remains stationary in space while the sled and trunk move forward (relative 
head and upper trunk translation). Subsequently head and trunk rotate backwards, 
ultimately followed by an additional retro flexion of the head alone. Pre-
contraction and anticipation to the impact leads to a faster and increase of general 
muscle tone. It does not affect the initial translation but leads to a reduction of 
about 30-35% of head rotations and head angular velocities. The muscle 
contraction is most like a generalised alerting response. It should be noted that the 
current results were obtained at a loading level of 0,7 g, which is far below the 5-12 
g levels observed in rear end collisions. Since the current study shows only small 
influences of the muscle contraction it is assumed that the contraction will not be 
strong enough to limit the larger head and trunk motion in the higher impacts. 
 
Introduction 
 
Rear end car collisions can cause substantial forces in different anatomical 
structures of the neck resulting in neck pain, headache, and restriction of neck 
mobility. Together with other complaints like dizziness and cognitive deficits, the 
syndrome is generally known as “whiplash trauma”. Research might help us to 
understand the whiplash mechanism and the associated complaints and function 
loss. During a rear end impact, the car is subjected to a forward acceleration during 
which the body of a subject is pushed forward by the seatback. At moderate to 
severe impacts (>5g), the head lags behind forcing the neck into extension. This 
motion continues until the head and neck hit the head restraint, reaches its 
maximum range of motion, or is counteracted by the muscles. The head than reacts 
by moving forward into a flexed neck posture.1 Hyper translation of the head might 
explain the genesis of craniovertebral disruptions (like occipitoatlantal and 
atlantoaxial dislocation) better than hyper flexion or hyperextention.2 Hyper 
translation produces horizontal shear between the vertebrae, resulting in 
compression of the facet joints and stretching annular fibres at the anterior part of 
the disc.3 
It is questioned if muscles play a significant role in the restriction of passive 
motion of the head induced by acceleration.4 It has been argued that muscles do not 
respond fast enough to manifest any changes in occupant motions during such an 
impact. However, to our knowledge this claim has been made largely without 
actual experimental validation. Only a few studies have been published concerning 
EMG activity of cervical spine extension- flexion, induced by low speed rear end 
impacts but they show no consistent results.5 6 Information about EMG activity can 
provide information whether and to which extent cervical muscles effect head 
motion, under conditions where volunteers could and could not anticipate at the 
onset of sled acceleration. Latency times can create insight about the moment of on 
set of muscle activity in the characteristic motion of the head induced by 
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acceleration. Magnusson et al (1999) studied muscle activity of cervical flexors and 
extensors using wire and surface EMG. They found that for both anticipated and 
unanticipated sled accelerations, trunk movement occurred after 18,8 ms, head 
movement after 53,3 ms and neck muscle activity after 112 ms measured from the 
onset of sled acceleration. Szabo and Welcher studied the muscle activity of 
cervical flexors and extensors and the lumbar paraspinal musculature, using surface 
EMG. Muscle reaction times of 100-125 ms after the moment of bumper contact 
were found. They reported latency times as low as 20-30 ms from head 
acceleration for the neck flexors and tensors in some tests, significantly lower than 
the reflex times of 77 and 66 ms reported in other studies.7  8 
It can be questioned what should be defined as the reaction time (latency) in case 
of an rear end impact. Either the time lag between seat acceleration and the first 
noticeable burst of EMG activity, or the time lag between start head or trunk 
acceleration and first noticeable burst of EMG activity might be used. This is 
especially relevant, as there is still no unequivocal answer of what the trigger 
mechanism is for possible neck muscle activity induced by acceleration. Szabo en 
Welcher infer that the stimulus for the generated response mechanism occurred 
prior to the on set of response head acceleration. Other studies indicate such a 
response might come from at least the following three sources: the somato-sensory 
system, the vestibular system and vision.9 
The aim of this study is to examine whether and to which extent the cervical 
muscles affect head motion induced by whole body acceleration. We formulated 
the following hypotheses: 
1. Whole body low acceleration evokes involuntary head motion and neck muscle 

activity. 
2. Muscle reaction times are affected by precontraction and/or anticipation to the 

on set of sled motion. 
3. Pre-contraction of neck muscles limits head motion. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Subjects 
The Medical Ethics Committee of the Maastricht University Hospital approved the 
test protocol. After being informed, all subjects signed an informed consent form 
before participating. Eight healthy Dutch male subjects (mean age of 21,4 yrs, 
range 19-23) participated in the study. 
Subject’s history revealed no indications for a neurological or otological disorder. 
General physical examination was normal in all subjects. No neurological function 
loss, motion restriction or abnormalities of the cervical spine were found on 
physical examination. MRI excluded congenital abnormalities of the cervical spine. 
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Sled specifications 
The 4 meter long sled (linear accelerator) was developed and build by the 
Instrumental Service of Maastricht University. Safety aspects were evaluated and 
optimised in close co-operation with the Instrumental Service of the Maastricht 
University Hospital. The seat was propelled forward by a spindle motor, which 
could generate a maximum acceleration of 1,2 g and a maximum velocity of 3,5 
m/s that simulates a rear end impact. For safety reasons maximum acceleration and 
velocity were limited at 0,7 g and 3,0 m/s respectively. A PC controlled the sled 
movement profile. A regular car seat provided with a 4- point seatbelt and head 
restraint was mounted on the sled. The head restraint bar stood in a 14- degree 
angle relative to the sled. The sled reached maximum acceleration after 70 ms and 
started decelerating after 680 ms. ∆V (sled velocity change from t=0 s until 
acceleration is back to 0 g) averaged over all tests was 9,8 km/hr. 
 
Two test series were performed. 
Test series 1. This series of measurements were performed to study impact of 
acceleration upon the contraction state of muscles. Electromyography activity 
(EMG) was measured with Meditrace surface ECG electrodes. Electrodes were 
placed bilateral on the m. splenius capitis (Spl. Cap), m. trapezius (descending 
part), m. scalenis medius, m. sterno-cleido mastoideus (St.cleido), m. digastricus 
(venter anterior, Digast.), m. mylohyoideus, m. pectoralis major, m. quadriceps, 
tibialis anterior (Tib.ant) and triceps surae (Tric.surae). 
Signals were filtered with 2-200 Hz band filters. First muscle contraction amplitude 
was measured when subjects were asked to contract the specific muscle as much as 
possible (100%). Muscle contraction amplitudes were measured during the test 
series and given as a proportion of maximum amplitude found in the pre-test. 
Head-, trunk- and sled accelerations were detected by piezo-resistive 
accelerometers (Analogue Devices ADXL05, 5 g maximum, accuracy 0,005 g). 
The sensors were provided with low pass 200 Hz filters. One sensor was mounted 
on the sled to detect sled acceleration (x-axis). The two sensors used on the head 
and trunk measured accelerations in the sagittal plane (horizontal or x-axis and 
vertical or z-axis). The 2D sensor placed on the head was fixed on the top of the 
scull by a swimming cap; a second 2D sensor was placed on the chest at the 
sternum in a tightly fitted neoprene smock assuming a fixed distance to T1. 
Measurements in one subject (subject 4) had to be repeated because of initial 
problems with fixation of the accelerometers relative to T1.In a pilot study, the 
reliability of the fixation of the 2D sensor in the swimming cap was tested in two 
subjects by comparison of the 2D accelerometer and video data of the swimming 
cap sensor and the 2 swimming cap sell spots with those of the 4 sensors and 2 sell 
spots mounted on a simultaneously worn bite board. The correlation coefficient 
between the outputs of the aligned accelerometers was better than 0,94. The 
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correlation between the position data calculated from the video frames was better 
than 0,96. 
In the test series 1 the impact of muscle contraction upon body movement was 
studied. As a consequence no bite boards were applied to fix the accelerometers or 
video markers to avoid muscle contraction in the head and neck region. 
Accelerometers were mounted such that the x output (g-load) was close to zero at 
the on set of the experiments (x in the horizontal plane). 
Video documentation of test runs was accomplished by a DBS (type DMM 8003) 
camera, positioned at a distance of 250 cm from the sagittal plane of the body. See 
figure 1. The sensor used in this camera was a Sony ICX 059 AC with a resolution 
of 768 x 494 and a shutter-time of 1 ms. Even and odd frames of the interlaced 
images were analysed separately. This procedure resulted in a temporal resolution 
of 20 ms and a spatial resolution of 768 x 247 pixels. The lens used in this 
experiment was a 8mm lens set at a diaphragm f 8,0. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up test series 1, prior to the impact. Selspot 
markers and  accelerometers were located on the sled, trunk (neoprene 
smock) and head (in the swimming cap). Left video-frame: condition 1 or 
2. Right video-frame: condition 3. 

Fig. 2. Experimental set-up test series 2, 
prior to the impact. Markers and 
accelerometers were located on sled, 
trunk and head 
on the sled, trunk (neoprene smock) and 
head (bite board). 
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The video camera was time-synchronised with the onset of sled acceleration (jitter 
less than 2 ms). Sell spot markers were placed on the head, trunk, sled and wall to 
allow detection of displacement of head and trunk relative to each other, relative to 
the sled and relative in space. 
Test series 2. This series of measurements were performed a few months after test 
series 1 were completed. This series was performed to study the impact of muscle 
contraction upon passive head and body movement in detail. Sell spot markers 
were placed on the head, trunk, sled and wall to allow video detection of 
displacement of head and trunk absolute, relative to each other, relative to the sled 
and relative to space. During these test series a high-speed video system was used 
(500 Hz). See figure 2. Trunk- and sled accelerations were detected by piezo-
resistive accelerometers as described above. One sensor was mounted on the sled 
to detect sled acceleration (Cxac). The sensors used on the head and trunk 
measured accelerations in the sagittal plane (horizontal or x-axis and vertical or z-
axis). Four accelerometers were mounted on a bite board (x-axes: Bxac1, Bxac2, z-
axes: Bzac1, Bzac2) and the bite board was supplied with three sell spot markers to 
detect the spatial orientation of the sensors by video. See figure 3a. A 3D sensor 
was placed on the trunk and was fixed by a neoprene smock at a fixed distance of 
T1 (Txac, Tyac, Tzac). This sensor was also supplied with sell spot markers. 
Figure 3b shows an example of the signal output of the accelerometers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3a. Orientation and direction sensitivity of the 4 
accelerometers on the bite board 
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Test Procedure. 
Subjects were seated on the car seat mounted on a sled. They were told to sit in 
upright position with the Frankfort Plane oriented horizontally (horizontal position 
of the head where an imaginary line is passing through the external ear canal and 
across the top of the lower bone of the eye socket, immediately under the eye). 
Both hands were resting in the lap. Legs and feet were positioned as in a normal 
driving position. The soft car seat was fitted with a 4- point seatbelt and a head 
restrain. Depending on the anatomy of the subjects, the horizontal distance between 
occiput and head restrain varied from 8 to 14 cm. 
Prior to and after the simulated rear-end impacts, the subjects – in seated position- 
were asked to contract all tested muscles maximally against the resistance of the 
opposing operators hand (isometric). This allowed normalisation of the responses 
per subject by comparison of these maximum values with those observed during 
impact. 
The volunteers were exposed to three different test conditions. 

1. Condition 1: the relaxed “relaxed” condition, where volunteers could not 
anticipate at the on set of sled acceleration. Volunteers were asked to relax 
prior to the impact while they counted down from fifty in English, to 
distract the test subjects from the onset of sled acceleration. 
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2. Condition 2: the expected “precontraction” condition, where the test 
subjects were asked to anticipate on the on set of sled acceleration by 
contracting all muscles to avoid head motion while they kept their head 
horizontal in the Frankfort Plane. The volunteers were notified 4 seconds 
prior to the impact to allow anticipation. 

3. Condition 3: In the test series 1 a third test condition was studied: here 
head and body were mechanically fixed to the seat and head restraint by 
belts; to optimise fixation a plate was placed between the back seat and the 
subject; condition 3 was implemented to verify whether any muscles were 
activated by passive whole body translational acceleration, when no head 
to trunk movements were possible. Conditions 1 and 2 were repeated once 
in test series 2 to study reproducibility. A pause of 5 minutes was allowed 
between subsequent tests. 

 
Test series 2 were performed 4-5 months after test series 1. 
 
Signal processing and analysis 
Test Series 1. EMG and acceleration signals were fed into a 40-channel 
electrophysiological measurement system provided with Poly-5 software (REFA-
40, Twente Medical Systems). Latencies of muscle activity and maximum 
amplitudes were determined for all muscles tested. The low speed video camera 
was time synchronised with the on set of sled acceleration. On set of sled-, trunk- 
and head acceleration were defined at the time when the absolute acceleration 
signal had increased by more than 2 standard deviations (SD) compared to the 
acceleration signal during an interval of 100 ms before the start of the sled. Similar, 
the on set of EMG activity was defined at the time when the rectified and filtered 
EMG-activity had increased by more than 2 standard deviations (SD) of the EMG-
activity during an interval of 100 ms before the start of the sled acceleration EMG 
latencies were calculated relative to the on set of sled-, trunk- and head 
acceleration. Muscle activity and accelerations were measured in the relaxed and 
the pre-contraction condition. Head and trunk rotations were detected by manual 
analysis of the displacement of the sell spot markers in the video-images. 
Test series 2. Head, trunk and head to trunk rotations were calculated from the 
high-speed video frames based upon the position of the sell spot markers. Head 
translation was calculated from the accelerometer output corrected for the rotation 
of the sensor, which was calculated from the video data. 
 
Statistic analysis 
Variables were described in terms of means with standard deviation (SD) unless 
otherwise indicated. Data were statistical analysed with Excel (Microsoft Corp., 
Redmond, Washington) and SPSS (SPSS Inc. Chicago, version 9.2). Significance 
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was defined with a non-parametric test for 2/ K related samples (Wilcoxon Signed 
Rank test) at P< 0,05. 
 
Results 
 
General description and typical examples. 
The upper two graphs of figure 4 illustrate the typical sled acceleration profile, 
which was the same for all tests performed thanks to the computer controlled feed 
back of sled position, velocity and acceleration. The lower two graphs of figure 4 
illustrate a typical EMG as detected during the test series 1. The upper part of 
figure 5 shows the video graphs in 2 subjects at the start of sled acceleration and 
300 ms later in test series 1. The lower part of figure 5 shows the video graphs of 1 
subject in test condition 1 and 2, including the result of the manual analysis of the 
movement of the sell spots relative to space or to the sled. Figure 6 shows the head 
and trunk rotation as a function of time in both conditions as calculated by 
detection of the sell spots in the low speed video graphs in subject 1. Figure 7 
shows an example of the rectified EMG detected in the three different conditions. 
Figure 8 shows the high-speed video graphs obtained in 4 different subjects, with 
automatic detection of the sell spots (resampled in the graphs by a factor of 10 for 
clarity), either relative in space (first two columns) or related to the sled position 
(third column). The first two columns illustrate the intra-individual variability 
(reproducibility), which was only poor in subject 3. 
Figures 9abcd show head to sled, trunk to sled and head to trunk rotations in all 8 
subjects in condition 1 and 2 based on high-speed video data (time resolution 2 
ms). Figures 10ab show the head and trunk angular movements. In each graph the 8 
curves of all subjects are displayed for condition 1 (figure 10a) and condition 2 
(figure 10b). Figure 11 shows a typical example of the linear accelerations along 
the x-axis of sled (relative to space, accelerometer output of the sensor fixed to the 
sled) and head (relative to the sled) in two subjects measured in condition 1 and 2, 
test series 2. Head linear translation is derived from the accelerometers on the bite 
board, corrected for the head rotation as detected by the high-speed video 
recordings. In the upper graph of figure 11, sled acceleration is displayed twofold. 
The gray curve is calculated by two-fold differentiation of the high-speed video-
position data (sell spot on the sled); 8 points moving average smoothing preceded 
each differentiation. The dark curve is the direct output of the accelerometer on the 
sled. The relatively poor video-based signal compared to the better accelerometer 
output gives an indication about the reliability of acceleration data that are derived 
indirectly like the head-linear acceleration data. 
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Figure 5.  Experiment series I: 
Impact contraction upon head and body movement
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Fig. 6: experiment series I: Subject 1
impact pre-contraction on movement 
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Figure 8. Experiment series II: 
resampled high speed video: intra- and intervariability in 4 subjects
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Numerical analysis 
1. Latency of head and body movement 
In the relaxed condition, the upper part of body of the subjects appeared motionless 
in space due to compression of the car seat during the first 44,6 ms after impact 
(Table 1). Only the lower back and the lower limbs translate forward with the sled. 
Significant translation of upper trunk and head relative to the sled occurs, but no 
consistent ramping up of the upper trunk or head is observed. Figure 11 indicates 
that –relative to the sled- the head accelerates backwards, both in condition 1 and 2. 
In condition 1, trunk-head translation relative to the sled is on average 2,6 cm with 
a standard deviation of 0,9 cm. 
Meanwhile, the sled and seat back frame move forward. After on average 44,6 ms, 
head and trunk rotate slightly backwards simultaneously. About 84,4 ms after the 
start of the sled acceleration, the head rotates further more backwards (retro-
flexion). 
On set times of accelerations of trunk and head relative to the on set of sled 
acceleration are shown in table 1. 
 

Latency trunk and head 
rotation (ms) 

latency head to trunk 
rotation (ms) 

Relaxed Mean (SD) 44,6 (14,2) 84,4 (14,9) 
Pre-contraction Mean (SD) 49,0 (15,6) 88,8 (16,4) 

 
Table 1. Mean (SD) latency (ms) of head and trunk from start of sled acceleration. 
There was no significant difference in latency of trunk and head referred to the on 
set of sled acceleration between the relaxed condition and pre-contraction condition 
(Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p>0,05). 
 
In the pre-contraction condition too, the upper part of body of the subjects appeared 
motionless relative to the test site background due to compression of the car seat 
during the first 49,0 ms after impact. Again only the lower back and the lower 
limbs translate forward with the sled. Again, the head –relative to the sled- 
accelerates linearly backwards (figure 11), but no rotation occurs initially (figures 
9abcd). The translation of upper trunk and head relative to space is on average 1,9 
cm with a standard deviation of 0,7 cm. This is not significantly different from the 
translation (2,6 cm) in the relaxed condition 1 (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, 
p>0,05). Although the general movement pattern seems to be the same for the first 
40-50 ms to that described in the relaxed condition, a major difference can be 
observed next. After this first 44 ms, most subjects indeed limit the body and head 
motion by the muscle contraction. Some of them allow only the trunk to move and 
fix the head to the trunk predominantly; others try to prevent any body movement 
relative to the sled chair. Two subjects made more or less additional voluntary head 
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movements during the impact: after an initial backwards rotation of the head and 
trunk they moved the head forward (in flexion) despite the ongoing forward 
acceleration. 
 
There was no significant difference between the relaxed condition and the pre-
contraction condition for maximum acceleration of the head. The mean linear 
acceleration of the head relative to the sled was 1,3 g (with a minimum of 0,8 g and 
a maximum of 1,7 g). This is maximally about 3 times the magnitude of the sled 
(0,621g) during the relaxed condition. During the pre-contraction condition the 
mean acceleration of the head relative to the sled was 1,2 g (with a minimum of 0,7 
g and a maximum of 1,3 g). This is maximally about 2 times the peak sled 
acceleration. Maximum head translational acceleration was not significantly 
different between condition 1 and 2 (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, p>0,05) 
No head or body movement was detected in condition 3 (test series 1) when the 
head and body were fixed to the chair (fig. 1). 
 
2. Amplitude, velocity and acceleration of head and body motion 
Table 2 shows the time to reach the maximum head, trunk and head-to trunk 
rotation amplitudes and velocities, and shows the maximum rotation amplitudes 
and velocities reached. 
No significant differences regarding the times needed to reach the peak values was 
observed, when we compared condition 1 and 2 (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank Test 
(p<0,05). 
As mentioned above already, an initial significant translation of upper trunk and 
head occurs, but no ramping up of the upper trunk or head is observed. In the pre-
contraction condition 2, head and trunk translation is not affected by the muscle 
contraction (fig 11), but rotations are significant reduced in all but one subjects 
(figure 9abcd). Only subject 2 does not show a significant decrease. In the total 
group, maximum head rotation amplitude and velocity, in space and relative to the 
trunk are significantly reduced (Wilcoxon-Signed Rank Test (p<0,05). Trunk 
rotation amplitude and velocity are not significantly affected (p>0,05, see table 2, 
test series 2). Head in space rotation decreases by about 29,3% (SD 21,1), head in 
space rotation velocity by 30,1 % (SD 27,9 %), head to trunk rotation decreases by 
about 36,0 % (SD 33,3 %), head to trunk rotation velocity by 31,0 % (SD 28,9 %). 
See table 2. 
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 Time after start sled acceleration Mean SD 

 RELAXED Max Head rotation                          253 (67) ms 28,3   º 14,1 
 Max Trunk rotation                         213 (27) ms 14,0   º 3,2 
 Max Head to Trunk rotation            234 (47) ms 20,5   º 11,5 
 Max Head velocity                          128 (16) ms 273,3  º/s 66,6 
 Max Trunk velocity                         116 (15) ms 192,8  º/s 131,5 
 Max Head to Trunk velocity           158 (25) ms 253,8  º/s 100,9 
 
 PRE-CON- 
   TRACTION 

 
Max Head rotation                          234 (47) ms 

 
17,8   º 

 
5,4 

 Max Trunk rotation                         229 (65) ms 10,5   º 2,8 
 Max Head to Trunk rotation            229 (65) ms 12,3   º 5,8 
 Max Head velocity                          144 (27) ms 190,3  º/s 81,8 
 Max Trunk velocity                         141 (38) ms 113,4  º/s 61,7 
 Max Head to Trunk velocity           128 (13) ms 169,1  º/s 67,1 

 
Table 2. Mean and SD of maximum rotation amplitude (º) and angular velocity 
(º/s) and time (mean, SD) at which the maximum values are reached; test series 2. 
 
3. Muscle activity 
Muscle contraction amplitude 
In table 3 the peak amplitudes measured during the test series 1 are shown as a 
proportion of the maximum amplitude (100%) found in the pre-test to give insight 
in the amount of activity during for all 3 conditions. 
 
 Spl. Cap. Trapezius St. cleido Digast. Tib. ant Tric. Surae 
Relaxed 36  % 41  % 87  % 65  % 40   % 52    % 
Precontraction 72  % 65  % 93  % 85  % 71  % 91  % 
Fixed 40  % 45  % 80  % 60  % 44    % 48    % 

 
Table. 3. Relative contraction amplitude (%) during the test, compared to 
maximum contraction amplitude, test series 1. 
 
No significant differences between the contraction amplitudes of left and right 
muscles were found in any condition (Wilcoxon-Signed Pair test, p>0,05). No 
significant difference was observed in contraction amplitudes between condition 1 
and 3, (Wilcoxon-Signed Pair test, p>0,05)). Substantial more muscle activity was 
present in condition 2, both before as well as during sled movement (Wilcoxon-
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Signed Pair test, p<0,05). Muscle contraction reaction times are displayed in table 
4. 
In condition 1, muscle activity occurred on average 95 ms after the start of sled 
acceleration, 50 ms after on set of trunk movement, 11 ms after on set of head to 
trunk rotation (see table 3). Muscle reaction times of all individual muscles were 
measured from on set of sled, trunk and head acceleration. In condition 2, muscle 
activity occurred on average 82 ms after the start of sled acceleration, 33 ms after 
on set of trunk movement, 7 ms before on set of head to trunk rotation (see table 4). 
Substantial muscle activity was also present prior to the sled acceleration but 
showed a marked increase about 82 ms after the start of sled acceleration. The 
muscle reaction time in condition 2 was significantly shorter than in conditions 1 
and 3 (table 4, Wilcoxon-Signed Pair test, p<0,05). 
Muscle reaction times of all individual muscles were measured from on set of sled, 
trunk and head acceleration. In condition 3, muscle activity showed the same 
intensity and reaction times as in condition 1 (Wilcoxon-Signed Pair test, p>0,05). 
 

 Spl. Cap. Trapezius St. cleido Digast. Tib. ant Tric. 
Surae 

Relaxed 99,5 
(18,6) 

96,8 (15,3) 92,4 
(15,1) 

97,5 (15,5) 94,6 
(14,3) 

93,7 
(16,4) 

Precontraction 84,3 
(17,0) 

78,8 (17,6) 77,8 
(10,1) 

85,9 (9,8) 86,4 
(12,1) 

83,5 
(11,6) 

Fixed 96,5 
(12,6) 

94,2 (15,6) 95,5 
(12,3) 

93,6 (13,4) 97,7 
(16,8) 

92,5 
(13,4) 

 
Table 4. Mean (SD) reaction time (ms) measured from start sled acceleration. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
Methodological limitations. 
 
Several problems complicated the experimental set-up of this study. 
Measuring motion at the level of T1 is a basic problem in living humans. The 
obvious place of a motion sensor would be on the back close to T1. However this is 
troublesome because of the direct contact between the back of the seat and the 
sensor, which easily induces motion artefacts. The curvature of the back does not 
allow an accurate fixation either. The sensor is also visually hidden in this position 
whereas the spatial orientation of the sensor needs be measured by a video system 
to allow knowing the relation of the 2D sensory output and spatial coordinates. 
For this study, we developed a special tightly fitting neoprene smock that held the 
accelerometer on the chest and was supplied with easy to observe sell spot visual 
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markers. The position of the sensor relative to T1 was estimated by measuring the 
geometrical data when the sensor was brought into position. Our data did not 
indicate any slippage of the sensor relative to the trunk during the measurements: 
we verified this by adding natural markers on the trunk to the video frames and 
measuring the position of the sell spots relative to these markers. 
 
The best way to measure acceleration of the head in living human subjects is for 
sure the use of a bite board that holds the accelerometers. The major draw back in 
this study is that substantial muscle activity in the cranio-cervical region is needed 
to hold the bite board in position. This may affect the head motion per se. We 
therefore measured all 8 subjects in two ways: series 1 without bite board, but 
using a tightly fitted swimming cap and series 2 with a bite board. In a pilot study 
we compared the accelerometer output in subjects that were equipped with 
accelerometers mounted in the tightly fitted swimming cap as well as on the bite 
board. The correlation coefficient between the outputs of the aligned 
accelerometers was better than 0,94. We concluded that –at these low impacts- 
application of the tightly fitting swimming cap is a good alternative for the bite 
board and does not lead to different results. 
 
The video data provided position data with a limited spatial resolution (2 mm with 
standard video technique, 4 mm with the high speed technique). Given, the position 
of the sell spot markers, the resolution of the detection of the various rotation 
angles is between 1 and 2 degrees with the low speed video system and between 2 
and 4 degrees with the high-speed video system. 
The limited resolution in rotation detection by the video techniques also limits the 
accuracy to which extend the accelerometer data can be interpreted in spatial 
coordinates (e.g. figure 11 shows the relatively noisy signals of the head 
acceleration due to the mathematical various operations required). Another more 
fundamental limitation of the accelerometer data is that head and trunk motion 
relative to the sled can only be derived by subtracting the output of the sled 
mounted sensor from the output of the body fixed sensors and by subtracting the 
gravity component. This procedure reduces the signal to noise ration further by a 
factor 1,4 to 2. These inaccuracies introduce errors in absolute values of head and 
trunk velocities when derived by integration of the accelerometer data. Head and 
trunk velocities can also be derived by differentiation of the high-speed video 
position data. Here the limited accuracy in position induces substantial noise in the 
velocity signals. 
We optimised the calculation of head and trunk velocities (table 2) by cross 
reference through maximizing the correlation coefficient between the velocity data 
from the accelerometer and video-data. Figure 11 allows a good comparison 
between directly obtained acceleration data ((upper graph, dark line) accelerometer 
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on the sled) and indirect obtained acceleration data ((upper curve, gray line), sell 
spot markers on the sled)). 
To avoid errors, the consistency of all calculations was verified qualitatively by 
careful observation of the original video recordings. 
 
Careful analysis of translation and rotation components, first by using the video 
data to calculate the translational components in the accelerometer data, and later 
by frame to frame visual inspection of the high speed video images, showed that 
the initial head and trunk movement is composed of both a translational and a 
rotational component, variable in relative amplitudes over the subjects. 
The induced head and trunk motion profiles vary widely from subject to subject 
(figs. 9 and 10). In some subjects head and trunk motions relative to the sled were 
observed in the direction of sled acceleration, suggesting a voluntary and active 
component (fig 9, subjects 4,6 and 8). The general impression is that the current 
low impact induces substantial passive head and trunk movement. 
A summary of the generally observed motion patterns and impact of muscle 
contraction is summarized for clarity and easy comparison in table 5 (see below). 
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Condition 1, when anticipation to the 
impact was prevented 
 
 
Phase 1: Translation phase 
Initial 45 ms: upper trunk and head are 
stationary in space, while the sled 
moves forward. Only the lower trunk 
and lower limbs are translated forward. 
Without a clear detectable latency, 
upper trunk and head translate on 
average 2,6 cm backwards relative to 
the sled, with a peak head to the sled 
acceleration of about 1,3 g on average. 
 
 
Phase  2. Upper body rotation phase 
After 45 ms, head and trunk rotate 
slightly backwards simultaneously. 
 
 
Phase 3. Additional Head rotation 
phase 
After 84 ms, the head rotates further 
more backwards (retro-flexion). 
 
Phase 4. Muscle contraction phase 
After 95 ms, all muscles investigated 
contract simultaneously 
 
 
Phase 5. Maximum velocity phase 
Maximal angular velocities (head, 
trunk, head-  trunk) are 192-274 º/s  
after 125-160 ms. 
 
Phase 6. Maximum amplitude phase 
Maximum rotation amplitudes (head, 
trunk) are 14-28 º and reached between 
210-250 ms. 

Condition 2, when anticipation to the 
impact was promoted and all body 
muscles were pre-contracted 
 
Phase 1: Translation phase 
Initial 49 ms: all muscles are partly 
contracted. Upper trunk and head are 
stationary in space, while the sled 
moves forward. Only the lower trunk 
and lower limbs are translated forward. 
Upper trunk and head therefore 
translate on average 1,9 cm backwards 
relative to the sled without any 
considerable latency. Peak head to the 
sled acceleration mounts about 1,2 g 
on average (NS different). 
Phase 2. Upper body rotation phase 
After 49 ms, head and trunk rotate 
slightly backwards simultaneously (NS 
different). 
 
Phase 3. Additional Head rotation 
phase 
After 89 ms, the head rotates further 
more backwards  (NS different). 
 
Phase 4. Muscle contraction phase 
After 82 ms, all muscles contract 
simultaneously significantly faster and 
stronger than in conditions 1 and 3. 
 
Phase 5. Maximum velocity phase 
Maximal angular velocities are 
reduced 113-190 º/s and reached 
between 128-141 ms (NS). 
 
Phase 6. Maximum amplitude phase 
Maximum rotation amplitudes (head, 
trunk) are 12-18 º and reached between 
229-234 ms. 
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Condition 3, when head and trunk are immobilised by fixation to the sled chair 
Without head or trunk movement, all muscles nevertheless contract simultaneously 
after 95 ms, and to the same extend as in condition 1. 

In many popular publications and in the daily clinical practice it is often suggested 
that anticipation on a rear-end collision may lead to contraction of the neck muscle 
and through that might reduce head motion and reduce the probability to acquire a 
whiplash injury. In this study we specifically addressed this question. From table 5 
it is clear that precontraction and anticipation does not affect the initial translation 
or the subsequent rotation phases. Although pre-contraction and anticipation does 
not affect trunk rotation amplitude or trunk velocity, head to trunk and head in 
space rotations and angular velocities are significantly reduced: head in space 
rotation decreases by about 29,3% and head in space angular velocity by 30,1 %, 
head to trunk rotation decreases by about 36,0 % and head to trunk rotation 
velocity by 31,0 %. The relatively small impact of pre-contraction and anticipation 
can be expected to be even less in case of bigger impacts. We conclude that it is 
unlikely that anticipation might prevent or limit the severity of whiplash injuries in 
case of larger impacts that occur in the regular rear-end collisions. 
 
To summarise, three observations related to the muscle activity measured might 
help us to understand the mechanism behind it. First, muscle contraction occurs 
roughly at the same moment where the head to trunk rotation starts, which might 
suggest that muscle contraction occurs due to the head motion. However, this is 
clearly not the case because the same time course of muscle activity is observed 
when the head and trunk are immobilised by fixation to the chair (condition 3). 
Apparently not the head motion itself, but possible the multi-sensory perception of 
the sled movement might form the trigger, the stimulus, to increase muscle tone, 
may be as a simple alerting response. 
Second, the increase of muscle tone observed concerns all muscles evaluated, and 
not only those that control head stabilisation and regards agonist and antagonists. 
The detected muscle activity occurred at approximately the same time and was not 
dependent on acceleration or movement of the area of the body, as seen in other 
studies.13 Muscles that are situated at the dorsal part of the neck cannot reduce the 
backward movement of the head caused by sled acceleration. So there is no logical 
explanation for them contracting if these muscles want to prevent the head from 
going backwards. These findings suggest a centrally generated response. This is 
consistent with the literature in which also a general central mechanism is 
hypothesized to account for the muscle response to low level anterior-posterior 
perturbations of a seated subject 14: it is suggested that the central nervous system 
shifts the equilibrium point of the limbs, resulting in a increased level of muscle 
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activity in both the agonist and antagonist group. This again suggests that the 
muscle activity is not a specific reflex (vestibulo-collic- vestibulo-spinal, cervico-
collic etc) but indeed a more generalised alerting response. The trigger mechanism 
for the centrally generated response (muscle activity) might be arising from 
stimulation of the somato-sensory (almost instantaneously when the sled pushed 
the lower trunk), the auditory (subjects could hear the start of spindle motor). 
Detection of motion by vestibular input is relatively late because the head is 
stationary in space for the first 45-50 ms. Detection by the visual system 
(volunteers could see they were forward accelerated9 15 ) is also late: the latencies of 
motion perception by vision generally exceeds 40-70 ms. Third, muscle tone 
increase is slightly faster and substantially bigger in case of pre-contraction and 
anticipation. To this respect our results do not agree with those of Magnusson et al. 
who found no effect of anticipation upon the muscle reaction times. Our results 
support the hypothesis that the muscle contraction is an alerting response per se, 
that is easier generated and stronger when the subjects anticipate on the impact. 
 
Conclusion 
Pre-contraction and anticipation to the impact leads to a faster and increase of 
general muscle tone. It also leads to a reduction of about 30-35% of head rotations 
and head angular velocities. The muscle contraction is most like a generalised 
alerting response. It should be noted that the current results were obtained at a 
loading level of 0,7 g, which is far below the 5-12 g levels observed in rear end 
collisions. Since the current study shows only small influences of the muscle 
contraction it is assumed that the contraction will not be strong enough to limit the 
larger head and trunk motion in the higher impacts. 
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